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FOREWORD
Richard Koh Fine Art has been in operation since
2005 and is regarded as a pioneer for introducing
Southeast Asian contemporary art to Malaysia and the
region. Promoting an adventurous roster of emerging
and established artists, the gallery regularly mounts
exhibitions locally and abroad with a commitment to
emerging practices and challenging media.

KUALA LUMPUR
229 Jalan Maarof
Bukit Bandaraya, Bangsar
59100 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
T

I

t’s the year end again for us at the gallery, and it has
been quite a journey! What’s wonderful about being
in the thick of things is how completely unaware of
how much we have actually done.
Through Number 12, we chronical our ever expanding
narratives on issues that concerns us, many thanks to our
passionate artists, friends of the gallery and institutions.
We treasure and continue to grow alongside each
member from our family of artists, both current and
new, as we seek to explore new territories by pushing the
envelope, bit by bit.
This almanac puts in print our diverse local showcases,
international exhibitions/fairs and off-site collaborations
and I hope you will enjoy this year’s Number 12 edition as
we look forward to our Number 13.

+60 (03) 2095 3300

@ info @ rkfineart.com

Richard Koh
2017

SINGAPORE OFFICE
10 Ubi Crescent
#04-99 Ubi Techpark
Lobby E Singapore
408564
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PETRICHOR
Chan Hampe Galleries
SHOPHOUSE 5, Singapore
01 - 31.07.2016

ASHLEY YEO / GABRIELA
BUTTI / GABRIELE DINI /

MELISSA TAN
/ RUBEN PANG / WEIXIN
CHONG

Left:
Melissa Tan, Dream Logic
in situ, 2016 (detail),
acrylic on watercolour
paper and compressed
foam, 119 x 51 x 72 cm

88

9

Installation view,
Petrichor, Chan Hampe
Galleries, Singapore.
Photo by Melissa Tan
Melissa Tan, Dream
Logic in situ, 2016,
acrylic on watercolour
paper and compressed
foam, 119 x 51 x 72 cm.
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HIDDEN EARTH
Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
15.07 - 05.08.2016

12

隐
形
之
地

FANG WEI

方
巍

13

MEN PLANTING TREE
Fang Wei, 17.06.2016

Opposite:
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2015, watercolour on
paper, 61 x 40.5 cm
Left:
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2015, watercolour on
paper, 38 x 55.1 cm
Right:
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2015, watercolour on
paper, 38 x 55.2 cm

T

here was an old boathouse south of my studio.
It was there at the beginning of the year but
after Chinese New Year it had been razed to the
ground, abandoned by a new era. The wreckage looked
like a dead carcass, and after months of disintegration it
revealed the soil hidden from the daylight for ages.
The elders in the field, mainly women, always joke
or chit chat in a high-pitched tone, and sometimes they
sing songs I’ve never heard before. The young people
left and settled down in the cities a long time ago, while
their fathers continue toiling in the fields. There are some
out-of-towners. Some are construction workers from
Sichuan evacuated after the Three Gorges Dam project.
The village has been changing quietly since they settled
here. And there’s me, a painter who came here from the
city. People were curious, so curious that they don’t
even know what to ask. The officials and businessmen
in town stop by from time to time. They seem to feel
something in my house and studio, something they’ve
never felt before. I am never forthcoming about the
topic of my works with them in case they get confused
when communicating with each other on their way
back.
On a June evening when the hydrangeas are in
blossom and fireflies start flashing around the riverside
the river looks broader, further, and darker than in the
day. Then it suddenly occurred to me - the figures of
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the men planting trees the other day - I have an urge to
paint them. The countryside values lunar terms. “The
Spring begins”, “Grain Rain” are turning points that set
the rhythm for the year, but it can make people nervous,
as it’s also the flipside of life and death. I start to paint as
if hurried by someone or something.
In Hockney’s book, he mentioned the northernEuropean artist Claude Lorrain’s works that I’m not
very familiar with. Claude’s paintings often involve
mythological and religious subjects, but, in nature, they
are all about light and space. It is very similar to the idea
of “Nature” in Chinese Taoism and “imitation of Nature”,
both of which appear in the form of power, in a place
where only the divinity can inhabit. Nowadays, fashion
and post-network artists are busy pulling down the altar
of art and creating their own individual “space”. Thus,
“fairs” and “carnivals” are staged frequently to ensure
that eventually, they will be stationed in the space of this
new religion and cloaked with aura to reign.
Nevertheless, countryside life and fields make me
betray the city and my original thoughts. Just like the
workers from Sichuan, these changes will always evolve
with the land till the people can work in the fields like
dancers, and the painter can respect the flow of life like
workers.
This exhibition in Malaysia is my first exhibition
abroad. I especially thank Mr. Richard Koh, who came
to Chongming- this distant earth, in person and shared
a wonderful, albeit short time with me as rainy season
approached.

15

Above:
Fang Wei, Mighty
Aeolus, 2015, oil on
canvas, 200 x 300 cm.
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种树的人
方巍, 17.06.2016

我工作室的南边，有个老旧的船厂，年
初还在那里，今年突然全部夷为了平地。
老船厂是被新时代丢弃的。拆掉的时候像
是死在那片地里巨大的残骸，好几个月残
骸被肢解，露出很久不见天光、同样是老
去的土地。人们在这老的地里重新堆上了
新土。接着，来了很多人，乡里和外面的
人，开始种起树来。卡车运来了笔直的水
杉树，像年轻的士兵，还没有发芽，就等
着种到地里、等着春天渐渐到来的温暖。
地里的老人，多的是些老妇人，唧唧咋
咋，不停的用高亢的音调说话，嬉笑，有
时还唱着没听过的歌。这里的年轻人早就
离开，到城里去了，他们的父辈继续在田
地里耕种。外面来了这些人，有的是当年
三峡大坝工程被疏散的四川人，他们开始
在这里居住，村庄也因此悄悄地发生着变
化。我，一个画画的人从城里来到乡下，
人们感到很意外。好奇的不知道该问什
么。镇上做官的、经商的，不时也会来。
在家里、在工作室里，他们似乎感受到了
什么，一种和迄今为止不同的气氛。我不
会主动和他们聊我在做什么，不想让他们
在回去路上的交流彼此有所困惑。

6月绣球花开的夜晚，萤火虫开始在河边零
星闪烁，河道比白天看上去显得更宽更远更
暗，我突然想起那些天种树人的样子，想画
他们。农村注重节气。“春分”、“谷雨”
、它是时间里的节点，令一年的节奏不至于
单调，却令人感到紧张，它还是生死的节
点。我被催促着似的开始动手画了。
霍克尼在他的书中提到过一段我并不了
解的北欧艺术家克劳德洛兰德作品。克劳德
的画有种神话和宗教的主题，不过，究其本
质，都是关于光和空间，和中国人说的“道
18

Opposite (top):
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2015, watercolour on
paper, 57.5 x 38 cm;
57.5 x 76.5 cm
Opposite (middle):
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2015, watercolour on
paper, 40 x 61 cm
Opposite (bottom):
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2015, watercolour on
paper, 38 x 55.2 cm

法自然”中的“自然”一样，看上去都是一
种力量，一种唯独神性可以栖息的地。当
下，时尚和后网络的艺术家们同样在把艺术
拉下神坛的同时创建着自身的“空间”。于
是“盛典”和“狂欢”频繁上演，他们最终
要进驻这个新教的空间，披着光环主宰它。
但是，农村和田野的生活让我不得不背叛
城市和原来的看法，这些变化就像四川的外
来民一样，随着土地而改变。直到劳动的人
如同舞者，耕种着土地。直到画画的人像劳
动者在轮回的节气中敬畏时光。
马来西亚的展览是我第一次在国外的展
览，感谢 Richard Koh 先生特地来到崇明岛
这个不约而同的隐身之地，以及共度过的梅
雨将至的短暂时光。
19

Top (left):
Fang Wei, Hidden Earth
I, 2015, oil on canvas,
55.5 x 40.5 cm.
Top (right):
Fang Wei, Intimate
Friends, 2015, oil on
canvas, 55.5 x 40.5 cm.
Bottom (left):
Fang Wei, Hidden Earth
II, 2015, oil on canvas,
70 x 50 cm.
Bottom (right):
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2015, watercolour on
paper, 55 x 37.5 cm.
Opposite:
Fang Wei, Untitled,
2013, watercolor on
paper, 54 x 40 cm.
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Opposite (top):
Fang Wei, The Clown,
2015, oil on canvas,
100 x 80.5 cm.
Opposite (bottom):
Fang Wei, The Man
Planting a Fruit Tree,
2015, oil on canvas,
75.5 x 60 cm.
Above:
Fang Wei, Loser’s
Orchard, 2016, oil on
canvas, 160.5 x 180cm.
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SAMLEE & CO.
THE ABSOLUTELY
FABULOUS SHOW
Art Stage Jakarta 2016
Jakarta, Indonesia
05 - 07.08.2016
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NATEE UTARIT
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Natee Utarit, May 2016

Opposite:
Natee Utarit, Puppet
Master, 2016, oil on
canvas, 80.5 x 60.5 cm.

S

amlee is a Bangladeshi magician. Formerly known
as Kasim, he and his family started coming to my
studio, where he modeled for my paintings, since
2014. In fact, Samlee had achieved a certain degree
of fame in Thailand as a member of the Philip Magic
Troupe some twenty years ago.
One day at the height of his fame and to everyone’s
surprise, Samlee unexpectedly dropped out of sight. He
decided to leave Philip Magic and spent a number of
years struggling to get by. His celebrity status gradually
faded. I met him by chance and found him to be a
curious subject. I got in touch with him to see if he
would sit for a painting I was doing and he brought his
whole family to the studio. When I saw him, he seemed
to have changed a great deal from how I remembered
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him from his public appearance. He was sluggish, no
longer the energetic performer I had seen on TV. He
had two small children whom he had taught to assist
him with his magic tricks. They excitedly demonstrated
some of those tricks to me. I have to say that Samlee
had the personality and talent to go far as a magician
if only he hadn’t decided to chuck it all in back when
he was at the height of his fame. Most of the tricks he
performed were familiar to fans of magic. There was
nothing particularly original. Actually, there were times
when I held my breath during his performances hoping
that the tricks would turn out all right, but in the end, he
got through them all, and I felt suitably impressed.
I got together with Samlee two or three times that
year, and each subsequent time was no different from
27

the first. There was evident worry and anxiety just
beneath the surface of his comic demeanor. And
it was noticing this tension that got me seriously
interested in painting him as a subject and not just for
the sake of form or content as I had done previously.
From what I was able to find out, Samlee’s decision
to leave the world of performing arts had not worked
out particularly well. He has had a hard, miserable life
and a monotonous one, too. Whenever I watched
him do a magic trick, I felt like I was witnessing
something tragic as a man who was trying desperately
to find a way out of the dead end that his life had
become. The last time we met, I asked him so many
questions that it began to feel like it was an interview
or an interrogation. I asked him about his life, magic,
and his view of the world around him. I really got
to know him and began to have a clearer picture of
whom he was. Of course, there were a few surprises,
but in general, it wasn’t that hard to predict the things
he told me. He seemed to represent an inner conflict,
or at least that was how he had chosen to see himself.
Even though the Thai name he had been given was
the word for “cotton wool” – something white and
pure, there was something in contrast with the name
and with the “adorable” way he presented himself
and the humorous way he performed his tricks. He

joked, but at the same time, you could sense that he
was worried or afraid of something the entire time.
Even when his tricks came off without a glitch, there
was still a palpable air of embarrassment, defeat and
despair that he tried to conceal.
Magic is a world with two sides. One is the side
of illusion and the other is the side of truth. One is
what we see and the other is what is hidden from
us. There were times I couldn’t help but wonder
in Samlee’s case, where he chose to find the most
happiness - in the world of illusion or the true world
of the magician. Surely someone like Samlee, who
stood at the intersection between these two worlds,
was bound to feel confused and hurt whenever he
had to face the reality of his own life in the present.
As for me, by continuing to adopt the same
processes in my painting, I have come to understand
many things more clearly, especially concerning the
life of a “model” and the life of the “pictures” I paint.
These days, there may not be that many people
interested in knowing what lies within or behind a
work of art. Still, I choose to invest these things in my
paintings, despite knowing that in the world around
us, nothing is easy; nothing is arbitrary; there are no
miracles; there is no magic, and above all, nothing is
unilaterally true. This is the normal condition of life.

Left:
Natee Utarit, Blue
Stripe, 2016, oil on
canvas, 63.5 x 50.5 cm.
Right:
Natee Utarit, Green
Tuxedo, 2016, oil on
canvas, 63.5 x 50.5 cm.
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Top left:
Natee Utarit, Moody
Boy, 2016, oil on
canvas, 70.5 x 50.5 cm.

Top right:
Natee Utarit, Magician’s
Daughter, 2016, oil on
canvas, 75 x 50.5 cm.

Bottom left:
Natee Utarit, Jog,
2016, oil on canvas,
50.5 x 40.5 cm.

Bottom right:
Natee Utarit, George,
2016, oil on canvas,
50.5 x 40.5 cm

Opposite:
Natee Utarit, Billie
Jean, 2016, oil on
canvas, 90.5 x 68.5 cm.
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Opposite:
Natee Utarit, The
Magician King, 2016,
oil on canvas, 90.5 x
68.5 cm.
Top:
Natee Utarit, Samlee
and Jog, 2016, oil on
canvas, 94.5 x 82.5 cm
Bottom:
Natee Utarit, Pietà,
2016, oil on canvas,
80.5 x 60.5 cm.
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Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
16 - 31.08.2016

HINGS LIM

37

Hings Lim, 2016

I

Previous:
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar
Utara Selayang, 160619
(6 Painters : 4 Wheels),
2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6 cm.

t seems that the experience of first encountering
art is an “alien encounter” to those which art and
life might not seem parallel and relevant. I equate
encountering art as a moment as mind-altering as when
a newborn first encounters color or an infant exploring
color to paint for the very first time.
Revisiting a collective art project in which I was a
member of whilst in Sarawak, we aimed to bring artmaking to children living in the rural areas. My current
works are a reinforced idea of such, one which results
an orchestration of “occupying” the streets in Kuala
Lumpur. I constructed my own “alien situation”, armed
by canvas and wheels for painting, the encounter of art
and the experiences of everyday life are invoked through
my invitation of by-passers to apply paint on the surface.
Replacing the brush, I built a bicycle-trolley-bloom-like
tool to be used as a brush, invoking a familiarity of daily
labour-acts like sweeping, cycling, pushing and pulling,
deeming the act of daily labour as an art-making process.
I sought to breakdown their idea of supremacy in “art”
through an experience free of the institutive burden.
Set against the busy streets of Kuala Lumpur, I chose
locations where immigrant communities emerged.
Being an “alien” to immigrant communities, I occupied
“their territory” with a canvas, juxtaposing my identity
as a local to the nation and a foreigner to a foreign
community, I introduced art as a mediator of the
situation. These by-passers, who were initially engaged
as observers, were later invited to collaborate as painters.
In exchange of their “labour”, they are prompted with a
new social interaction through this role-play. The role of
chance in this situation, reshuffles and recontextualizes
the identity of the “foreigner”, the “labour” and the
“painter”. With the regimentation of the wheel as brush,
the tracks of colors on the canvas weaves a chaotic
abstraction like a city map, animating the trace of life
while mapping a crowdsourced expression and its
interconnection.
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BEYOND VISUAL IMAGE
HINGS LIM IN CONVERSATION WITH CHRIS TAY
03.07.2016

Opposite (top):
Video still. Hings Lim, Lebuh Pudu,
Kuala Lumpur, 160626 (7 Painters :
3 Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD video,
duration 29 minutes.
Opposite (bottom):
Video still. Hings Lim, Lebuh Pudu,
Kuala Lumpur, 160626 (10 Painters
:3 Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD video,
duration 49 minutes.

CHRIS TAY: Let’s start from the very beginning. How did
you come to realise and pursue your interest in the arts?
HINGS LIM: I’ve always enjoyed the arts. When I
was learning the violin at a young age, I came across a
piece by John Cage. He performed a piece 4’33” where
he went on stage and remained silent for the duration
of four minutes and thirty-three seconds. By staging a
performance without playing any music, what remained
was the atmostpheric sounds and noise of the audience,
which in turn challenged the perception of the audience
on music. Since then, I discovered how much art can
inspire and influence others, and I decided to pursure
art more seriously.
C: You studied Fine Art in university, but why majored in
photography?
H: I’ve always been amazed by how the invention
of photography has shaped our history. Technologies
and new media have not only changed our aesthetic
perceptions, pushed the boundaries of art, but also
sparked new social and cultural functions of art. This
has influenced me to explore multi-disciplinary art like
video, installation and other interactive art forms.
C: What can interactive art forms give that traditional art
forms like paintings and drawings can’t?
H: It’s the experience. The experience of viewing
art in our country seems to be confined to the idea of
visiting an art gallery admiring conventional art forms
like paintings and sculptures. The idea of the art gallery
has constituted the high art that is unapproachable.
The “open-endedness” of interactive or participative art
forms, I believe, can engage more people, a community
or even a society at large. It is the perception and reaction
of this majority group that I’m most keen on observing.
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C: So with interactive art forms, you hope to reach out to a
wider audience in an approachable manner, sometimes even
without them realising that it is art?
H: Exactly. I have always aspire to blur the distinctions
between art and life. By engaging the audience in the
process of art making and constructing a situation
where social interactions serve as a form of art, I hope
participatory art forms can destroy the barrier between
art and its audience.
C: How was your first installation art piece like?
H: It was a piece called Break The News created in
2011. I constructed a black box in a public space with
a webcam and display screen installed inside, where the
webcam was connected live to a theatre nearby, in which
a second webcam was installed to record the reaction of
the audience in the theatre. At the black box, passersby
were invited to recite news articles on the state election
that was ongoing at that time in front of the black box,
where they can see the reaction of the theatre audience
on the display.
C: What was the purpose of that piece?
H: I wanted to observe the interaction between
the anonymous passerby and the theatre audience,
the role of the person delivering the news, as well as
the role of the audience receiving the news. It was a
commentary on how the media and the general public
can be manipulated under different contexts and
circumstances.
C: I like the execution of this piece. Would be wonderful
if you expand on it and reenact within a wider public
environment. Now, tell me more about the community art
project that you did.
H: I was involved in a project in one of my modules

called Expanded Media, under the guidance of
Prof. Madya Hasnul Jamal Saidon, which gathered
students from different disciplines within the Fine Art
programme. We collected readymades like industrial
objects, junks, toys, bicycle wheels and transform them
into paint tools. We then visited schools in the rural
areas and invited the kids to paint on canvases using
these reinvented tools.
C: I suppose this is where the use of the wheel in your
current body of work originates from. Why have you decided
to continue with the use of the wheel?
H: There is an obvious appropriation to Marcel
Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel (1913). Duchamp’s works
had given me such significant visual and conceptual
influences, especially his Fountain (1917).
C: Yes, let’s talk about Duchamp’s Fountain. When the
piece was first shown, it shocked the entire art world. Why?
H: Fountain was fundamentally a porcelain urinal.
It was submitted for the exhibition of the Society of
Independent Artists in 1917 but was rejected by the
committee. He had made a provocative statement by
putting a found object which was mass-produced and
not made by the artist himself as art. The piece was
signed as “R.Mutt” and this had raised the question on
the authorship of an artwork.
C: Yes, he had practically removed the artist’s hand from
the art created.
H: And he had destroyed the functionality of the
object used. These readymades were not made to
become art. The wheel forms the basis of transportation
but in Bicycle Wheel, Duchamp had deliberately
mounted the wheel upside down on a stool, turned
both functional objects useless and called it art! And it
was that deliberate act that had made it such a shock to
the art world in the early 20th century.
C: In that sense, I can see similarities in your art where
you have deliberately taken away the artist’s hand from the
creation of the painted canvases, placing it in the hands of the
third party. With the kids participating in the initial projects,
do you think they understood the concept of art?
H: The amazing thing about kids is they perceive the

world with their fresh perspective and curiosity. During
the initial workshops, even without us telling them what
to do, they were already playing with the wheels ready to
make a mess.
C: But do you think they realised what they were doing?
H: Most of the time they wouldn’t even care about
the outcome of the painting. They merely enjoy the
experience of playing with the wheel and the process of
painting.
C: You have decided to expand on these works inviting
third parties to create paintings using the wheel. But why the
choice of foreign labour as your target group now?
H: In Malaysia, immigrants make up a substantial
portion of the Malaysian population. Majority of them
came from Southeast Asian countries, whether legally
or illegally, to satisfy our local labour needs. There is an
essential link between the wheel and the foreign labour.
The wheel was invented to reduce manual labour and
to improve convenience for us, and these “imported”
labour somehow serves similar purposes in our society.
C: How did the foreign workers respond to your work?
H: They showed hesitation, confusion, suspicion,
ignorance, self-consciousness, curiosity and for some,
enjoyment. Most of them are alienated from art and they
can’t even comprehend the idea of painting. During the
session, I demonstrated painting using the wheels while
speaking in very simple words to invite and encourage
them to participate.
C: After your demonstration, would anyone volunteer to
participate?
H: Normally I had to make the first initiation to invite
them. It was a little daunting for me in the beginning, as
I’m a foreigner in their community. I had to break the
barrier and stir the involvement of the crowd. But when
someone starts, others will slowly show more courage
to participate.
C: Were there any sessions where it got rather overwhelming
with a number of participants painting with multiple wheels
simultaneously?
H: Mostly one participant with a single or multiple
wheels at a time.
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C: Were there any instances where the participant wanted to
keep painting and you had to stop them?
H: Yes. There were some who even said “I want to
complete this.”
C: Did you let them?
H: Why not? Seeing someone enjoying painting and
wanting to complete something was fulfilling.
C: So the decision of when to stop painting was entirely
theirs?
H: Yes.
C: This is rather intriguing. For artists, especially those
working in an abstract style, people would often ask “how do
you know if a piece is complete? How do you know you have
laid down the final stroke on the painting?”
H: Yes, and for these foreign workers who have had
very limited exposure to art, to be able to say “I want to
complete the artwork”, their idea of the completion of
an artwork is quite fascinating.
C: How did you overcome the language barrier?
H: I spoke in Malay and English. But most of the time
they hardly understood me. It’s mostly through body
language and actions. Or sometimes they even helped
to explain to their friends in their native languages.
C: Did the interaction with the foreign labour extend
beyond the painted canvases?
H: Yes, some of them stayed till the end of the painting
session and we talked. They tried to comprehend my
intention, the encounter and the idea of the work while
I tried to learn about their lives and experiences here in
a foreign land.
C: Did you use the word “art” when you were explaining to
them?
H: Sometimes. But they don’t understand the
meaning of art. So I used the word “painting”. But there
were still some who were confused.
C: Were there any unexpected response from the
participants?
H: There were a lot of unexpected occasions. I was
interrupted by the authorities; harassed by some
spectators; fascinated by an elderly who was dancing
and singing while painting; unsettled by a Rohingya
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Left:
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar Utara
Selayang, 160612 (14 Painters : 3
Wheels), 2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6cm (top); acrylic on
canvas, 170 x 110cm (bottom).

Opposite (top):
Video still. Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar
Utara Selayang, 160619 (6 Painters :
4 Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD video,
duration 61 minutes.

Right:
Hings Lim, Jalan Tun Tan Siew Sin,
Kuala Lumpur, 160626 (10 Painters :
3 Wheels), 2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6cm (top); acrylic on
tarpaulin, 170 x 110cm (bottom).

Opposite (bottom):
Video still. Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar
Utara Selayang, 160613 (9 Painters :
2 Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD video,
duration 35 minutes.

refugee; and blessed by a lady who threw coins on the
painting. There was also a guy who instructed one of the
participants how to paint and wanted to participate but
he was occupied with his kids. He stayed until the end
of the session and we talked. Apparently he has a friend
who’s an abstract artist.
C: Oh, where’s he from?
H: Myanmar.
C: What else did he say?
H: He shared with me his life here in Malaysia. The
challenges and problems he’s facing as a foreign worker
while hoping for a better life.
C: How did you feel after hearing about their lives here?
H: When we talk about immigrants or foreign
workers, they are often deemed as the lowest in the
social hierarchy. I can certainly empathise with their
struggles to earn a living and to nurture the young.
My grandparents came from China in the 1940s and
thrived here as immigrants until the independence of
the country and eventually earned their naturalised
citizenship.
C: Let’s talk about locations. How do you select the location
for each piece to be executed?
H: All the paintings were executed in specific sites
where the immigrants gathered – public spaces, streets,
outside my studio etc.. There are a handful of newly
emerged immigrant communities around Klang Valley,
for instance at the wholesale and trading centres in
Selayang and some streets in Kuala Lumpur city centre.
It’s ironic that Jalan Yap Ah Loy, which was named after
the founder of Kuala Lumpur, is now occupied by
immigrants.
C: Initially the projects started with involvement from the
children. And now with Reciprocity, you chose the foreign
labour. Are the outcome of the works created by these two
contrasting groups very different?
H: Both groups have little idea about what art is. But
they come with very different mindsets. The wheel
is the common element here but you can read the
expressions of the participants through the strokes, as
they captured the aura of each painting session.
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C: It could be interesting if works created by these two
groups are displayed side by side. There are bound to be
striking observations to be made.
H: Yes. It’s interesting to observe the collective
expressions of the different groups of participants.
C: We shall see if the viewer will be able to make out which
pieces were produced by the kids and which by the adults.
But I can foresee the display of your artworks at RFKA to be
rather unorthodox in Malaysia. How would you anticipate
the viewer’s reaction towards the exhibition?
H: They will probably assume that the artworks were
painted by the artist but eventually realised who the true
creators of these paintings are after viewing the videos
and photographs. Perhaps they would even say that this
is not art, because the paintings were not painted by the
artist.
C: I think some may even feel that the artist is taking the
easy way out. Not even involved in the process of painting ,
but the artist is putting up these pieces in a gallery wanting
to sell them for sums of money. Whereas the actual executor
of the paintings didn’t even know what they were doing. It’s
almost like Warhol’s factory of painters silk screening the
Campbell soup cans, or like Murakami’s assistants painting
his psychedelic fictional characters.
H: Yes. Ultimately, it questions the authorship of art,
the identity of art, and what makes art art.
C: I’m also sure there are bound to be parallels made from
your work to Pollock’s action painting. What do you think
about that?
H: Indeed, the viewer may draw such immediate
visual comparisons. The adoption of the style of Abstract
Expressionism in this body of work is a commentary on
the understanding of art locally. In fact, the late artist
Ismail Zain commented “Abstract Expressionism is
truly one of the most successful American exports to
the world.” And its influence has been pretty long lasting
in the Malaysian art history.
C: But if anyone were to relate your work to Pollock, the
success of what you wish to convey is halfway there already.
Because your work is also a commentary on the “imported”
nature of Abstract Expressionism into this country.
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H: Yes, exactly. Our local art scene has perhaps been
colonialised by this thing called Abstract Expressionism.
We are deeply influenced by the western point of view
and rarely question the adoption of modern art in
Malaysia.
C: The golden era of the 60s saw the emergence of many
important local abstract artists, and now there are a number
of younger contemporary artists working in the abstract style,
including a few which form part of RKFA’s stable of artists.
Would you categorise your work as abstract art?
H: No.
C: Why?
H: The visual is abstract, but conceptually it is not.
It is an appropriation of Abstract Expressionism to
indicate my skeptical stance toward modern art in
Malaysia. Besides that, I’m also looking into the social
engagement and performative aspect of this body of
work as a survey of the foreign labour in Malaysia.
C: How is your work different from other contemporary
abstract artists? Are you saying that the works of local abstract
artists have little or no concept?
H: The foreign labour had no intention to make art,
but they made it. They don’t even understand what
art is, merely painting based on visual stimulation. It’s
a mindless painting process. As an artist, I believe, one
needs to be aware of their art making language and
practice to push the understanding of art beyond the
visual image.
C: Do you think that is why the appreciation of art
in Malaysia is still at such a nascent stage limited to two
dimensional traditional art forms of pretty paintings and
drawings hung on the wall?

Left:
Video still. Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar
Utara Selayang, 160613 (11 Painters
: 2 Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD
video, duration 46 minutes.
Opposite (top left):
Hings Lim, Jalan Yap Ah Loy, Kuala
Lumpur, 160707 (6 Painters : 2
Wheels), 2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6cm (top); acrylic on
canvas, 170 x 110 cm (bottom).

Opposite (bottom left):
Hings Lim, Jalan Benteng, Kuala
Lumpur, 160703 (7 Painters : 3
Wheels), 2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6 cm (top); acrylic on
tarpaulin, 170 x 110 cm (bottom).

Opposite (top center):
Hings Lim, Lebuh Pudu, Kuala
Lumpur, 160626 (7 Painters : 3
Wheels), 2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6cm (top); acrylic on
tarpaulin, 170 x 110 cm (bottom).

Opposite (bottom center):
Hings Lim, Lebuh Pudu, Kuala Lumpur,
160626 (10 Painters : 3 Wheels), 2016,
C-type photography paper, 24 x
42.6 cm (top); acrylic on tarpaulin,
170 x 110 cm (bottom).

Opposite (top right):
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar Utara
Selayang, 160613 (11 Painters : 2
Wheels), 2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6 cm (top); acrylic on
canvas, 170 x 110 cm (bottom).

Opposite (bottom right):
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar Utara
Selayang, 160530 (5 Painters : 2
Wheels), 2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6 cm (top); acrylic on
canvas, 170 x 110 cm (bottom).
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Top:
Hings Lim, Two Bicycle
Wheels, 2016, acrylic
paint, bicycle wheel,
stainless steel
155 x 64 x 64 cm.
Middle:
Hings Lim, Three
Bicycle Wheels, 2016,
acrylic paint, bicycle
wheel, stainless steel
155 x 64 x 64 cm.
Below (left):
Hings Lim, Bicycle
Wheel I & II, 2016,
acrylic paint, bicycle
wheel, stainless steel
155 x 50 x 16 cm, each.
Below (right):
Hings Lim, Bicycle
Wheel III & IV, 2016,
acrylic paint, bicycle
wheel, stainless steel
166 x 62 x 16 cm, each.

Above:
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar
Utara Selayang, 160619
(6 Painters : 4 Wheels),
2016, acrylic on jute,
110 x 210 cm.
Right (top):
Video still. Hings Lim, Pusat
Bandar Utara Selayang,
160612 (14 Painters : 3
Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD
video, duration 62 minutes.
Right (2nd top):
Video still. Hings Lim, Jalan
Benteng, Kuala Lumpur,
160703 (7 Painters : 3
Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD
video, duration 36 minutes.
Right (middle):
Video still. Hings Lim, Jalan
Yap Ah Loy, Kuala Lumpur,
160707 (6 Painters : 2
Wheels), 2016, 4K Ultra HD
video, duration 56 minutes.
Right (2nd bottom):
Video still. Hings Lim, Pusat
Bandar Utara Selayang,
160530 (5 Painters : 2
Wheels), 2016, HD video,
duration 33 minutes.
Left (bottom):
Video still. Hings Lim,
Jalan Tun Tan Siew Sin,
Kuala Lumpur, 160626
(10 Painters : 3 Wheels),
2016, 4K Ultra HD video,
duration 47 minutes.
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H: Yes. That’s why I would say it’s easy for the viewer to
appreciate the abstract style paintings in my exhibition
on a visual level, but I wish to push them beyond the
visual image and look into its context critically.
C: I was told that each painting will be accompanied by a
video recording. Why is the video necessary?
H: The most important part of this series of work
is the process itself. The encounters and the reaction
of the participants were recorded in video and will be
screened at the exhibition. The audience in the gallery
can witness the process from the third person point of
view and examine the “performance” of the spectators
and the participants in the video.
C: Would you say the video recording is as important as the
painted canvases in your work?
H: I would say the video documentation is even more
important than the paintings.
C: Now, let’s talk about the time before you joined RKFA.
You had worked at a local art auction house for about a year.
How did it change your perception towards art?
H: The prices in the market are sometimes irrelevant
to the cultural value of the artworks. I wonder how the
buying pattern in Malaysia will affect the growth of the
local art scene.
C: And now my final question for you. This is your very
first solo exhibition. How do you feel now?
H: I’m unsure how the local art scene will respond to
my work. It’s like putting my fear in centre stage.
C: Thank you for your time. Looking forward to see the
exhibition.
H: Thanks, Chris.
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Below:
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar
Utara Selayang, 160613
(9 Painters : 2 Wheels), 2016,
C-type photography paper,
24 x 42.6 cm (top); acrylic on
linen, 145 x 110 cm (bottom).
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Opposite:
Hings Lim, Medan Pasar,
Kuala Lumpur, 160703
(15 Painters : 3 Wheels),
2016, C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6 cm (top);
acrylic on canvas, 150 x 210
cm (bottom).
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HAFFENDI ANUAR

H

affendi Anuar presented a selection of
geometric painted panels which displays the
exuberance of urban vernacular architecture
in Southeast Asia. Inspired by language of modern
Western geometric abstraction and the architectural
elements in his home city, Kuala Lumpur, such as grill
works on doors and windows in rougher neighborhoods
and columns, he examines the motifs in relation to
Western art history and the culturally injected idea of
modernity. The panels, which are made into certain
standardized sizes, appear at first glance to be machine
made, but are actually painted and sanded through a
meticulous process of craftwork. The paintings’ often
smooth surfaces and at times metallic or florescent
colors make reference to the prevalence of digital
culture and the computer screen. They have also been
multiplied and constructed into installations, along
with freestanding sculptures, depicting overwhelming
fictional city facades of various perspectives.
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BAZAAR
ART
JAKARTA

Booth D1, The Grand Ballroom,
The Ritz-Carlton Jakarta, Pacific Place,
Jakarta, Indonesia
25 - 28.08.2016

HINGS LIM

H

ings Lim showed his multidimensional
art practice that uses the framework of the
participatory project in the process of making
an artwork. Engaging different marginal communities in
Kuala Lumpur such as the newly emerged communities
of foreign workers, immigrants and refugees, he
encourages the individuals in these groupings to be a
part of art-making process. The projects are set up in
the different communities’ public spaces, almost like an
installation or a happening, where the participants are
provided with a makeshift mark-making tool consisting
of a handled-wheel, acrylic paint and canvas. They are
given the freedom to express, creating paintings that
appear like Abstract Expressionist works. The paintings,
by-products of the different happenings, question the
authorship of the artworks and engage the non-artist to
be a part of the art dialogue
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Top:
Haffendi Anuar,
Elephant 21, 2015, oil
and enamel on board,
80 x 80 cm.
Bottom (left):
Haffendi Anuar,
Windows 36, 2016, oil
and enamel on board,
63 x 51 cm.
Bottom (right):
Haffendi Anuar,
Windows 34, 2016, oil
and enamel on board,
63 x 51 cm.

Top (left):
Haffendi Anuar,
Windows 32, 2016, oil
and enamel on board,
63 x 51 cm.
Top (right):
Haffendi Anuar,
Windows 33, 2016, oil
and enamel on board,
63 x 51 cm.
Bottom:
Haffendi Anuar,
Elephant 14, 2015, oil
and enamel on board,
80 x 80 cm.
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Left:
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar Utara
Selayang, 160530 (3 Painters : 2
Wheels), 2016, acrylic on canvas, 170
x 110cm (top); C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6cm (bottom).
Opposite (top):
Hings Lim, Pusat Bandar Utara
Selayang, 160531 (7 Painters : 2
Wheels), 2016, acrylic on canvas, 110
x 150cm (left); C-type photography
paper, 24 x 42.6cm (right).
Opposite (bottom):
Hings Lim, Taman Setia Jaya, Rawang,
160627 (8 Painters : 4 Wheels), 2016,
C-type photography paper, 24 x
42.6cm (top); acrylic on jute, 110 x
200cm (bottom).
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“PLEASE
GIVE ME A
SHAPE IN
ONE PIECE.”
THOUGHT
SPOKE
Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
01 - 16.09.2016
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LIU HSIN-YING
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Liu Hsin-Ying, August 2016

T

his body of paintings is my attempt to embody
and personify “Thought” into a physical form.
The thoughts that crop up in our minds are
in a process of constant metamorphosis, dotted with
random happenings. They go on and on. As fragments
of sounds, images, words, sensations, and the past await
reconstruction in the repertoire of thought, they get
rearranged multiple times, either by choice or chance.
I juxtapose these elements by turning them into
flowing lines and using a symbolic visual vocabulary
in a space formed by a multitude of expressions, thus
endowing “Thought” with a physical whole.
I find inspiration in countless number of things such
as the sound of the ocean winds, intergalactic bodies
such as stars, microcosm and macrocosm, textilelike highway traffic and patterns, spheres, curves and
rhythms found in nature.
My work looks at the whole and its parts, and
the rhythm that rises from the continuation of the
present condition. Painting to me is a form of wordless
expression and I approach it in this manner, through my
bodily movements and respiration as well the awareness
of time. I engage with the paint and the surface, mapping
out the rhythm that rises from the continuation of the
present condition. This rhythm to me is a sequence
of processes, and is part of all things. Giving form to
experiences if what man, a physical being is able to do.
The individual in a society is perceived in every instance
of function, just like elements in a pictorial space, which
appear to be motionless but communicates and grows
with the viewer when nurtured.
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劉昕穎, August 2016

Right:
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart,
Flesh and Mind IV, 2016,
charcoal and acrylic on
canvas, 152.5 x 152.5 cm.
Below:
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart,
Flesh and Mind VIII, 2016,
crayon, charcoal, acrylic
and pastel on canvas,
131 x 270 cm.

我在畫名叫思考這個人的肉。
思考說“ 請賜予我完整的身體。”
關於名叫思考這個人的肉：腦中思緒是一個
不斷重塑變化的狀態，隨機跳動、永續。
聲音、圖像、文字、感覺、過往，以片段、
零碎的方式在等待中建構 。
我將其並置、轉化成流動的線條、 象徵的語
言及不同媒材的交錯所延續的空間感、 賜與
他完整的形態。
繪畫裡的元素來源
大海，廣大無邊
隨風
星星，圓
彎曲的線條
群體及散落
繪畫特質： 韻律
韻律，眼前的韻律存在於這“態”的延續。
態，一種延續，各種東西的延續。
房子裡的作息，高速公路上交織的前進，隨
風搖擺的樹葉。從宏觀至細微的觀看，交疊
著不同速度、 頻率、 規則。我們處在其中，
成為川流不息的運行著。像大海般浩大的流
竄，一同在時間裡並存，我用繪畫去靠近這
樣的流動、 生長氣息。
身為一個肉身，帶有視覺思考的人去形塑所
見所處的時代生命律動狀態。繪畫對於我，
是一種無語卻在訴說的狀態。當今社會的運
行，每刻所見個體的前進如畫中的現實-他看
似靜止卻始終傳達，不斷生長。
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Left:
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart, Flesh
and Mind V, 2016, crayon,
charcoal, acrylic and pastel
on canvas, 183 x 122 cm.
Right:
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart,
Flesh and Mind VII, 2016,
crayon, charcoal, acrylic
and pastel on canvas,
253 x 146 cm.
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Previous:
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart, Flesh
and Mind I, 2014, crayon,
charcoal, acrylic and pastel
on paper, 236.4 x 327.6 cm.
Above:
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart, Flesh
and Mind VI, 2016, crayon,
charcoal, acrylic and pastel
on canvas, 152.5 x 213.5 cm.
Opposite (top):
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart, Flesh
and Mind II, 2016, crayon,
charcoal, acrylic and pastel
on canvas, 142 x 195 cm.
Opposite (bottom):
Liu Hsin-Ying, Heart, Flesh
and Mind III, 2016, crayon,
charcoal, acrylic and pastel
on canvas, 151 x 212.5 cm.
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ASIA YOUNG 36
JEONBUK MUSEUM OF ART
Jeonbuk, Korea
02.09 - 27.11.2016

AZE ONG (RAMIREZ AZENITH ELAINE) / CAM
XANHS (THANH HA TRAN THI) / DARBOTZ
(DARMA ADHITIA) / DEXTER FERNANDEZ /

CHANG
YOONG
CHIA
/ ENKHBOLD TOGMIDSHIIREV / KUMPEI MIYATA /
				/ LU-YANG / MANH
			 LIM HUNG NGUYEN /
JUSTIN
MANSOOR ALI / NUT BROTHERS (REN ZHENG
WANG) / NGE LAY (HLAING YU PAR WINT) / PARAG
SONARGHARE / RESHMA NAIR / RUDY ATJEH
(RUDY DHARMAWAN) / SHEELASHA RAJBHANDARI
/ SAI (WANNAPHON CHIMBANCHONG) / URMI
(FARZANA AHMED) / WU CHI-TSUNG / WUKIR
SURYADI / 김기라 / 김남현 / 김영봉 /
박경종 / 박성수 / 박재연 / 박종찬 / 씬킴
/ 안지산 / 유목연 / 윤성필 / 이가립 /
정희정 / 조혜진 / 홍남기

Left:
Installation view, Asia
Young 36, Jeonbuk
Museum of Art, Korea.
Photo by Justin Lim
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Top (left):
Justin Lim, The Chair That No One
Sits On #1, 2015, oil, acrylic, enamel
and steel razorblades on canvas, 102
x 76 cm each, diptych.
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Top (right):
Justin Lim, The Chair That No One
Sits On #2, 2015, oil, acrylic, enamel
and steel razorblades on canvas, 102
x 76 cm each, diptych.

Top:
Chang Yoong Chia, An
Artist’s Life, 2015, oil on
canvas, 66 x 85 cm.
2nd top:
Chang Yoong Chia,
Aquarium, 2015, oil on
canvas, 75 x150.5 cm.

Center (left):
Justin Lim, Riot #3, 2015,
oil and acrylic on canvas,
152 x 152 cm.

Center (right):
Justin Lim, Riot #4, 2015,
oil and acrylic on canvas,
152 x 152 cm.

2nd bottom:
Chang Yoong Chia, The
Moment, 2015, oil on
canvas, 85 x 66 cm.

Bottom (left):
Justin Lim, Riot #1, 2015,
oil and acrylic on canvas,
203 x 203 cm.

Bottom (right):
Justin Lim, Riot #2, 2015,
oil and acrylic on canvas,
203 x 203 cm.

Bottom:
Chang Yoong Chia, Tales
of The Mouse Deer, 2015,
oil on canvas, 18 x 55 cm.
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CROSSINGS: PUSHING BOUNDARIES

AHMAD FUAD OSMAN / ALI ‘MABUHA’
RAHAMAD / ANUAR RASHID / BAYU
UTOMO RADJIKIN / CHANG FEE MING /
CHONG SIEW YING / DOLLY UNITHAN / ENG
TAY / HAYATI MOKHTAR (DAIN ISKANDAR
SAID) / KHOO SUI HOE / LATIFF MOHIDIN /

GALERI PETRONAS
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
06.09 - 30.10.2016
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NADIAH BAMADHAJ /
WONG PERNG FEY /
ROSLISHAM ‘ISE’ ISMAIL / SABRI IDRUS
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Top (left):
Nadiah Bamadhaj, The Kindling
Siege, 2014, charcoal on paper
collage, 142 x 115 cm.

Top (middle):
Nadiah Bamadhaj, Kandang
Ningrat, 2013, charcoal on
paper collage, 242 x 177 cm.

Bottom (left):
Wong Perng Fey, Fragile #3,
2015, oil and enamel on
aluminium dibond, 100 x 80 cm
each, 3 panels.

Bottom (right):
Wong Perng Fey, Fragile #4,
2015, oil and enamel on
aluminium dibond, 100 x 80 cm
each, 3 panels.

Top (right):
Nadiah Bamadhaj, Warung
Bensin Siege, 2014, charcoal on
paper collage, 156 x 110 cm.
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Above:
Nadiah Bamadhaj, Jakarta
is Coming, 2001, printed
adhesive film and charcoal on
woven paper, 100 x 240 cm.
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MALAYSIAN ART,
A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
06 - 21.09.2016
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ABDUL MOHSIN BIN AMINUDDIN
CHUAH SHU RUEI
EIFFEL CHONG
FAIZAL YUNUS
GAN CHIN LEE
HAFFENDI ANUAR
HASANUL ISYRAF IDRIS
HINGS LIM
ILHAM FADHLI MOHD SHAIMY
SAIFUL RAZMAN
YEOH CHOO KUAN

M

alaysian Art, A New Perspective in the spirit
of its previous two instalments, featured
11 artists’ works in an attempt to highlight
diverse practices developing in Malaysia in recent
years. Each artist will present works in varying formats
and medium, ranging from installation, sculptural
drawings, a vitrine to paintings. The diverse practices
and challenging formats highlight the dynamism and
experimental curiosity of emerging artists currently
practising in Malaysia.
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Abdul Mohsin bin Aminuddin, 2016

Top:
Abdul Mohsin bin Aminuddin,
Journey: Searching the Light
(Mencari Cahaya), 2016, woodcut
print on paper, 76 x 122 cm.

Bottom:
Chuah Shu Ruei, Dunia (Ghosts),
box 1 & 2, 2016, mixed media
collage in cast acrylic lightbox,
19.5 x 61.5 x 15 cm.

Chuah Shu Ruei, 2016

Bottom:
Abdul Mohsin bin Aminuddin,
Journey: Searching the Light
(Jangan ‘Gostan’), 2016, woodcut
print on paper, 76 x 122 cm.

T

he mystery on the cycle of life, theology,
creation of man and death are central issues in
my work. Aesthetic observation, interpretation
and experience fused into a narrative in search of the
true self. These narratives are formed by sequences
before the order was amalgamated. It should be viewed
as a whole as well as its overall quality.
I like doing activities in iteration to get the best
quality. Therefore, the techniques of printmaking
woodcut seems to be appropriate. Shade, print, cut, and
the preparation process is teadiously repeated as well
as laborious. which really a tedious and laborious task.
Personally i think, the process requires patience and
self-motivation. In order to appreciate it, one has to look
at the artist’s intent and the mystery of the process.
The symbols appearing in my work is my way of
dismantling the questions raised. Throughout the span
of human civilisation, questions regarding divinity, life
are the strongest philosophical questions regardless of
religious affiliation, race, and nation as this question
seems endless.
My desire is to create a situation to draw the audience
to come and be part of the work, to see it firsthand
rather than through catalogs or images. Therefore, I’ve
tried to manipulate the meaning of ‘life’ as something
moving / not static. To unveil the multiple layers of
images woven into my work, audiences will have to
engage with its spatio-temporal element by having a
personal encounter with the piece. The bodily motion
required to see the image will prompt the audience to
move left and right and to observe the whole work. This
is critical because the audience will be able to ensure
that this work is not alive but is not alive but them that
are actually alive.
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D

unia (Ghosts) are part of an ongoing series
of collaged paper artworks called ‘Dunia’,
meaning ‘the world’ in Malay, which addresses
themes of temporality, change, and multiple perceptions
and interpretations towards any one object/situation,
which change constantly with time, circumstances and
point of view. These artworks employ materials (namely
paper and glass), shapes and the viewer’s interaction to
evoke a sense of fragility, motion, transience, play and
mortality.
The paper abstract shapes that make up the
collages are influenced in their design by a cultural and
educational background involving the practical learning
of certain Malaysian traditional art forms, (namely
Malay and Chinese) and the creative problematization
of incorporating these cultural outlooks and knowledge
into contemporary art and dialogue. Drawn at random,
these paper shapes are generalised, distorted and
synthesized reminiscences of Malay and Chinese
traditional motifs; changed/deviated away from actual
traditional motifs by the artist’s perception, flaw of
memory, time, and creative interpretation. Rather
than in terms of their already existing original designs,
traditional motifs are referred to in a way as they were
sometimes a means of visually depicting interpretation
of one’s environment and understanding of the world.
Drawn adjacent to each other, the paper shapes are
hand cut from single sheets of paper. If these were pieced
back together, they would interlock as in the manner of
a jigsaw, to recreate the whole larger sheets. However,
these pieces are instead separated and distributed at

random between different collage pieces within the
‘Dunia’ series by the artist. As these different art pieces
disperse to different owners, these people become
connected with one another through art, because the
paper shapes within their ownership fit perfectly with
shapes in the other collages of other owners. This
setup of belonging and random separation, and of
overlapping layer arrangements reflect my thoughts
on Interconnection, lost connections, relationships of
power (hierarchy, dominance, subjugation, egality, etc.)
and interference, which can be observed on a daily basis
in the world.
Dunia (Ghosts) (Ghost World) is a pair of clear cast
acrylic light boxes containing paper abstract shapes
collaged onto layers of glass, in an arrangement where
they overlap and obstruct each other. The viewer
needs to move their position to ‘see around’, in order
to understand the shapes that lie behind others. As
the viewer moves from side to side, or up and down,
the visual relationships between the shapes shift; the
points at which they connect or touch together change
visually to form ‘new’ negative shapes and spaces, which
also change perceptually with viewer’s position. More
ambiguity is introduced by ‘lines’ ‘drawn’ or etched onto
the glass to interfere with the clear viewing of the paper
shapes. This obstacled viewing of the box is perhaps
similar to how what we can see, what we surmise of what
we don’t see, and how we deduce connections can be
a method of creating ‘ghost’ realities/truths about our
world; ghosts considered so real, they can sometimes
even dictate our experience of the world.
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DEAD PEOPLE STILL HAVE BIRTHDAYS
Eiffel Chong, 2016

I

have been collecting old photographs from antique
shops in Malaysia for the past few years. One thing
that attracts me in these photographs is how these
photographs show ‘death’. I always feel that the people in
the photographs are now dead even though I might be
wrong. They might still be alive (especially the children
photographs where the children, if they are still alive, are
old people now).
However, the children in these photographs are
dead. The old people that they have grown up to be are
not these children. These children do not exist anymore.
Though haunted by these photographs, I feel sad every
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Top:
Eiffel Chong, Untitled Portraits
with Silly Eyes, 2016, C-Type
photography paper and wiggly
eyes, 54.5 x 73.5 cm each, set of 5.

Bottom (left):
Eiffel Chong, Doraemon (Dead
people Still Have Birthdays
series), 2016, Old photograph on
board with photographic colour
dyes and toys, 27 x 32 x 5 cm.

Bottom (right):
Eiffel Chong, Pokemon (Dead
People Still Have Birthdays
series), 2016, old photograph on
board with photographic colour
dyes and toys, 27 x 32 x 5 cm.

time I think about the children in the photographs. They
are gone and they didn’t have much time in enjoying
their life like how I have had during my childhood.
I would like these children to be happy and I believe
that by giving the photographs a layer of colour and
by giving the children, or the soul of these children
offerings, I can bring happiness to them. Asian believes
that the spirit of the dead lingers in the mortal world
(earth) and the living beings should offer these spirits
food and basic needs. Toys are seen being offered at
dead children’s altar. There is beliefs that these toys are
offered to them to play so that these children are happy.
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Hings Lim, 2016

Faizal Yunus, 2016
Top:
Faizal Yunus, Overlapping the
Spherical, 2016, printing ink,
fabric dye, acrylic on canvas,
124 x 204 cm each, diptych.
Bottom:
Faizal Yunus, Trapped, 2016,
printing ink, fabric dye, acrylic
on canvas, 120 x 153 cm.

Hings Lim, Jalan Hang Lekiu, Kuala
Lumpur, 160626 (6 Painters : 3
Wheels), 2016, acrylic on canvas
tarpaulin, 170 x 110cm (top); C-type
photography paper, 24 x 42.6cm
(center); 4K Ultra HD video, duration
32 minutes, video still (bottom).

W

W

hen I first graduated as an art student, I
look at the art world as a new phase of
life. When I started to realize that I should
make a vital decision in my life, I left my hometown and
being far away from my family, sometime makes me feel
lonely and alone in this crowded city. Thinking of a way
on how to survive, I have tried various kind of job. As a
freshman, I find it difficult to survive as well as feeling
left behind without a proper work-space, facilities and
materials to create art. Therefore, as I try to solve the
problems, I go back to basic, look around, get closer to
my surrounding, gather the subjects and explore the
materials. I use objects such as personal belongings and
industrial objects which consists of stories, memories
and histories into artworks.
I look at my paintings as a personal diary which I
use to describe my feelings and to capture moments of
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activities that surround me in my own perspective by
building compositions using the daily objects to create
negative spaces which are then transferred onto canvas.
In my own narrative, that’s how I record the conditions
in which things are happening all around me. The
process of transferring in my artworks, in a way, reflects
my personalities and a temporary state of mind and
feeling about each of the object.
By using the objects that I associate in my daily
routine, I create my works with a heightened sense
of desolation, perceptible through my surrounding.
A new composition sees the inclusion of the objects
silhouettes, transforming my emotions into an
improvised visual. What I wanted to convey are the
experience of survival, the emotional and the truth. The
work reflects my spiritual, physical and living conditions
during my moment of surviving.

ith blank canvases as the painting surface,
bicycle wheels as paint tools and a video
recorder for documentation, I occupied
the streets where migrant communities emerged and
invited the foreign labour to take part in the process of
art making. I had configured an alien situation where
the daily life of foreign labour and the experience of
art making was juxtaposed, the roles of the “foreigner”,
the “labour” and the “painter” reshuffled and
recontextualised. Being the foreigner to the immigrant
communities, I had to break the barrier and stir the
involvement of the crowd. The foreign laborers were
invited to become painters. The performative and
participatory elements in this body of work, coupled
with the use of readymades, not only destroy the barrier
between art and its audience, at the same time challenge
the authorship of art and the role of the artist. The painted
visual is abstract, but conceptually, its appropriated
Abstract Expressionims style is to indiciate my skeptical
stance toward its cultural colonialisation in Malaysian
modern art. I hope to question the viewer’s perception
of abstract art and challenge their understanding of art
beyond the visual image.
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Gan Chin Lee, Three
Generations 三代人, 2016,
mixed media and oil on linen,
Set of 14, dimensions variable,
122 x 183cm; 61 x 91.5cm;
61 x 46.5cm.

FROM MALAYA TO MALAYSIA, A DIASPORA TALE
Gan Chin Lee, 2016

I

n this body of paintings, I attempt to portray my
family’s migratory story. Images of the paintings
are sourced from my family’s collection of personal
photographs and newspaper clippings and are
translated into varying visual formats such as drawings,
monochromatic paintings and lusciously colored oil
paintings. Collectively, they depict the development
of three generations of Chinese in Malaysia, from the
arrival to the gradual integration into the Malaysian
way-of-life, corresponding to Malaysia’s history and the
social changes that occurred.
When the Malayan Union was formed into the
Federation of Malaya in 1948, a large number of early
Chinese immigrants decided to take up citizenship,
denouncing their prior citizenship in China in a bid of
farewell. My grandfather was one of them. In Malaya,
he attempted to make a fresh start and started his
career in an oil plantation, in which sometime later, he
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managed to secure a small stake as an owner. Though
busy rebuilding a life in this new country, he would still
retain ties with China, sending letters to relatives as well
as giving financial support.
My family was housed in what were called “The
New Village”, which were central camps constructed by
the British government prior to independence and was
an attempt by the British government to segregate and
control the Malayan communist population. In 1974,
more than a decade after the formation of the federation
of Malaysia and independence from the British, the
second Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tun Abdul Razak
Hussein worked on establishing diplomatic ties with
China, again rejuvenating my family’s relationship with
the Motherland. During that time, my grandfather and
father continued to visit relatives in China and while
maintaining providing financial aid due to my family’s
clan’s geopolitical relations.

In Malaysia, many Chinese were moving out of
“The New Villages” and trying to adapt to a new living
environment while attempting to safeguard their
imported values and customs. In time, they gradually
began to integrate with the local cultures from the
varying ethnic communities and seeing them as
different from their ancestor’s in China. Nowadays,
Malaysian Chinese and their relationships with
relatives in China is somewhat distant as they are more
concerned with being Malaysian and embracing the
spirit of the multicultural way of life. Most of them are
not concerned with economic growth and the mother
tongue education.
Politically, Malaysia experienced turbulent years in
the mid 90s. In 1998, Deputy Prime Minister, Datuk Seri
Anwar Ibrahim was sentenced to jail in which ignited
the “Refomasi” movement. The movement eventually
spilled into the streets and served as a catalyst to the

political awakening in the Chinese community. The
slogan “we’re all one house” (我们都是一家人) resonate
with the Chinese Malaysian identity and the desire for the
country to be inclusive. From the Reformasi movement,
the usually politically distant Chinese community
became more politically and socially involved, passionate
young Chinese were visible in other campaigns such as
the Bersih rally and Stop Lynas.
Myself, a third-generation Malaysian Chinese
has recently tied-the-knot with a Taiwan-born thirdgeneration Chinese immigrant, forming a new
generation of immigrant. Though our personal histories
are still soaked with ties to China, we would continue the
tale of diaspora while trying to adapt to our fluid social
positions in Malaysia.
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PAINTED OBJECTS AND SCULPTURES
Haffendi Anuar, 2016

T

he works for the summer group exhibition
extends from my current interest of using the
language of geometric abstraction as an attempt
to re-invent painterly abstraction in Malaysia. Influenced
by elements of vernacular architecture and modern
Western art, the painted works attempt to complicate
the traditional definition of painting in the local context,
masking the artist’s touch with smooth surfaces that
allude to digital technology and the negation of a formal
language of painting through repetition, seriality and the
flattening of the illusionary space. The sculptures on the
other hand, that mimic screens or partitions, culminate
from my interest in Michael Fried’s “objecthood” and the
activation of the space around 3-dimensional bodies.
They appear almost furniture like, able to be stored with
ease and open up when on display. I see them as ‘fluid’
sculptures, changing forms when displayed at different
occasions. I would like to expand them to become sites
for engagement and performances in the near future.

Above (right):
Haffendi Anuar, MC 153
(Zone1), 2016, wood, 160 x 70
cm each, 5 screen, dimension
variable.
Above (left):
Haffendi Anuar, OOOSSS,
2016, wood, 80 x 50 cm each, 6
screen, dimension variable.
Below:
Haffendi Anuar, Give a Little
Speech, 2016, oil and enamel
on board, 90 x 320 cm, diptych.

Above:
Haffendi Anuar, Out of the
Woods, 2016, oil and enamel
on board, 199.5 x 80 cm each,
set of two.
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Top (left):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Samsara Bin
Bayang, 2016, c-type print on
professional Kodak matte,
40 x 27 cm.

Hasanul Isyraf Idris, 2016

Top (middle):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Crunchy
Emoticon, 2016, c-type print on
professional Kodak matte,
40 x 27 cm.

Top (right):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Nul
Terbaring Ditanah, 2016, c-type
print on professional Kodak
matte, 40 x 60 cm.

Bottom:
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, RD, 2016,
graphite on paper, plaster, ink
on paper on wooden trestle
table, 183 x 122 x 79 cm,
30 individual items on trestle
tablescreen, dimension variable.

‘THE ENERGY AND SPACE AROUND A MATERIAL ARE AS
IMPORTANT AS THE ENERGY AND SPACE WITHIN’
- ANDY GOLDSWORTHY

T

he 15 acres of land in Rimbun Dahan emits
positive energy and provides ample materials
for an artist to use and manipulate. It is so easy
to be engaged with the ‘materials’ of the space, to make
connections, to touch, feel, listen and at the same time
recall previous memories and sensations attached to
them. The materials are triggers for cerebral activities
and unknown sensations.
The encounter with flora and fauna such as slithering
snakes among the foliage, kingfisher perched by the
pool, tracks and marks are among the most fascinating
findings. The urge to respond to the environment is
instantaneous, triggered by all the senses. The month
spent at Rimbun Dahan was a much-needed break
between the usual studio practice and home life. It
was an incubation period within a new environment,
immersing myself with nature and working on a new
approach in my practice, experimenting and trying out
novel possibilities. The works are titled RD, short for
Rimbun Dahan, while also as an acronym for (Artistic)
Research and Development. It is a collection of selected
works assembled and presented as an example of
research materials.
Graphite drawing: The drawings epitomize Rimbun
Dahan construction elements, both geometric and
organic. They are an attempt to replicate nature in
masculine form. Inspired by Hijjas Kasturi himself, they
were a result of the experience of browsing through
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books, stumbling upon a collection of blue prints of
Kasturi’s buildings, the construction site and Rimbun
Dahan itself. The drawings seem like they are organic
and sculptural, appearing like metal materials waiting to
be used in a construction. They are like hybrid forms of
nature and minerals.
Hoof Cast print: The cast hooves prints of a wild boar
and its piglets are records or evidence of this species in
Rimbun Dahan. I was trying to record Rimbun Dahan
in many ways. Sounds, textures and colours. One of
the things that fascinated me was the wild boar. These
animal tracks when casted look majestic to me, like a
hunter’s trophy.
Guano stained blueprint: The bat’s dropping is also
my record of bats in Rimbun Dahan. They are found
on many blue prints lying on the floor throughout the
compound. I replaced the blue prints with drawing
paper and collected these stain as mark making.
Photo print: As a temporary Rimbun Dahan dweller,
I also want to mark my presence in the space. Just like
how people usually would carve their names onto trees,
I draw Nul (a hypochirism of my name) and a simple
facial outline, cut out from collected leaves. A lot of my
time spent there was alone and with nature. It feels like
I am immortalizing intimate moments with nature by
marking them on leaves, leaving them to decay and
become one again with nature.
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Installation view,
Malaysian Art: A New
Perspective, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Ilham Fadhli Mohd Shaimy, 2016

T

he history of human civilization proves
that ownership of land leads to declining of
humanity. At first, I created a piece of vacant
land without occupants. Yet, I could not resist the desire
to fill the vacant space with human presence. I found my
excitement, my hope and my lost dreams.
The ability to hope and dream has become too
exclusive nowadays. My work intends to capture the
moment of discovering new perspective of life, the
possibility of owning and feeling alive.
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Below:
Ilham Fadhli Mohd Shaimy,
Land for Sale, 2016, mixed
media, 150 x 183 x 40 cm.
Right (top):
Ilham Fadhli Mohd Shaimy,
Land for Sale (Joy), 2016,
acrylic, colage and silk screen
on paper, 52.5 x 38.5 cm.
Right (bottom):
Ilham Fadhli Mohd Shaimy,
Land for Sale, 2016 (detail),
mixed media, 150 x 183 x
40 cm.
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Yeoh Choo Kuan, 2016

I

nhale Innocence… Exhale Ecstasy is an installation
featuring several individual works that invariably
stand for the body rather than offer a figurative
representation. The exhibit is comprised of several
elements situated within an architectural imitation of a
private space including bodily abstraction paintings and
provocative sculptures that ironically evoke comfort
objects. The collective scenario is set up in a manner to
invoke a dialogue between the bodies, domestic realm,
and the intimate relations with transitional objects, to
explores the behavioral codes and queer cultural norm.
Pulse is an inaccessible room constructed with
partially netting fenced L- shape panels- a space that
depicts my childhood’s bedroom and portrays the
essentialist view on sexuality as a physical space. A set
of two colours LED light with incoherent pulsating
rhythm that personify breathing is installed inside
the room and infiltrate the viewing experience while
moving among the other fixtures. Part of the idea with
the work is the enclosure and disclosure aspects of
sexuality, represented in the openness of the pulsating
lights through the mesh while contrasting with both
of the locked door with a malfunctioning key and a
peeping hole with frosted view lens. The inviting and
obstructing interaction between the work and viewer
are orchestrated to evoke the feeling of frustration of
seeing experience while navigating the work.
Shield is a sculpture that repurposes secondary
transition of a transitional object as the main object,
by imbuing a sense of intimacy while interpreting the
initial narrative of a “patch-quilt”. The fabric work is
quilted with with fabric from a selection of provocative
garments in the traditional manner; suggesting the
co-existence of secureness and compulsiveness in an
object. It is an extension of the domestic realm where
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bodies are comfortably settled, but also potentially
sabotaged, both physically and psychologically. Despite
the nostalgic aspect of quilting, Shield encrypted a
vulnerable space into daily object with a twist.
A mono Prussian blue abstract painting will be the last
encounter of the whole installation. Listening is trying
to capture the texture of almost wholly silent, handling
the various painted surfaces as the synesthetic tone of
low visibility aand the aroused bodily impulsions.. My
interest in bodily abstraction painting can also be traced
from my viewing experiences that is translated into
the frosted viewer lens sighting the LED light, which
suggest the nerves impulsion and bodies convened in
a blurred condition.
I am interested with the relation between the works
put together as an installation and how the bodies
converged in between, either personally or generally,
planned or appropriated. The create experience of Inhale
Innocence… Exhale Ecstasy actually brought me back to
the situation where I was lying in my bed, looking into
the dark while listening to my parents having sex in the
room next door. It is emotionally personal yet I hope it
would some how speak to each audience.

Opposite:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Shield, 2016,
cotton, nylon, PVC leather,
polystyrene, latex, dimension
variable.
Above:
Installation view, Yeoh Choo Kuan,
Inhale Innocence... Exhale Ecstacy,
2016, mixed media, Dimensions
variable. Collective works of : Pulse,
2016, dimension variable, wood,
MDF board, stainless steel mesh,
full acrylic industrial paint, bronze,
LED Strip, LED power supply, LED
controller; Shield, 2016, dimension
variable, cotton, nylon, PVC leather,
polystyrene, latex ; Listening, 2015,
46 x 35cm, oil on canvas.
Right:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Listening, 2015, oil
on canvas, 46 x 35cm.
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Saiful Razman, 2016

I
Below:
Installation view. Saiful Razman,
Tanah Gersang (Barren Land),
2016, polyvinyl acetate, medical
absorbent gauze, rolled toilet
paper and wood stick, 275 x 89
cm each, set of 5.

am interested dematerialization of non-art objects
and transforming them to become surfaces for
my new works. These particular objects like
medical gauze and rolled toilet paper are significant to
mankind and carries different connotations to certain
cultural contexts. Mankind is able to adapt to changes
in the environment by genetic change, developmental
adjustments, acclimatization, and cultural or
technological advances.
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DESCENT

NADIAH BAMADHAJ

Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
28.09 - 19.10.2016
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one of the top 150 wealthiest people in Indonesia -clearly wanted to keep it within the immediate family.4
Not have it go to his heir apparent brother, or champion
gender equality for that matter.
But I was undeterred. I would battle these sexist
forces by vigorously rubbing charcoal on scraps of
paper. I would will this ascension through visual form,
until I realized, by reaching out to other people, that
there were other perspectives to be heard.
I had been to the Kraton too many times to count.
But after the royal decrees, a row of courtiers, or abdi
dalem, renowned for being absolutely loyal to the
Sultan, were sitting in a line facing the palace residence,
daily and in some form of rotation. My instincts could
have been wrong, but there was something not quite
right about this gathering. I chose to interpret this as a
form of quiet protest against the Sultan’s decision, even
though the tour guides hotly denied it. I documented
my interpretation of this event in Protestations of the
Subservient.
I approached a friend, a trained traditional dancer, to
pose for one of my works. I had an agenda that her pose
would somehow advocate a female ascension. When
I asked her opinion, she held her baby on one hip and
said, “I don’t care about the issue, I have nothing to do
with them”, with a wave of her other hand. I couldn’t
write it off to political naivety. Though trained in Kraton
arts, how much had the Kraton impacted her daily life?
I interpreted her, in a rehearsal costume, facing the chair

THE LAST THRONE
Nadiah Bamadhaj, September 2016

Nadiah Bamadhaj, The
Reply, 2016, charcoal
on paper collage,
183 x 176 cm

A

rtifacts and architecture of the Kratons
Yogyakarta and Solo have frequently featured
in my work in the last several years.1 I have
always been interested in how such economically and
culturally ‘high’ institutions could exist alongside the
detritus of poverty and hardship of the peoples of South
Central Java. My work attempted to articulate this
juxtaposition, making no particular reference to time or
events.
But in 2015 my work began to focus on specific
events within the Kraton Yogyakarta, which would
ironically bring my artistic relationship with this
institution to a close. With pomp and a certain amount of
indecipherability Sultan Hamengkubuwono X released
three royal decrees in April, May, and December of
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on which the daughter of Sultan Hamengkubuwono X
sat when she was made crown princess, in the drawing
The Height of Ambivalence.
I kept poking my husband for gossip from our male
dominated pos ronda. Apparently the decrees were
making a mockery of the legacy of the Sultan’s father,
Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX, otherwise known
as No.9. I waded though the entire copy of John
Monfries biography of the 9th Sultan, (which certainly
mythologized the latter). But the only thing that stung
was the description of No.9 clinging to a Kraton pillar
when he was taken away to be schooled by Dutch
families at the age of four.5 My son, who was four at
the time, with whom I could never part, posed for the
portrait of No.9.
The political tides of Yogyakarta turned from
Kraton politics to other issues in the New Year. The
US Supreme Court ruling for same-sex marriages in
2015 backfired in an anti-Western, highly nationalistic,
anti-LGBT movement throughout Indonesia in
2016.6 In Yogyakarta this culminated in a vicious
anti-LGBT rally made up of gangsters disguised as
religious zealots.7 For months the city was covered in
anti-LGBT posters equating marginalized sexualities
with pedophilia. The Sultan, (who is also Governor),
whose last decree of the 31st December 2015 invited
these who didn’t agree with his decrees to ‘leave the
kingdom’, was conspicuously quiet during this attack
on these marginalized groups, and would be equally

2015. These decrees appeared to place, for the first time,
a daughter in line to the throne.
As simple as it sounds, the intricacies of the decrees,
their pos ronda interpretations, the royal sibling
rivalry, rakyat backlash, the media coverage, and the
institutionalized religious sexism that ensued, created a
shit-storm quite complex.2 In a rough pol demonstrated
by a statistically based play called 100% Yogyakarta, it
was revealed that approximately 90% of Yogyakartans
rejected the idea of a female queen.3
From a feminist perspective I was jumping for joy.
But Long Live the Upcoming Queen was soon dampened
by the factual gossip that Sultan Hamengkubuwono X
-- owner of numerous massive businesses, collector of
rents and taxes on royal lands all over the region, and
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unprotective of other marginalized groups as 2016 based Rimini Protokoll. For more information on this performance please see
www.rimini-protokoll.de
went on.8
4 Peter Carey makes reference to revenues acquired by Sultan
My enthusiasm for a queened throne folded into Hamengkubuwono I and II through land and tollgate taxation
a grudging assessment on the merits of affective in Changing Javanese Perceptions of the Chinese Communities in
Central Java, 1755 – 1825, Indonesia, Volume 37, April 1984.
leadership. As the rakyat had turned their back on the Vina A Muliana, Daftar Terbaru 150 Orang Terkaya di Indonesia, bisnis.liputan6.
Sultan’s decrees, he in turn turned his back on the most com, 8 Agustus 2016.
vulnerable in his kingdom. Transgender communities 5 John Monfries, A Prince in a Republic: The Life of Sultan Hamengku Buwono IX
of Yogyakarta, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2015, (Page 29).
were the most affected, through their visibility, by 6 On the ‘nationalization’ of hetero normality in Indonesia, read Hendri
the anti-LGBT movement. Already poverty stricken Yulius, The ‘Burkini’, LGBT people and the global sex wars, The Jakarta Post, 8
and vulnerable to HIV-related illnesses, Yogyakarta’s September 2016.
7 Pribadi Wicaksono, Anti-LGBT Supporters Blocks LGBT Rally in Jogjakarta
community of 300+ waria experienced escalated Monument, en.tempo.co, 23 February 2016.
violence and a food crisis that lasted days.9
8 For a survey of groups marginalised and threatened and in Yogyakarta in
In March 2016 I became a volunteer at Keluarga Besar 2016 refer to Bambang Muryanto, Intolerance Stains Yogya’s melting pot image, The
Jakarta Post, 19 August 2016.
Waria Yogyakarta and found myself in the middle of a 9 Waria refers to transgender women, and is the combination of words wanita
drawing series whose concept I no longer cared for.10 (woman) and pria (man).
My enthusiasm for the whole female-on-the-throne 10 Keluarga Besar Waria Yogyakarta (Yogyakarta’s Waria Family) is a shelter and
project began its descent (or ascent) into a description advocacy group for HIV+ waria and other HIV affected communities.
11 As previously written on the 31st December 2015 Sultan Hamengkubuwono
of the royals’ incommunicability. This descent is best X summarized his year’s decrees by inviting those who disagreed with him to
demonstrated in the drawings 31st December 2015 (the ‘leave the kingdom’. This statement directly contradicted his role as a public
servant or Governor of Yogyakarta. Details of this final decree can be found in
date of the Sultan’s last decree) and The Reply.11
Danang Prabowo, 4 Sabda Raja Yogyakarta Akhir Tahun 2015, daerah.sindonews.
Conservatives may think Sultan Hamengkubuwono com, 31 Desember 2015.
X’s line of descent is maligned by the fact he has no sons. 12 Premanism is taken from the word preman, which means Indonesian
gangster. For a detailed analysis of the number of premanist groups and activities
To me this is quite the opposite. He is in fact spoiled in Yogyakarta, refer to Bambang Muryanto, Intolerance Stains Yogya’s melting pot
for choice in who will ascend the throne, as he has five image, The Jakarta Post, 19 August 2016.
daughters to choose from. What is critical here is not 13 There is a range of royal rituals still practiced in Yogyakarta. It is not without
irony that the myth of the Queen of the South is discussed within the context
gender, but a choice of leadership. Which daughter will of a woman ascending the throne. Various friends in Yogyakarta stated that one
live up to the legacy of her grandfather, demonstrate of the reasons why a woman could not ascend the throne is the spiritual but
heterosexual relationship between each Sultan and Nyi Roro Kidul, the mythical
skills that will abate the social and political divisiveness queen that guards the southern ocean. The irony lies in the fact that a dominant
caused by organized premanism in the city, protect the female figure in Roro Kidul is an essential myth in the maintenance of a throne
city’s natural and historical resources, listen to and that is not allowed to be occupied by a woman.
promote tolerance for the sheer diversity of peoples for Bibliography
which Yogyakarta is truly blessed.12
Abidin Kusno, Guardian of Memories: Gardu in Urban Java, Indonesia, Volume
Or will the Sultan choose to continue the theater 81, April 2006.
of clean swept palace grounds, its gilded heirlooms Bambang Muryanto, Intolerance Stains Yogya’s melting pot image, The Jakarta Post,
19 August 2016.
and hundred year-old batik showcases, the Maulud Danang Prabowo, 4 Sabda Raja Yogyakarta Akhir Tahun 2015, daerah.sindonews.
rituals, the offerings to the Queen of the South, the com, 31 Desember 2015.
choreographed traditional dances, and the occasional Hendri Yulius, The ‘Burkini’, LGBT people and the global sex wars, The Jakarta Post,
flash of royal weddings – which masks the decision to 8 September 2016.
John Monfries, A Prince in a Republic: The Life of Sultan Hamengku Buwono IX of
maintain the economic dominance of the first family Yogyakarta, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2015.
at the expense of the city. If so, this may be the last Nadiah Bamadhaj, Poised for Degradation, Richard Koh Fine Art, 2014.
throne of any positive social or political consequence in Peter Carey, Changing Javanese Perceptions of the Chinese Communities in Central
Java, 1755-1825, Indonesia, Volume 37, April 1984.
Yogyakarta.13
Note
1 Kraton or Keraton means royal palace. Also see Nadiah Bamadhaj, Poised for
Degradation, Richard Koh Fine Art, 2014.
2 Pos ronda or historically known as gardu, are male dominated neighborhood
guard spaces used for “community defense, state policing, and surveillance”. Abidin
Kusno,GuardianofMemories:GarduinUrbanJava,Indonesia,Volume81,April2006.
Slamet Susanto, Yogyakartans reject sultan’s ‘sabda’ and ‘dhawuh’, The Jakarta Post,
May 13 2015.
3
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100% Yogyakarta was a play put on by Yogyakarta’s Teater Garasi and Berlin-

Pribadi Wicaksono, Anti-LGBT Supporters Blocks LGBT Rally in Jogjakarta
Monument, en.tempo.co, 23 February 2016.

Slamet Susanto, Yogyakartans reject sultan’s ‘sabda’ and ‘dhawuh’, The Jakarta Post,
13 May 2015.
Vina A Muliana, Daftar Terbaru 150 Orang Terkaya di Indonesia, bisnis.liputan6.
com, 8 Agustus 2016.

Nadiah Bamadhaj,
No.9, 2016, charcoal on
paper collage,
207 x 83 cm
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THE SULTAN, HIS DAUGHTER
AND THE ARTIST: A TALE OF
DIMMING POWER
Elly Kent, 2016

I

n 1923, painter and musician Walter Spies arrived
in the court of Sultan Hamengkubuwono VIII in
Yogyakarta, to lead the court’s European orchestra.
So intrigued was he by the intricacies of the Hindic
courts, he later moved to Bali where he influenced
the changing face of Indonesian modern painting.1
In the 1950s, seminal anthropologists Clifford and
Hildred Geertz began their deep research into the
sociological customs of Java and Bali; many other
eminent researchers followed, and many of the
dominant theories of nationalism, religion and social
custom in the modern world have been based on
observations of life on the densely populated islands
of Indonesia. Nadiah Bamadhaj’s new series of works
situates her within the realm of the ongoing appeal of
Indonesia, and especially Yogyakarta, in Central Java,
for intellectual and artistic endeavour. Malaysian born

of (Scot) New Zealand and Arab Malaysian parentage,
Bamadhaj has long occupied a space in between and
on the edge of definitive cultural identities, and her
work has long reflected this paradigm of liminal living.
In 2002 she came to Yogyakarta as an Asian Public
Intellectual Fellow, and has remained there ever since,
living a few hundred metres from the walls of the palace
precinct with her Javanese husband and their young
son. Immersed in Yogyakartan cultural life, Bamadhaj
is at once subject to and observer of the complex
relationship between the residents of Yogyakarta and
their Sultan, The Royal Feet, His Highness, the Most
Noble Sultan Hamengkubuwono, Commander in
Chief on the field of Battle, Servant of the Merciful, Lord
of the Faith, Regulator of Religion, Caliph of God.2 The
tenth Sultan in his line, Hamengkubuwono X inherited
great responsibility (and great wealth).

Nadiah Bamadhaj,
Protestations of the
Subsevient, 2016,
charcaol on paper
collage, 117 x 272 cm
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Hamengkubuwono IX, the current Sultan’s father, set
high standards in nationalism, business and progress. His
reign, from 1933 to 1988, ushered Yogyakarta through
Indonesia’s War for Independence and eventually into
the era of globalisation, earning him praise as one of
the “great Sultans” in his lineage.3 This lineage, drawing
down from the first sultan in the second Mataram
dynasty, Panembahan Senopati in 1584, has been the
subject of much anthropological study, as the structures
and treaties that mandate the Sultanate’s power have
been retained over generations, even, paradoxically, into
Indonesia’s democratic republican era. This continuity
in structures of power and its mandala-like reflection of
the cosmos – apparently mirrored repeatedly through
society from the village level down to the family and
individual psyche – has been emphasised by many
writers. Yet recent studies and artistic explorations have
begun to question this purportedly harmonious and
centralised power.4
For artists in Yogyakarta, existing within this highly
symbolic, ornamented, mythologised and hierarchical
society – whether they are born into it or have arrived
from elsewhere – can at times represent a site of
continual negotiation. Visual, performative, and literary
arts are integral to the reproduction of the Sultanate’s
power, and many local artists, both traditional and
contemporary, are deeply embedded in the fabric of
that power. Yet Yogyakarta is a city of education, critical
thinking, and rebellion, and the Sultanate has, since the
revolution, been a fundamental part of this too. Nadiah
Bamadhaj locates the works in this exhibition within the
paradoxical double binds of her subjective experience
as a resident of Yogyakarta.
Clifford Geertz once wrote that speaking of art
demanded more than formalist abstractions, rather,
recognition of its sociological and semiotic context;
in Bamadhaj’s work this has long been the case.
Indeed, it is an abiding interest in the sociological and
semiotic constructs in which power is made manifest –
architecture, cityscapes, gender and religion for instance
– that Bamadhaj’s work enquires into.5 Within these
grand narratives, however, Bamadhaj foregrounds her
own subjectivity, permitting herself and her audience an
experience of the subject matter that is both academic
and personal.
The Misogynist’s Throne I and II emerged at
the beginning of Bamadhaj’s explorations of the
constructions of power in the Yogyakarta Sultanate. The
intricately rendered detail of the ornament of Throne I
harkens us to the complex mythological constructions
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Left:
Nadiah Bamadhaj, 31st
December 2015, 2016,
charcoal on paper
collage, 237 x 93 cm.
Opposite (top):
Installation view, Art
Central 2016, Hong
Kong, 23 - 26 March
2016.
Opposite (bottom):
Nadiah Bamadhaj, In
Waiting, 2015, charcoal
on paper collage, 146 x
120 cm.

that have underpinned the power of the Sultan, since
Senopati established the Islamic state of Mataram.
Senopati claimed his rule had been legitimised not only
by the mandate of Allah, but also by his relationship
with Nyai Roro Kidul, the Queen of the South Sea,
whose legendary sexual appetite permeates mythology
across the island of Java and Southeast Asia.6 The throne
Bamadhaj depicts here reveals a lotus blossoming in
a forest, surrounded by deer and birds – symbolic of
the union between Nyai Roro Kidul and the Sultan(s),
which vests in him divine powers to fertilise the land.
Here we see the seat of power resting on the lap of
a woman whose command is both manifested and
disguised through the mythologies of the patriarchal
sultanate. The second throne is simpler, yet no less
carefully drawn nor less symbolic: the fabric folds that
envelop the Sultan’s legs are decorated with the parang
rusak (broken dagger) a pattern that is vested with
mystical power and, until recently, reserved for those at
the centre of power within the Palace.
These days, in Yogyakarta and beyond, the
parang rusak pattern appears on tourist trousers,
bags, tablecloths, curtains and anywhere a visitor to
Yogyakarta might be tempted to take it. The mystical
power of the Sultanate, characterised by Anderson as a
lamp that shines brightly at the centre and recedes to the
periphery, appears to be dimming.8 Bamadhaj’s series of
works, which evolved in response to unfolding dramas
in the Hamengkubuwono line in 2015-16, reflects the
dimming of this light on a personal and sociological
front.
In April and May 2015, Hamengkubuwono X
made a series of royal decrees that paved the way for
his daughter to succeed the throne. If enacted (and
the Sultan himself has said he “doesn’t know” if it will
be) this will result in the first ever female ruler in the
Hamengkubuwono line.9 In Waiting and Protestations
of the Subservient depict the complex reactions to these
decrees, and particularly, what Bamadhaj reads as a

complex expression of dissent from within the Sultan’s
own, usually loyal Palace Guards. These abdi dalem,
whose title infers unquestioning devotion, found
themselves caught between Sultan’s apparent fervour
for progressive change, and the very mythologies
of continuity that place him on the throne. These
two works evoke the passive yet firm resistance
characteristic of Javanese society, where inner strength
is demonstrated through external pacificity.
By mid-2015, criticism of the Sultan’s appointment
of his daughter as successor had reached fever
pitch. Can a female take a throne that is legitimised
by a hetero-normative sexual relationship with a
mythological queen? Does Islam allow female queens
(mythological ones seem to have passed this test)?
The variations on dissent seemed endless and often
mutually contradictory. In response, in December,
Hamengkubuwono X issued a decree instructing
those who cannot abide by his decision – which he
characterised as a command to him from the gods
and ancestors – to leave the region.10 This was an
uncharacteristically direct decree from a Javanese
perspective. Bamadhaj notes that the concept of power,
or wahyu, in Java is eroded by overt demonstrations
of authority, making the events of December 2015 an
important marker in the descent of her own respect for
the Sultan and his seemingly progressive outlook.
Yet the idea of the Sultan as the centre of power
in Java, as the focal point for a continuity of cultural
constructs that spread across society, has been called
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in to question before 2016. Beatty has contended that
the power of the Sultanate may well be geographically
restricted , describing its absence in the farther
reaches of East Java, where it has long been replaced
by scattered localisations of power that respond to the
needs of less homogenous communities.11 Similarly,
Suzanne Brenner has questioned the extent to which
the patriarchal constructs of power centred on the
male Sultan are actually reflected in the domestic and
economic spheres of Javanese life. Could it be that the
power of the Sultanate has little impact on the daily
lives and sociological imperatives of most Javanese? The
Height of Ambivalence, a work created in collaboration
with a dancer trained in the bedhaya dance – intended
to be performed exclusively for the Sultan in evocation

of Nyai Roro Kidul – begins to answer this question.
Juxtaposing an ordinary white t-shirt with highly refined
dance movements, Bamadhaj depicts the dancer as at
once deferential and ambivalent to the throne, which
grows smaller in each depiction. As the significance of
the Sultan’s power wanes, so too does the significance
of the ascension of a woman to the throne.
In No. 9, the power that is latent in the body
language and perspective used in this portrait of
Hamengkubuwono IX as a small boy speaks to this
ambivalence too. Cited as the last of his line and the last
truly charismatic ruler, it is nonetheless his legacy that
currently disempowers those Yogyakartans displaced
as his successor’s power over the land is eroded by the
needs of the nation state and democratic rule of law.12
Left:
Nadiah Bamadhaj, The
Last Throne, 2016,
charcoal on paper
collage, 165 x 165 cm.
Opposite (left):
Nadiah Bamadhaj, The
Misogynist’s Throne I,
2015, charcoal on paper
collage, 198 x 111 cm.
Opposite (right):
Nadiah Bamadhaj, The
Misogynist’s Throne II,
2015, charcoal on paper
collage, 200 x 107 cm.

The final three works, illustrate the artist’s own
disillusionment, and eventual antipathy, as the Sultan,
who is also the regional Governor, simultaneously
exploited his position to quash dissent and failed to
take a firm stance against increasing mob violence and
public hostility to Yogyakarta’s LGBTIQ community
and other minorities. In 31st December 2015, a double
portrait of Hamengkubuwono X in his court and public
service outfits, Bamadhaj depicts a kind of topsy-turvy
doll, ready to turn this way or that in service of his own
interests. The Reply emerged from a similar yet more
personal disappointment with the incumbent Sultana’s
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failure to respond to a formal request for an interview,
with the princess depicted with her back turned,
beside a spittoon. Will the ascension of a woman to
Yogyakarta’s throne make any difference, The Reply
asks? The Last Throne, depicting a pair of legs spread
in a gesture of defiant discourtesy draped against yet
more courtly symbolism – this time representing the
wings motif that permeates Javanese symbols of power
from Hindu times, through Islamisation, and into the
Republic of Indonesia itself – perhaps offers the viewer
an ambiguous answer.
If we take to heart the constructions of continuity
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in Javanese monarchic power mapped out for us by
the ground-breaking work of Anderson and Geertz,
recent events in the Yogyakarta royal family appear
to signal not only the artists’ declining respect for the
Hamengkubuwono legacy, but also the descent of the
throne and its potency over the people. But if we read
more deeply into the history of the Javanese people’s
manifold relationships with the centre of power, as
Bamadhaj and others have, we may discover that ‘twas
ever thus.

Elly Kent is a translator, writer, artist and PhD candidate in art theory and practice at
the ANU School of Art. Her current research is focussed on participatory art practice in
Indonesia and how artists combine this with their individual practices; she also explores
similar realms in her own art practice. Elly has lived and worked in Southeast Asia,
especially Indonesia, throughout her life, and this has had an abiding effect on her outlook.
She was the recipient of a Prime Minister’s Australia-Asia Postgraduate Award in 2012,
and the 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art’s emerging artist award in the same year.

Note
1 Spies made a number of paintings during his time in Yogyakarta, an
experience art historian’s credit with revolutionising his artistic style. His oil
painting Sekaten (1927) depicts a fair still held today in the square north of the
Sultan’s Palace.
2 The official titles vested in successive sultans. Merle C. Ricklefs, “Jogya’s
crowning glory,” Far Eastern Economic Review, 23 March 1989
3 Ibid.
4 As well as the academic studies I will refer to later, the legacy of the “Great
Sultan” Hamengkubuwono I‘s Giyanti Treaty with the Dutch in 1755 was the
subject of a performative work titled Restitution of 1755: Hacking Giyanti, by
Irwan Ahmett and Tita Salina in 2015.
5 Beverly Yong, “Not Talking to a Brick Wall and Landlocked: Architecture
of Personal Space”, in Beyond the Self: Contempoarary Portraiture from Asia, ed.
Christine Clark (Canberra: National Portrait Gallery, 2012)
6 Robert Wessing, “A Princess from Sunda: Some Aspects of Nyai Roro
Kidul”, Asian Folklore Studies 56, no. 2 (1997)
7

Ibid. p. 333

8 Benedict R. O’G Anderson, Language and power: exploring political cultures in
Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1990)
9 Matanajwa, Sri Sultan Menjawab Seputar Polemik Sabda Raja,
MetroTVNews.com (Youtube,8 May 2015), https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2iwgXCmsDU4
10 Ibid.
11 Andrew Beatty, “Kala defanged: Managing power in Java away from the
centre”, Bijdragen tot de Taal 168, no. 2/3 (2012)
12 On the charisma of Hamengkubuwono IX, compare Ricklef ’s perspective
in Ricklefs, “Jogya’s crowning glory” and Geertz comments in Clifford Geertz,
“Centers, Kings, and Charisma: Reflections on the Symbolics of Power”, in Local
Knowledge: Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology (New York: Basic Books,
1983). On the current Sultan’s challenges with regards to land ownership and
state control, see Cally Colbron, “The Sultan of development?”, Inside Indonesia,
no. 123 (2016).
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Nadiah Bamadhaj, The
Height of Ambivalance,
2016, charcoal on paper
collage, 229 x 271 cm.
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A. C. ANDRE TANAMA / GUNTUR TIMUR / MUHAMMAD
ZICO ALBAIQUNI / AGAN HARAHAP / HTEIN LIN /

NADIAH BAMADHAJ

/ AGUNG FITRIANA / INGEBORG ANNIE KRISTINE LINDAHL
/ NURRACHMAT WIDYASENA / AHDIYAT NUR HARTARTA /
I DEWA NGAKAN MADE ARDANA / PATRIOT MUKMIN / ALI
RUBIN & DEA AULIA WIDYAEVAN / I PUTU WIRANTAWAN /
PETER LAND / ALIANSYAH CANIAGO / JABBAR MUHAMMAD
/ PINAREE SANPITAK / ALWIN REAMILLO / JULIE LLUCH /
SURYA DARMA / ANGKI PURBANDONO / JUMALDI ALFI /
SYAIFUL AULIA GARIBALDI / ARAHMAIANI / KEMALEZEDINE
/ TAUFIK ERMAS / ARAYA RASDJARMREARNSOOK / KOKOK
P. SANCOKO / THERESIA AGUSTINA SITOMPUL / ARKIV
VILMANSA / MADE BAYAK / VUTH LYNO / DITA GAMBIRO /
MARISA DARASAVATH / WIMO AMBALA BAYANG / EUGENE
SOH / MATT CALVERT / WINDI APRIANI / FENDRY EKEL /
MELLA JAARSMA / ZOE WALKER AND NEIL BROMWICH /
GERILYA ARTIST COLLECTIVE / MUHAMMAD AKBAR
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Above:
Nadiah Bamadhaj,
Rumah Mendung, 2012,
charcoal on paper
collage, 75 x 203 cm.
Opposite (left):
Nadiah Bamadhaj, Atap
Ayam, 2012, charcoal
on paper collage, 95 x
87 cm.
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AHMAD FUAD OSMAN / AGAN HARAHAP / ABEER GUPTA
/ ARAYA RASDJARMREARNSOOK / AZIZAN PAIMAN / ADE
DARMAWAN / BÙI CHÔNG KHÁNH / CHIA CHUYIA / CHOU
SHIH HSIUNG / DAVID CHAN / DENG GUOYUAN / DEX
FERNANDEZ / DEBBIE DING / FAIZAL HAMDAN / FYEROOL
DARMA / GREGORY HALILI / HAN SAI POOR / HEMALI
BHUTA / H.H. LIM / HTEIN LIN / JIAO XINGTAO / KENTARO
HIROKI / LIM SOO NGEE / MARINE KY / MADE DJIRNA /

MELISSA TAN
/ MARTHA ATIENZA / MADE WIANTA / MAP OFFICE /
MARTHA ATIENZA / MUNEM WASIF / NGUYEN PHUONG
LINH / NILIMA SHEIK / NI YOUYU / NIRANJAN RAJAH /
PERCEPTION3 / PHASAO LAO / PALA POTHUPITIYE / PATRICIA
PEREZ EUSTAQUIO / QIU ZHIJIE / RATHIN BARMAN /
SANJAY KAK / SAKARIN KRUE-ON / S. CHANDRASEKARAN
/ SHARMIZA ABU HASSAN / SUBODH GUPTA
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Below:
Installation view. Melissa Tan, If You
Can Dream a Better World or Perhaps
Travel Between Them, 2016, acrylic
on watercolor paper, mild steel
and compressed foam, dimensions
variable. Photo: Melissa Tan
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DUST

Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
28.10 - 18.11.2016

ZHANG ZHENYU
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Zhang Zhenyu, 2016

Left:
Artist at work.
Photo: Zhang Zhenyu.

I

often see the charm in sparkling dust. Dust has always
been the substance closest to our life. It’s nature and
everywhere. It joins cycle of human’s body with
the breath… When it falls down, accumulating into
a thick and dirty form at the same time becoming so
light which often being ignored. I also see how urban
development changed the dust’s nature and lightness,
all becomes complex, it’s synonym of desire, disease
and desperation… Through gathering dust, burnish
and polish it repeatedly, the canvas showed a mirror
effect, the question I’d like to raise is exactly what you
see through it? At the beginning of my creation of this
series, I tried to use the simplest media, only dust and
glue, and labor myself heavily to achieve the mirror
effect that I wish to show in the work. This is how dust
eventually is fixed on the canvas, losing its lightness
forever, but carrying an extra mission of reflecting what
things truly are.
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ZHANG ZHENYU IN CONVERSATION WITH HAFFENDI ANUAR
October, 2016

Opposite (bottom):
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
160824, 2016, dust on
canvas, 100 x 80 cm.

Z

hang Zhenyu’s innovative works challenge our
perception of materiality and value. His focused
practice transforms mundane materials from the
everyday into meditative and intimate works through
controlled and repetitive gestures. Currently based
in Beijing, China, Zhang was born in Hunan in 1974
and received his training in oil painting at the Central
Academy of Fine Art, graduating in 1997. “Dust” will be
his first solo exhibition in Malaysia and the region and
presents 8 recent “Dust” paintings, which are delicately
polished paintings consisting of layered dust created
between 2014 – 2016.
Prior to the “Dust” works, Zhang was working on his
first series titled “Reading” in which he spent roughly five
to six hours a day for an entire year scratching out using a
needle the text of a daily Chinese newspaper. His second
series titled “Copying” involves the artist using dated
newspaper and converts them to paper pulp, which
are then dried into sheets and then etch them with the
headlines and data from the original newspaper’s front
page. Similar to the “Dust” works, the artist would use
a common and readily available material and subject
it to a repetitive process involving a simple straightforward act, such an layering and sanding for “Dust”
and scratching for “Reading”. These intimate gestures
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applied to these low-valued materials with extreme care
and in an almost mechanical repetitiveness, imbue the
otherwise worthless materials with a sort of value and
turning the artworks into conceptual carriers.
Observing the urban reality of modern China, the
artist considers dust, a material that is simultaneously
omnipresent and intimate in our live are no longer
fully natural, but a combination of the by-products of
pollution, construction and development. Beijing, the
capital of China, has suffered many years from serious
air pollution in which the primary sources of pollutant
include exhaust emissions, coal burning in neighbouring
regions and dust from local construction. Beijing
recently prompted its first red alert in December 2015
which saw schools closed and outdoor construction
work suspended. The daily quality of air is a major
concern for the city inhabitants and Zhang has used this
apparent urban debris as a message carrier for his works.
As an artist myself who is interested in materiality and
the importance of specific materials as the component
for an artwork, I hope this short conversation with
the artist will bring to light some of the mysterious
conceptual strategies employed and expand on the
ideas surrounding the works.

HAFFENDI ANUAR: I would like to start talking
about your interest in the materials from the everyday that
are often overlooked. Why are you fascinated with newspaper
and dust?
ZHANG ZHENYU: From 2005 to 2016, I mainly
created two series of works, “Reading” and “Dust”, which
changed my previous exploration on the language of
painting. By using simple or even a single expression,
I work on the material with a simple heavy labor, to
achieve the conversion of the concept. “Scratched
newspaper” began in 2005. The works in the series
are created by simply scratching out the information
or content of found newspaper and repeated this dull
exercise day after day. In my notes, I wrote, “In this age,
you learned of knowledge, learned of events that happen
around you and from afar, learn how to care for society,
learn to open news stations and read newspapers, and
you will sometimes feel angry, an inexplicable anger...
As the feelings above, the hypocrisy, dregs, lies and the
mighty messages from newspapers, magazines and
other media which people are relied on as main media
to obtain the so-called knowledge and information of
the society strongly discomforts me.”
I have been occupied on the “Dust “series of works
since 2011. My process includes grinding the dust
which are sprinkled on the surface of the canvas and I
continue to polish it with time and labor in a repetitive
manner until the surface of works displays a smooth
reflective effect, almost like a dark mirror.
In the early period of this series, I wrote that, “I see
the flickering dust with its beauty and charm. The dust

is repeatedly grinded and polished, becomes a mirror,
reflecting everything that is objective, and what do you
see through it?”
H:		 The way the dust is treated and the process that you
took to create the paintings seems to show a high degree of care
and commitment for such a mundane material. And this is
also evident in the way your work with newspaper, another
common disposable material, which its usage value usually
lasts till the end of the day. Is this gesture of care towards waste
a way to conjure strong symbolic meanings from these lowly
materials?
Z:
I am not good at using complex materials
to form works, and also not good at expressing any
meaning of things. I chose the cheapest and the most
common material, and only use the simplest way to
transform it. I like the simplest way as it also minimizes
the means of producing the work as much as possible.
H:		 You have been working on the dust series since 2011,
what formal and conceptual developments have occurred
during the past 5 years?
Z:		The initial experimental stage is rather
troublesome. In order to polish the dust as a mirror, I
did a lot of experiments. Then, perfect it, alternate and
expand it.
H:		 Are the locations in which the dust is collected from
important? Are the original locations in which the dust are
sourced embedded into the meaning of a work?
Z:		 In most cases, I do not distinguish between the
locations of dust collection but I will categorize the dust
based on its color. After all, dust can be differentiated
based on its ‘warmness’ or ‘coolness’ and also its
intensity.
H:		 What are the color ranges of the dusts you have collected?
Z: The dust collected at different times and different
areas will result in the variety of its color depth. I will
differentiate them, and so create a diverse visual image.
H: Are they mostly from urban spaces?
Z: Yes, dust is no longer just natural dust. The dust in
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the city contains a more complex meaning.
H: I could sense there is an interest in urban debris, from the
usage of newspaper and dust, how has the urban environment
shaped your practice?
Z: In this era and environment, I would like to express
the chaotic state at the two ends of the world, which is
fuzzy and uncertain like the origin and the end of the
world.
H: How are the dust attached to the canvas and do you
treat them materially like paint?
Z: The surface is treated with dust, grinded and
polished repeatedly dozens of times to get the final
reflective effect. I only use the simplest materials such as
dust and glue, through a lot of time and labor, to achieve
the result.
H: The surfaces of your works are highly polished and
reflective, seductive, could this be read as elevating something
that does not have an exchange value into something that now
retains characteristics of a desirable commodity?
Z: Some of the audience will let me explain the
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meaning of the work but I do not want to explain much.
Instead, I question them rhetorically: “What do you
think when you see yourself through the dust?”
H: Could you please describe your daily rituals, in and
outside the studio?
Z: Most of the dust is collected from the roadside,
and may be at home or on the balcony. Works are
basically done in the studio.
H: You studied oil painting at the Central Academy of Fine
Art in Beijing , and graduating in 1997, and I know this is a
long time ago, could you describe your training in art school
and has it affected your work post-academy?
Z: Haha! It had been years ago, I just remember that I
wasn’t an obedient “good student.”
H: What will be working on in the near future?
Z:		 The “Dust” series could still be further expanded
and explored in-depth. At the same time, I’m also
planning to make some new body of works.
H: Thank you Zhang for your time.
Z:		 Thank you!

Left:
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
151221, 2015, dust on
canvas, 100 x 100 cm.
Right:
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
150315, 2015, dust on
canvas, 200 x 200 cm.
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October, 2016
Left:
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
160524, 2016, dust on
canvas, 150 x 110 cm.
Right:
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
160830, 2016, dust on
canvas, 160 x 160 cm.

张震宇创新的作品挑战了我们对物质和价
值的看法。通过拘束和重复的动作，他实
践将日常生活中平凡的材料转换成让人
凝思和意味深长的作品。1974年出生于
湖南，并于1997年毕业于中央美术学院
专修油画，震宇目前驻于中国北京。“灰
尘”将是他在马来西亚的首次个展，展
出八幅由多层灰尘经过精细抛光、创作
于2014年至2016年间的“灰尘”系列作
品。
在“灰尘”系列之前，震宇的第一个系
列作品题为“阅读”，他一整年每天花了
大约五至六个小时用一根针把报纸的文字
刮出来。他的第二个系列 “复制”涉及将
旧报纸搅碎成纸浆，然后在风干成片后把
原本报纸首页的标题和内容雕刻在表面。
与“灰尘” 系列相似，艺术家使用一些常
见和普遍的材料，并对其进行重复性的过
程和简单直接的动作，如为“灰尘”系列
的分层和打磨、“阅读”系列里刮报纸的
动作。对于处理低价值材料的细心、亲近
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和几乎有如机械的重复性的动作，让原本
无价值的材料赋予一种价值，并将艺术品
转化为概念的载体。
观察现代中国的城市下，震宇认为灰尘
是一种在我们的生活中无所不在和亲近而
不再完全自然的材料，是结合了污染、建
筑和发展的副产品。中国首都北京多年来
一直遭受严重的空气污染，其中污染物的
主要来源包括废气排放、邻近地区的燃煤
和地方建筑的扬尘。北京最近在2015年
12月发出了第一次红色警报，学校被迫关
闭，户外施工也需要暂停。日常的空气质
量成为城市居民主要的关注。震宇就使用
这明显的城市废弃物作为他的作品的信息
载体。
作为一个艺术家，个人对材料的物质性
以及特定物质作为组成艺术作品的重要性
特感兴趣。我希望这个与张震宇的短暂对
话能够揭示其神秘的概念策略，并拓展其
作品的想法。

HAFFENDI ANUAR: 首先, 我想谈论你对日
常生活中经常被忽略的材料的兴趣。为什
么报纸和灰尘让你如此着迷？
ZHANG ZHENYU: 2005至2016年，我主
要创作两个系列作品，“阅读”和“灰
尘”，改变了我之前探讨绘画语言的工作
方式。只是运用简单甚至单一的表现方
式，对材料做简单繁重的劳动，达到对概
念的转换。
2005年开始的“刮报纸”，我只是将
报纸的信息内容简单抠除，无聊地重复这
样的行为日复一日。在笔记中我写道：“
这样的时代，你学会了知识，学会了关注
身边的和遥远的事件，学会了关注社会，
学会了打开新闻台和阅读报纸，你会感到
愤怒，莫名的愤怒……基于如上感受，引
起我对报纸、杂志等媒体信息的虚伪、糟
粕、谎言、强权话语等强烈不适，而这些
正是很多人赖以获取所谓 社会知识信息的
重要媒介。”
2011年开始做“灰尘”系列作品，反
复打磨落在画面上的灰尘，并不断抛光，
同样是时间和劳动的反复叠加，最终画面
呈现镜面效果。
我在创作初期写道：“我看到闪烁的灰
尘，透着风韵的美丽。将落下的灰尘反复
打磨、抛光，如同镜面，反射出客观的一
切。透过它，你看到了什么？”
H:		 你以灰尘创作的处理方式和过程，显
示了对于这样一个平凡的材料高度的小心
处理和付出。这也是明显反映了您处理
作品的方式，有如报纸和一些可废弃的材
料。请问这对废弃物的小心翼翼姿态是要
提出对于这些材料强烈的象征意义吗？
Z:		 我并不擅长运用复杂的材料去组织作
品，也不擅长表达任何东西的意义。我选
择了最廉价、最普遍的材料，也仅仅运用
了最简单的方式去转换。我喜欢这样的最
简单的方式，并尽可能地减少制作作品的
手段。
H:		 您自2011年以来对灰尘系列的创作，
在过去5年中发生了什么形式和概念上的
发展？
Z:		 最初的实验阶段比较麻烦，为了把灰
尘抛光如镜面，做了很多的实验。然后就
是完善、变化和深入。
H:		 对于收集灰尘的地点是否重要？灰尘
的来源是否嵌入到作品的含义中？
Z:		 大多数情况我不去区分收集灰尘的地
点，但我会区分它们的颜色，毕竟灰尘有

深浅冷暖的区别。
H:		 你所收集的灰尘的色彩范围是什么?
Z:		 不同地方不同时间收集的灰尘颜色深
浅有一些不一样，我将它们区分开，使画
面有些变化。
H:		 灰尘是主要来自城市范围吗？
Z:		 是 的 ， 灰 尘 已 经 不 再 仅 仅 是 自 然 尘
埃，城市里的灰尘包含了更复杂的意义。
H:		 我 可 以 感 觉 到 你 对 城 市 废 弃 物 的 兴
趣，从报纸到灰尘作为材料。请问城市的
大环境如何塑造了你的艺术实践？
Z:		 之与当今时代环境，我更想表达世界
两端的混沌壮态，世界的起源和末日的那
种模糊一团，灰飞尘扬。
H:		 灰尘是如何被附在画布上？灰尘是否
被作为颜料般处理？
Z:		 画 面 经 过 反 复 地 落 灰 、 打 磨 、 和 抛
光，几十遍的重复，得到最后的镜面效
果。我只用最简单的材料，灰尘和胶，通
过大量时间和劳动去实现效果。
H:		 你的作品的表面高度抛光,反光得诱
人，这可以被理解为提升一些不具有交换
价值到的东西成为一个让人渴望的商品
吗？
Z:		 一 些 观 众 会 让 我 解 释 作 品 要 表 达 什
么，我并不愿意过多阐释作品的意义，我
用了一句反问的话：＂透过灰尘，看到自
己的影像，你想到什么。＂
H :		 你能描述你在工作室内外的日常仪
式吗？
Z:		 我最多的是在马路边收集灰尘，也可
能在家里或阳台上。作品基本上都是在工
作室里完成的。
H:		 您在北京的中央美术学院学习油画，
并毕业于1997年。我知道这是很久以前
的事了，但想请问您可以形容您在艺术学
校的培训，和并就如何影响了您后来的作
品？
Z:		 哈！很久之前了，我只记得我不是一
个听话的＂好学生＂。
H:		 接下来将会创作怎样的作品?
Z:		 灰尘系例还可以进一步深入和拓展。
也在计划做一些全新的作品。
H:		 谢谢您，震宇。
Z:		 谢谢您 。
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Opposite (top):
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
160903, 2016, dust on
canvas, 100 x 80 cm.
Above:
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
160319, 2016, dust on
canvas, 100 x 100 cm.
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Opposite (bottom):
Zhang Zhenyu, Dust
140715, 2014, dust on
canvas, 60 x 45 cm.
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INCOMPLETE
URBANISM:
ATTEMPTS OF
SPATIAL CRITICAL
PRACTICE

Video still. Nadiah
Bamadhaj, Not Talking
to a Brick Wall, 2006,
video, duration 5
minutes 34 seconds.

NTU CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART SINGAPORE
Gillman Barracks, Singapore
29.10.2016 - 29.01.2017

NADIAH BAMADHAJ
Nadiah Bamadhaj’s Not Talking to a Brick Wall (2006) was one of the films selected by Dr Marc
Glöde (Germany/Singapore), film curator and former Visiting Scholar, School of Art, Design
(ADM) and Media, Nanyang Technological University (NTU), Singapore.
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Installation view, Incomplete Urbanism: Attempts of
Critical Spatial Practice, 29 October 2016 – 29 January
2017, NTU Centre for Contemporary Art Singapore.
Courtesy of NTU CCA Singapore.
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Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
22.11 - 05.12.2016

FAIZAL YUNUS
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Faizal Yunus, Jubilant I,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 102 x 122 cm.

Faizal Yunus, 2016

I

n printmaking, matrix is the term used to describe
the elements from which prints are made. It is
usually used in contemporary prints. According to
dictionary.com, matrix is something that constitutes the
place or point from which something else originates,
takes from or develops.
Traditionally in printmaking, the surface of the
matrix includes wood, metal, rubber, stone, potato
and some types of collagraph. As in my artwork, I am
creating remembrance through my involvement in the
art scene since the year of 2005. Following to the year
from my graduation from the art school, majoring in
printmaking. Since then, I have made printmaking as
my practice in my artworks. As many of the other artists
in Malaysia, I am struggling with numerous of things
and one of it is the workspace, facilities and materials
limitation. Therefore, as I try to solve my difficulty, I
am looking into my daily life essentials and gathering
objects that surrounding me and making experiments
in order to explore the materials and how the objects
turn out to be the matrix and bringing it in firm contact
with the paper or canvas.
By using the objects that I associate in my daily
routine, I create my works with a heightened sense
of desolation, in my own narratives, that’s how I am
recording the condition in which things are happening
all around me. The process of transferring the
remembrance in my artworks, in a way, reflecting my
personalities and a temporary state of mind and feeling
about each of the object. A new composition sees the
inclusion of the objects silhouette, transforming my
emotion characters into an improvised visual. What
I wanted to convey are the experience of survival, the
emotional and the truth. The artwork reflected my
spiritual, physical and living conditions during my
moment of surviving.
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FAIZAL YUNUS’S MATRIX
Haffendi Anuar, 2016

F

luctuating between figuration and abstraction,
painting and printing making, Faizal Yunus’s
new works in “Matrix” embraces obscurity and
familiarity as signs and visual elements. Textures and
forms of various everyday items become an important
visual vocabulary that are either legible from first
encounter or are required some time to decipher. Pieces
in the exhibition displays exploration on the possibility
of a printmaking technique that is approached through
spontaneity and play. Each image produced is an
amalgamation of the materials that are available within
proximity of the artist and his current mental state at
that time of making conflating the world of objects to
the world of images.
Printmaking to Faizal serves as a form of
documentation, albeit a personal one that imprints
his emotions and mental state during the process of
making as well as a way to understand his immediate
environment through materials. He studied printmaking
at UiTM, in Shah Alam, Malaysia, graduating in 2012.
While in university, his works concentrated mostly
on current local issues and explored conventional
printmaking techniques such as woodcut and linocut.
After completing his studies, Faizal continued to focus
on printmaking while working in a commercial art
gallery in Kuala Lumpur as a gallery assistant. With
limited resources, Faizal approached printmaking in
an economical manner therefore motivating him to
use unconventional materials as substitute printing
plates. Instead of the orthodox printmaking techniques
that would require extensive tools and an adequate
workshop space, Faizal would use objects taken from
the everyday as mark-making tools and would approach
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the printing process in a more fluid and flexible manner.
Pieces of cardboard, plastic bags, bubble wrap, strings
and rubber bands are some of the materials that are
juxtaposed in his dense compositions. The materials are
sometimes broken up into pieces, folded or crumpled,
further expanding the visual language of the materials’
physicality. When the imprints of the surfaces are
juxtaposed next to each other, contrast in terms of
patterns is evident, for example, between the surfaces of
the imprinted green bubble wrap pieces and the drank
green ghostly plastic ribbon in Halcyon (2016).
With an approach similar to automatism, Faizal

Opposite:
Faizal Yunus, Ionic,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 153 x 121 cm.
Above:
Installation view, Matrix,
22 November - 5
December 2016.
Below:
Faizal Yunus, Kunyit,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 102 x 122 cm.

would work spontaneously and intuitively in a printing
method that echoes monoprinting, a technique that
produces a distinctively unique image for each print.
The printing process starts with the artist experimenting
the different material’s potential as a printing surface or
a matrix. The objects are then arranged on a designated
flat surface into a composition before a layer of oil-‐based
ink is generously applied on them. The ink-‐coated
objects are then traced to a support medium, usually a
piece of paper or a primed canvas. The image produced,
which at times appears like a Xerox mirror image, traces
the materials contours and silhouettes; which are
sometimes abstract while at times more legible. Some
of the images are visually seductive due the material’s
complexity and textures but as one attempts to enter the
picture’s illusionary space, one is greeted by a duplicated
image, a ghost of the flattened materials, pulling back the
viewer to the materials’ surfaces that is shaped by force.
One discerning aspect of Faizal’s works in “Matrix” is
how mundane materials are able to conjure fascinating
imprints and ghost images of themselves just based on
their physicality and materials’ composite. The works
also illustrate how a resourceful artist could approach
art making economically while being able to get a
breath of nuances and visual sensitivities from limited
means.
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Top (left):
Faizal Yunus, Bloom,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Top right:
Faizal Yunus, Halcyon,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Center (left):
Faizal Yunus, Cadence,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Center (right):
Faizal Yunus, Lark,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Center (left):
Faizal Yunus, In Space,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Center (right):
Faizal Yunus, Groove,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Bottom (left):
Faizal Yunus, Brightly,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Bottom (right):
Faizal Yunus, Jubilant II,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 122 x 102 cm.

Opposite (top):
Faizal Yunus, Twain,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 124 x 102 cm
each, diptych.
Opposite (bottom):
Faizal Yunus, L & P
(Love & Peace), 2016,
oil based ink on canvas,
124 x 102 cm each,
diptych.
Above:
Faizal Yunus, Blueish,
2016, oil based ink on
canvas, 153 x 121 cm.
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Faizal Yunus,
Portal, 2016, oil
based ink on,
fabric dye and
acrylic on canvas
canvas, 228 x
306 cm.
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ANNE SAMAT / GAN CHIN LEE / HAFFENDI ANUAR / HASANUL
ISYRAF IDRIS / HINGS LIM / LIEW KWAI FEI / YEOH CHOO KUAN
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Anne Samat, 2016
Left:
Anne Samat, Tribal Chief
Series 5, 2016, rattan
sticks, yarns, beads,
washers, kitchen utensils,
260 x 116 x 20 cm.
Right:
Anne Samat, Tribal Chief
Series 6, 2016, rattan
sticks, yarns, beads,
washers, kitchen utensils,
260 x 116 x 20 cm.

I

embrace both traditional crafts and aesthetics
to express more conceptually driven works. The
classic songket shuttle weaving techniques I adopt
and unconventional materials incorporated in my
art erase conventional distinctions to create densely
coloured tapestries, which I describe as “metaphors” for
identity and nationhood. The personal, hand-crafted
quality juxtaposed against the materiality of everyday
objects succeed in piercing the boundaries between art
and textile, contemporary and traditional, abstraction
and pattern making. In bridging the connection
between threads, fibres and person, I attempt to push
the art of weaving to the next level. Often imbued with
metaphors and symbols of mythology and traditional
themes, the meditative act of weaving and building
upon transforms a two dimensional textile to a threedimensional art form.
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Gan Chin Lee, 2016
Bottom:
Gan Chin Lee, Allamanda
2016, oil on linen, 304.8 x
121.9 cm, 5 panels.
Opposite:
Gan Chin Lee, Hybridity
II, 2016, oil on linen,
213.4 x 152.4 cm.

I

am constantly trying to enrich my social realist
painting practice and there is no exception when
I was developing these works. I have studied and
absorbed the formality of Chinese wood engraving and
Japanese uki-yo-e and applied them when constructing
the formal structure of these paintings. I have always
admired how those Eastern traditional painters and
print-makers used humor to not only record social
observations, but simultaneously made sarcastic
comments through the visuals of the de-pictions of the
everyday. In this body of work, I attempt to combine
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for-mal and visual elements of Chinese wood engraving
and ukiyo-e togeth-er with western influenced genre of
art that I have been accustomed to.
I believe this combination would accentuate the
uniqueness of the visuals and allude to the hybridity of
my identity as I have been actively absorb-ing multiple
cultural sources growing up. Furthermore, have titled
pieces in this series with Chinese idioms, Malay
peribahasa and English phrases, to echo our complex
daily experience living in a multilingual nation.
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Hasanul Isyraf Idris, 2016
Below:
Hasanul Isyraf Idris,
Krishna Tongue, 2016,
pencil, ink, graphite and
watercolor paper, 168 x
381 cm, 5 panels.

K

rishna Tongue is as a continuation of my previous
works, informed by personal experiences, it
serves as a prelude to my Higher Order Love
series (exhibited April 2016 at Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur).
Krishna, one of the most popular Hindu deity, was
only a boy when his adopted mother, Yasoda, forced
him to open his mouth as she was worried that Krisna
might have eaten dirt from gobbling up fallen fruits
dropped onto the ground by his brother. Yasoda lost
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equilibrium the moment she peered into the universe
within his mouth. Young Krishna, the Lord who had
become a human child out of sport, was not spared
of Yasoda’s maternal worrying. This story reminded
me of a mother’s way of affection in the instinct to
feed, nurture and fuss over her child. From that point
of departure, I began diving into my past, uncovering
layers upon layers of my memory. These memories
are rendered in these five panels of drawings, densely
layered with imagery.

The first panel depicts sharp edged waves layered
and repeated underneath a wild swirl of cloud.
The second panel is a story by my parents of an altar
built by the sea for the sea guardian. The altar was filled
with blood as an offering in exchange for a bountiful sea
harvest.
The third panel, perhaps the most heavy laden and
close to heart, is filled with imageries of local political
scenes and current news: amongst them are nongendered figures, an albino dragon sucking on oil, and
magical beasts whom are captured and chained. These
images are metaphors of my mother’s story—a Chinese
origin alienated by her villagers, cursed and accused
of pork consumption and idol worship. Her trauma
persuaded me to list her as one of Malay ethnicity in my
school records. This panel also narrates the relationship
with my brother from the moment he broke news of his

cancer condition. We spent time reminiscing the past
as we drove along the highways, we spoke of the times
we sold kuih together and of his drawing tutorials. Our
conversations evolved mostly around his condition: the
hair loss, his limited movements and the countless MRI
and CT scans he had to endure.
The fourth and fifth panels are inspired by situations
related to experiments and found specimens. De-picting
respondents in their HAZMAT (Hazardous material)
suits at work in a laboratory environ-ment inspired by
the school lab laden with mosaic flooring similar to my
childhood home. Amongst the ‘specimens’ found are
Silverhawk (a cartoon character from the 80s), a cracked
G-Force, trophies from my kindergarten and three Xs my mother’s simple signature of three syllables on my
school report card.
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Liew Kwai Fei, 2016

T

he idea behind A Day (with White) was to
produce a painting of rain-bow colours using
noncolours. In my attempt to quantify light
in a rain-bow, I loaded the readymade colours of red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet with the
maximum amount of Titanium White—which is not
considered as a colour pigment in colour theory.
The use of white in this work represents light, the
colour that is considered as a blending of all colours—
the stimulation agent to make things visible. Hence, a
rainbow is the colour of light that exists without the
body. This painting of the rainbow colours is opaque
and the light of a colour body.
The work was intended to be shown alongside A
Week (with Black), 2008, a 7-panel work of rainbow
colours in black—which in colour the-ory, represents
the absence of light.

Left:
Installation view. Liew
Kwai Fei, A Day (With
White), 2008, acrylic on
canvas, 100 x 390 cm,
triptych.
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Above:
Haffendi Anuar,
Buttresses, 2016, oil
and enamel on board,
180 x 480 cm, 6 panels.
Opposite (below):
Installation view,
Malaysian Art, A
Special Preview, 22 - 26
November 2016.
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Hings Lim, 2016

I

n collaboration with domestic workers, this body
of work wields the act of cleaning as the process
of art making. Domestic workers are hired to
maintain a clean canvas as I execute paint onto the
surface. The canvas records traces of tension resulted
in the oscillation between the sense of duty embraced
by the cleaners and persistence of the artist to execute
his right to paint. By juxtaposing the domestic work and
the experience of art making, the role of the “worker”
and the “painter” is reshuffled and de-contextualized.
This constant switching of roles disrupts the egocentric
supremacy of an artistic expression while appropriating
the open author-ship of an artwork.
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Opposite:
Hings Lim, Untitled (With Mohamad Nor),
2016, 4K Ultra HD video duration 83 minutes,
video still (top); acrylic on canvas with eyelets,
173 x 236 cm (bottom).
Below:
Hings Lim, Untitled (With Thilaga &
Aravinthan), 2016, 4K Ultra HD video duration
60 minutes, video still (top); acrylic on canvas
with eyelets, 173 x 236 cm (bottom).
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SEMANGAT X:
VISUAL EXPRESSIONS
OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN
IDENTITY
GALERI PETRONAS
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
23.11.2016 - 15.01.2017

AHMAD SHUKRI MOHAMED / AHMAD ZAKII
ANWAR / CHAN KOK HOOI / HAMIR SOIB
/ JALAINI ABU HASSAN / ZUKIFLI YUSOFF
/ KUMARI NAHAPPAN / FYEROOL DARMA
/ ALFREDO ESQUILLO JR / GERALDINE
JAVIER / NORBERTO ROLDAN / AMPANNEE
SATOH / JIRAPAT TATSANASOMBOON /

NATEE UTARIT

/ HERI DUNO / KRISNA MURTI / YUNIZAR
/ AUNG KYAW HTET / NGE LAY / PHAM
HUY THONG / PHAM AN HAI / SOPHEAP
PICH / MARISA DARASAVATH / PENGIRAN
TIMBANG
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Previous:
Installation view.
SEMANGAT X:
Visual Expressions
of Southeast Asian
Identity, 23 November
2016- 15 January 2017.
Photo: CK Puah
Opposite:
Natee Utarit, Innocence
is Overrated, 2012, oil
on linen, 170 x 120 cm.
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ILHAM GALLERY
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
18.12.2016 - 16.04.2017
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AFTERWORK

ABDOULAYE KONATÉ / ALFREDO JAAR / BEATRIX PANG / BRIAN GOTHONG TAN / DANIELA ORTIZ /
EISA JOCSON / ELVIS YIP KIN BON / FAN HO /
CHENG YEE MAN (GUM) / HARUN FAROCKI /
HIT MAN GURUNG / I GUSTI AYU KADEK /
EISA JOCSON / ELVIS YIP KIN BON / FAN HO / CHENG YEE MAN (GUM) / HARUN FAROCKI / HIT MAN
GURUNG / I GUSTI AYU KADEK / I GAK MURNIASIH / IMELDA CAJIPE ENDAYA / JAO CHIA-EN / JEANFRANÇOIS BOCLÉ / JOYCE LUNG YUET CHING / KUNCI CULTURAL STUDIES CENTER / KÖKEN ERGUN
/ LAI LOONG SUNG / LARRY FEIGN / LILIANA ANGULO / MARIA TANIGUCHI / MELATI SURYODARMO /
MILJOHN RUPERTO / PANGROK SULAP / POKLONG ANADING / RYAN VILLAMAEL / SANTIAGO SIERRA /
SAKARIN KRUE-ON / SHARON CHIN / SUN YUAN & PENG YU / TARING PADI / XYZA CRUZ BACANI

GAN CHIN LEE
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Above:
Gan Chin Lee, Portait
Scape of Contemporary
Migration, 2013-2014,
oil and acrylic on
wooden panels,
244 x 460 cm.
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UNDER
THE
HORIZON

LAO TONGLI

Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
10 - 24.12.2016

177

Lao Tongli 劳同丽, 2016
Previous:
Lao Tongli, Loneliness
- No.09, 2016 (detail),
color on silk scroll, 143
x 835 cm, triptych.
Below:
Installation view. Under
The Horizon, 10 - 24
December 2016.
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T

he formation of the tree and blood vessel, shared
the similarities in common, are expressed in
a form of life. The relationship between them
and their symbolic meaning represent an exposition of
the existence of life, as well as my hope and aspiration
towards the endless cycle of life. I symbolized and fused
them together to create a ‘field of life’ - that overlaps,
tangles, touches, links, extends, expands, and continues
to grow upward, downward, and in all directions - as the
construction of the “ideal trees” from my experience. At
the same time, this is also referred to our current world
view and the imbalance relationship in the natural
world and its survival.

树与血脉的形状，它们有着相似的共同
点，都是表达了一种生命形式。它们之
间的关系与各自的象征意义，具有代表
性地阐述了生命的存在方式与我对生
命循环不息的热望和期盼。我把它们
符号化糅合组织在一起营造出一个重
叠、缠绕、触碰、链接、延伸、扩展，
绵绵不绝的活力向上向下，向四面八
方生长的’生命场域’——即我经验
里建构的“理想丛树”。同时，指涉
着我们当下的世界观与自然界万物间
的不平衡关系与生存问题。

Note: Libido, psychologist Freud & Jung. Loneliness, Buddhist
terminology.

语。寂，佛家用语。

注： 丽比多（ libido ），心理学家佛洛伊德，荣格用
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UNDER THE HORIZON
Martina Köppel-Yang, November 2016

Above:
Lao Tongli, Loneliness - No.09
(寂-09号), 2016, color on silk
scroll, 143 x 825 cm, triptych.
Opposite (bottom):
Installation view. Under The
Horizon, 10 - 24 December
2016.

U

nder the Horizon is Lao Tongli’s first solo
exhibition in Malaysia. Lao, who was born
in 1982 in Leizhou, (Guangdong Province)
in China, graduated from the Chinese Painting
Department at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts
in 2006. He belongs to a new generation of painters - his
specialty: traditional Chinese painting and in particular
the so-called meticulous colour painting. All the works
in the exhibition are executed in this refined and timeconsuming technique, which Lao practiced further for
several years as student and assistant of renowned artist
Yang Jiechang.
The exhibition comprises seven paintings created
over the last two years. Both of the exhibited series,
Desire of Libido - Above the Horizon and Loneliness, center
around the notion of vital energy or life force. Organic
pattern, resembling leaves or blood vessels, nearly
entirely cover the painting ground. While in Desire of
Libido warm, saturated colours prevail, the artist choses
paler shades and colder tones for the series Loneliness.
Lao Tongli’s colourfully growing maze actually is a
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here gives witness to the new ecological consciousness
typical of his generation.
Even though the painstaking and slow lavistechnique of meticulous colour painting implies a
precast design of the painting and a careful and precise
execution, Lao Tongli manages nevertheless to maintain
a rather arbitrary and spontaneous overall aspect of his
paintings, which recalls the manic repetition of similar
pattern in surrealist automatism, as well as in action
painting. Similar to action painting and automatism
Lao tries “to render a flow of pure becoming, the
impersonal-unconscious life-energy”, as Slavo Zizek
qualifies Jackson Pollock’s works.1

Clearly we see that Lao Tongli belongs to a new
generation of painters, a new generation who tries to
translate traditional media into a contemporary context
not by transposing clichés and formal stereotypes but
by applying traditional concepts and techniques in
relation to actual phenomena and the current situation
of our world.
1

See Slavoj Zizek, “Organs without Bodies - Gilles Deleuze”, 1 in: www.

lacan.com/zizbenbrother.html, retrieved 06/12/2016.

depiction of blood vessels. When the artist learned
that his father had a heart disease, he started manically
painting this kind of vegetative jungles, as if the sheer
repetitive act of painting and the countless affirmation
of the same organic pattern promised growth and life,
and thus had the potential to heal his father’s illness. For
Lao they represent the endless cycle of life. He states:
“I symbolized and fused them together to create a ‘field
of life’ - that overlaps, tangles, touches, links, extends,
expands, and continues to grow upward, downward,
and in all directions - like the construction of some
sort of ideal tree”. Yet, this abundant, yes overwhelming
growth, not only stands for a positive life force, but
also for its opposite: Once the surface is completely
covered with Lao’s organic pattern, the rhizomatic
growth reaches redundancy and standstill, death. The
artist shows us that only keeping the balance between
the blank ground and the superimposed form generates
visual harmony. He thus wants to remind us that
keeping the balance between growth - development and the natural environment is crucial for survival. Lao
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Below:
Lao Tongli, Loneliness - No.05
(寂-05号), 2016, color on silk
scroll, 141 x 277 cm.
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Top:
Lao Tongli, The Desire of
Libido•Above The Horizon
No.3 (力比多之欲•地平之上
03号), 2015, ink and mineral
color on silk, 89 x 140 cm.
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Bottom:
Lao Tongli, The Desire of
Libido•Above The Horizon
No.4 (力比多之欲•地平之上
04号), 2015, ink and mineral
color on silk, 89 x 140 cm.

Top:
Lao Tongli, The Desire of
Libido•Above The Horizon
No.5 (力比多之欲•地平之上
05号), 2015, ink and mineral
color on silk, 89 x 140 cm.

Bottom:
Lao Tongli, The Desire of
Libido•Above The Horizon
No.6 (力比多之欲•地平之上
06号), 2015, ink and mineral
color on silk, 90 x 138 cm.
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Below:
Lao Tongli, Loneliness - No.11
(寂-11号), 2016, color on silk
scroll, 115 x 195 cm.
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LIVE
LEAK
Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
05 - 21.01.2017

YEOH CHOO KUAN
Art Republik 13, December/February 2017
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Yeoh Choo Kuan, 2016

R

eferencing the footage of violent events from
around the world found on the Internet, this
series of paintings explores the encounter and
exposure of violence that occurred through mass media.
Continuing from my previous interest and exploration
on “fleshing abstraction”- a term I coined to describe
the manipulation of layered paint which is executed in
violent painterly gestures, this series was inspired by
the dramatic visual approach of purely aestheticized
violence found in movies and the cinema and moving
on to the depiction of the harsh reality of incidents in
real life that filtered through the media. Materially, I have
further developed the series in which I have prepared the
box frames through spray painting its internal surface to
provide a atmospheric element to the paintings that are
installed within. This also serves as a context to suggest
the simultaneous distance and connection between
the digital evidence and the viewer while providing a
vulnerable metaphorical space on and off screen. To
contrast on the romantic and realist approach on the
portrayal of violence in works in my previous solo
exhibition and recent paintings, both series of work
consistently reveal the autonomy of violence as a
relevant subject that has been widely engaged within
the modern media and public communication of our
time.
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TRANSMISSIONS AND LEAKS
Ong Jo-lene, 2016

Below:
Installation view. Live
Leak, 5 - 21 January
2017.
Opposite:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 01:48,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.

meditation on violence in films, choreographed
scenes of realistic but fictional pain and aggression
that affectively occupy our imagination of human
relationships. In the accompanying essay, Yeoh stated
that “in a process of moving away from pictorial narrative
to the incomprehensible”, his exploration of “body
politics” has resulted into the canvas to accrue human
qualities. In this second solo exhibition, he moves
away from aestheticised violence to images of “reality”
violence in documentaries, taking into consideration
issues of mediatisation of violence, authorial control and
our prurient consumption of such images. His approach
to “fleshing abstraction” in Live Leak embodies the un-

choreographed and un-theatrical within these amateur
citizen journalist videos. Yeoh watched copious hours
of videos from the site and later recalled the affecting
spectacles into his gestures, choice of colours, and
finally marking it with a timestamp as title as a way of
mirroring how these videos become a part of writing
history and our consciousness.
The construction of Live Leak, which takes its
exhibition title from the controversial video sharing
website of gore and violence, Yeoh interpellates the
viewer as witnesses and consumers of the violence of
our times. In Regarding The Pain of Others, Susan Sontag
astutely recognises that being a spectator of calamities

E

ntering the room of Live Leak, one is surrounded
by an electrifying sight of nine uniform
quadrilaterals covered in vivid colours sullied by
sepulchral layering that appear to form a line of witnesses
to some unknown violence. Each canvas is caked with a
muck of aggression, heavy with scratches and cuts over
layers of oil paint, and set within a larger frame sprayed
with an airy mist of lacquer, punctuated at the bottom of
the frame by the dripping and curling ejections fleshed
out from the canvas. As if the viewer must make a
choice between taking pleasure in the order and beauty
of the sight or taking ethical responsibility to consider
the violence behind it in between each of these bodies
of lightness and weight.
Central to the inquiry of Yeoh’s practice is the
human experience and a psychological perspective
with emphasis on the study of the whole person. For
some years now, Yeoh has been exploring abstraction
and minimalism, further developing the self-coined
“fleshing abstraction” methodology. The cutting into
and stripping away of layers of paint on canvasses form
the core gesture of this method, evoking literal and
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metaphorical connections to human experience of
pain and even pleasure. Over time, the human figure
has become increasingly absent in his paintings and
what surfaces are meditations on human emotions and
sensations through the affective presence of the tactile
testaments of physical markings.
In his first solo exhibition In The Flesh, Yeoh
anthropomorphised the canvas to present an allegorical
193

“IF THE REALISTIC
IMAGERY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
AND VIDEO HAS
SOMEWHAT LOST A
FACET OF ITS POWER
IN ITS PROLIFERATION,
WHAT THEN CAN THE
LOOKING AT ARTS
OFFER?”
Opposite:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 02:52,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.
Below:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 03:52,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.

taking place in a far away place is a quintessential
modern experience, the cumulative offering by more
than a century and a half ’s worth of professional,
specialised tourists known as journalists, established
today by our casual ownership of a mobile recording
device and internet access. Perhaps there is more than
just curiosity driving our desire to stop and look at
the horrific and the gore afflicting others. Wars are
becoming living room sights and sounds, it is now the
fifteen-second video that we scroll through our hand
held device in bed, at the dinner table, and the bridge to
the lull in our real life conversation. “If it bleeds, it leads”
194

says the venerable guideline of tabloids and twenty-fourhour headline news shows — to which the response is,
compassion, or indignation, or titillation, or approval, as
each misery heaves into view, often fleeting and ending
in inaction, safe for a few we think of as “activist types.”
And here we are at a contemporary art exhibition
depicting the violence of times, cognisant of the tragic
and relevant subject-matter while simultaneously
apprehends the formal of line, colour, and space. Of
course, this is not unique to this particular exhibition,
but rather a quandary of contemporary art.
Shock images no longer shock us, as Sontag

observed, we see the pain of others, but we do not feel
the pain of others. Websites such as Live Leak allow
for the congregation and the wide and instantaneous
dissemination of citizen journalism recordings of crimes,
accidents, and even war and genocide that are saturated
with images of mutilated limbs, blood, and dead bodies.
While as with any image there is the question of what is
excluded from the frame and particular vantage point
from which it is recorded, these user generated videos
captured by ordinary people not unlike ourselves who
chanced upon the scene are viewed as reality, captured
as-is, is deemed more “authentic” than news reports
that may be subject to the machinery of propaganda
and censorship of the powers that be. We are assailed
by a constant stream of realistic images — photography
and video — of the misfortunes and suffering of others,
often at the hands of another, from the freakish and
disgusting to the downright gruesome and criminal.
The constant stream of images of violence on the
multiple screens we hold close in our everyday lives
draw emotional responses that we disconnect from in
order to continue being productive our own reality.
If the realistic imagery of photography and video has
somewhat lost a facet of its power in its proliferation,
what then can the looking at arts offer? Certainly every
era has its depictions of violence in visual and material
culture. Artworks do not present an objective account,
abstract expressionism is even harder to define and
locate, as the words in the name suggests. What can
be said though is that abstraction is the form which is
obtained through this process and can be presumed
to be the essence of the subject or material. Paint, an
innocent material, has been called upon and muddled
through insistent emotional qualities to express human
pain. What is transmitted to the digital screen is but
the final moment of impact, the eruption of tensions
and a string of actions leading up to it which is never
visible within that frame. Yeoh’s process slows down
and elucidates time, every mark is the imprint of a
human gesture, every skein of paint is the residue and
ricochet of that gesture, collected in a frame outside the
frame. Perhaps through challenging the monster that
is speed and instantaneity, by giving credence to time,
cause and effect, and looking backwards, so that we can
look forward to being pained and the recoil of strive to
abolish the causes of this havoc and carnage with the
time we hold in our hands.
Notes:
Haffendi Anuar, The Anthropomorphised Canvas, Richard Koh Fine Art, 2014
Susan Sontag, Regarding The Pain of Others, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2003
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Top:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 01:02,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.

Top:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 01:11,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.

Center:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 04:12,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.

Center:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 07:57,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.

Bottom:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 00:45,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.

Bottom:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 00:27,
2016, oil on canvas
and lacquer spray on
custom wooden frame,
140 x 118 cm.
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TRACES AND
RESIDUES
CURATED BY JASON WEE

KANCHANA GUPTA
Richard Koh Fine Art
Artspace@Helutrans, Singapore
10 - 24.01.2017
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Opposite:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces and
Residues: Pink on Blue #02,
2016, oil paint burnt and
stripped off, 55 x 45 cm.

Kanchana Gupta, 2016

Below:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces and
Residues: Blue on Yellow
#02, 2016, oil paint burnt
and stripped off,
80 x 19 cm.

T

hese works consisting of skins of oil paint
burnt and peeled off the canvas are the newest
development in my examination of the act of
tearing and peeling and its residual impact, through the
traces left behind. The process of tearing and peeling
engages the interstitial space between the fragment
and the canvas surface, each rip exposing rawness
underneath, revealing its past in unpredictable ways. The
remnants and residues left in this space are a reminder of
the act of disconnection, and become the main subject
of contemplation. These are layers that both reveal
and conceal the traces left behind. They embody the
history and relationship between the surface and the
removed piece, by making visible the traces as bruises.
They are insistent colours in the form of residues carried
from the surface from which the piece was removed,
indicating the existence and passing of something. My
process therefore becomes a vulnerable act of not only
revealing but also accepting what is now exposed. The
presence of the traces is paramount, because they recall
the absence of their origin, and call attention to the torn
fragment’s existence, its past and its moment of birth.
The unpredictability of what traces will be left behind
during each tear forces me to accept and embrace the
unknown.
The colours in these works are reminiscent of the
colours of the evening, a time that carries traces of day
as well as of night, and yet reveals a distinct identity of
its own. It is when white light gets dispersed, revealing
brilliant oranges, pinks, and purples and grey-blues that
are not seen during other times of the day.
In this series, I have embraced the naturally forming
bodies of the skins of oil paint, which wrinkle, fold and
curl of their own accord after being removed from their
surfaces, left on my studio floor and I have allowed
the individuality of each fragment to form, where the
fragment finally becomes the whole without the anxiety
of separation.
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TRACES AND RESIDUES
Dr. Ian Wu, 2016

Top:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Red and
Light Yellow on Blue #01,
2016, oil paint burnt and
stripped off, 55 x 45 cm.
Bottom:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Turquoise
and Yellow on Blue #03,
2016, oil paint burnt and
stripped off, 80 x 60 cm.

T

he language of abstraction can be seen as an
ambiguous relation between the familiar and
the unknown, a personal construct of our
intimate relationship to this world. The familiar can be
associated to ways in which we mnemonically sense and
remember objects and environment. The unknown on
the other hand could be a proposal of a ‘future’, one in
which our visual memory can be juxtaposed either as
dialectic opposition or in harmony.
It was the early history of twentieth century that
modernism that provided us with examples of the
fracturing of images as visual sensorium to the felt, an
exploration away from mimetic qualities of realism. In
post war painting, abstract expressionism influenced
partly by existentialism began to pave the way of
painting as a form of ‘pure reflexivity’. Later on, artists
like Yves Klein and Robert Ryman became role models
to a generation of ‘process painters’ by proposing that
one could view and understand an entire painting as a
‘performatve’ as well as ‘realist’ object. All parts, canvas,
wood, nails, stretcher bars, canvas, material, types
of paint or dust became ways to enquire paintings’
relevance to the end of the twentieth century.
Kanchana Gupta uses oil paint and pigments as ways to
build up her assemblages, creating slabs of tablets with
peeled coloured surfaces. Paint is seen as an inspired
motivator between abstraction and object hood.
Gupta situates her practice within the ideas of process
painters while imbuing the visual poetics of abstraction.
Her works possess a palette that features the coaxing
of a haptic cohesion of vivid colours and fissures.
Influenced by the soft skylight before the sun sets
and ends the remains of the day, the work’s surface
details draw inspiration from the twilight within her
everyday surroundings in Singapore. Featuring layers
of vigorously distressed coloured skins, these surface
patterns are not pictorial imitations of a scene but rather
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Top (left):
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Blue on Pink
#02, 2016, oil on canvas,
110 x 91 cm.
Top (centre):
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Blue on
Purple and Pink #02, 2016,
oil on canvas, 110 x 91 cm.
Top (right):
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Blue on
Orange #01, 2016, oil on
canvas, 110 x 91 cm.
Bottom:
Installation view. Traces and
Residues, 10 - 24 January
2017.

tinted evocations. Each work contains a history of
marks, an action of application and removal (tearing),
by the artist resulting in residues and demarcations
resembling ‘islands’ or ‘clouds’.
Gupta’s exhibition ‘Traces and Residues’ appear in two
forms. Those of stacked, sandwiched folds of paint
skins, suggesting drapery and another series of unfolded
single skins, retaining flatness, implying that it has been
torn from a whole. Aesthetically, they suggest a search
for the sublime and classical ideal, conveying hope for
radiance and structural idealism. There is a pulling and
shifting of negative and positive patterns, wresting to
locate the fleeting memory of a changing skylight.
The counterpoint to these virtual scorings of palimpsest
induced ‘objects’ is its activated edges and shadows.
In the wake of such charged coloured rhythms, the
shadow from the physical folds and the edges of the
missing pieces act as metaphors to imaginary ruins
from the passing of time. One in which both layers and
edges provide a visionary ‘ghosting’ of an ‘intervening
body’. In a ‘blink’; a creased tablet, an old folded map or
a ‘worn’ magic garment, perhaps once worn by a prince
or princess. A multicolored garment, a secondary skin
to contain a ‘body’; a sense of figuration, that which is
left ‘wanting’. That which is the missing piece.
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KANCHANA GUPTA
IN CONVERSATION WITH
JASON WEE
2016

Below:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Red and
Light Yellow on Blue #02,
2016, oil paint burnt and
stripped off, 65 x 40 cm.
Opposite (top):
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Turquoise
and Yellow on Blue #02,
2016, oil paint burnt and
stripped off, 80 x 55 cm.
Opposite (bottom left):
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Light Orange
on Blue #01, 2016, oil paint
burnt and stripped off,
87 x 21 cm.
Opposite (bottom right):
Kanchana Gupta, Light
Yellow on Blue #01, 2016,
oil paint burnt and stripped
off, 84 x 48 cm.

JASON WEE: Let’s start with how you create these
paintings. From my visits to your studio, I see you
working horizontally, the way many photographers do
in their darkroom staring at tables of contact sheets or
printmakers with their prints. It also suggests that your
works have as much affinity with the floor as with the
wall.
KANCHANA GUPTA: My process has elements
of verticality as well as horizontality. In the beginning, I
work vertically as I layer oil paint on canvases on a wall
or on pieces of wood. After days of layering, I tear and
peel the oil paint off the surface of the support using
fire and physical force. I also employ gravity, which
pulls the pieces away from the canvas towards the floor.
I leave the torn pieces on the floor as they have fallen,
and allow them to dry for several days. This horizontal
process allows the pieces to acquire a shape and form
of their own. When the pieces are removed from their
surfaces, they are often soft and malleable due to the
applied heat. They wrinkle, fold and curl of their own
accord on my studio floor. I call the horizontal phase
the observation phase, during which I observe scattered
pieces in isolation, in relationship with the wall or floor
as well as in relationship with each other as a heap or
collective. These are then either hung on the wall or
become floor-based installations.
My process is a continuous play between verticality
and horizontality and so the works have an affinity
towards the floor as well as the wall.
JW: Yet I know you often determine beforehand
which works will be on the floor or on the wall. How
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do you decide, since the way we understand layers and
depth are different depending on their orientation?
Flat against the ground, layers become strata, and
proceeding through them recalls archeological or
geological processes. On the wall, they recall something
else, the accumulation of anthropocentric construction,
like peeling back layers of wallpaper.
KG: The process of creating individual skins does
not lead to the decision of whether the final work will
be a floor-based or a wall-based work. That decision is
largely based on my judgment of whether a fragment is
significant or not. Many variables such as the viscosity
of the paint, the thickness of layering, amount of heat

applied, and the tools used to peel the paint play an
important role in determining the sizes and shapes of
the torn pieces. The element of unpredictability in my
process of tearing creates fragments and pieces in all
shapes and sizes, ranging from symmetrical rectangles
and square pieces to bits and pieces that look like
leftovers destined for the trashcan.
During the period where I select what to keep and
what to discard, the pieces are scattered randomly
across the floor. While large and symmetrical pieces
stand out on their own, the small pieces resemble debris
that I associate a sense of insignificance with. I am
constantly asking questions such as: what is a fragment,
what is a whole, what makes something a fragment and
what makes something a whole? Symmetry and size
are two key elements in this judgment. Traditionally,
what is considered valuable belongs to the wall and
what isn’t is discarded and left on the floor. Similarly
in my process, anything that has the potential to be
a whole finds itself on wall while anything that looks
like leftover bits and pieces finds itself on the floor
in a heap of fragments indistinguishable from each
other.
My practice is also about exploring the multiple
possibilities of the connections between fragments,
both spatial and psychological. These connections
can be coherent and structured, or of a loose, casual,
temporary and transitory nature. Wall-based works
represent a carefully composed and structured
relationship that appears strong, orderly and beautiful.
On the wall, the pieces of paint become components of

a new structure and constituents of a new whole.
Floor-based works explore more open relationships
that have undefined boundaries. The pieces of paint
are engaged in a loose spatial relationship and they
co-exist without having to fit together. The connections
between them are not rigid. Instead, they are temporary,
transitory and shifting. Flat against the ground, the
pieces form a strata within which layers are reorganized
each time they are installed. Not permanently adhered
to one another or to the floor, the fragments embody a
sense of liberation from a structured existence.
JW: What’s your relationship with gravity?
KG: Gravity is a co-creator as well as a competitor. On
one hand, it accentuates the force of my hand and pulls
the pieces away from their surfaces. On the other hand,
gravity challenges me by creating friction between its
speed and my speed. When my force is slower, it breaks
the surface of the paint into smaller pieces and also
causes them to tear unevenly as pieces start sliding faster
than I can control. When my hands move faster than the
speed at which the paint is naturally pulled towards the
ground, I am able to create larger fragments that contain
less cuts and fissures. One moment it surprises me with
the interesting tears that are produced, and in other
moment it frustrates me by introducing a high degree
of unpredictability in my results. This unpredictability
forces me to accept and embrace the unknown, and
at the same time allows me to critically examine each
fragment as part of my process of selection and rejection.
Gravity imparts a unique shape and form to each piece
of paint and plays a role that is similar to the physical
force in Cornelia Parker’s works
JW: When does a work like Blue on Yellow #2 stay as
fragments and when do they become wholes?
KG: I have been consumed by the idea of tearing
something from its support structure and asking
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questions surrounding the identity of the fragment
and its relationship to the whole. The process invokes
questions like: what is a fragment, why it is a fragment,
is it a fragment only because it is torn from somewhere
else and references its point of origin? My exploration
of torn pieces of oil paint skins started with a certain
tentative feeling about leaving the pieces as fragments.
I was skeptical of its vulnerability and also of its
ability to be a whole since each piece bears marks of
separation from its place of origin. I was doubtful about
each fragment’s ability to survive alone, and was often
tempted to stack it with other pieces to approximate the
appearance of a whole.
Additionally, I question if the fragment will always
remain incomplete, or if it can become a whole on
its own. When does a fragment cease to exist? Does
its primary status as a fragment remains, even when
it’s used to recreate a new whole? Is the transition of
the whole into fragments and fragments into new
wholes an ongoing continuum, or is there a definitive
point?
The answer is an ambiguous one. My previous
works posit that a fragment, once broken, always
remains so and desires new connections, whether
they are permanent or shifting ones. However, my
new works offer the counter argument that every piece
eventually transforms into a new whole and acquires
an independent existence, as Shel Silverstein has
concluded in his two books about the story of a missing
piece in search of its completeness – “The Missing
Piece” and “The Missing Piece meets Big O”.
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Top:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Orange on
Sienna #02, 2016, oil paint
burnt and stripped off,
95 x 55 cm.
Bottom:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Pink on Blue
#03, 2016, oil paint burnt
and stripped off,
45 x 35 cm.
Opposite (left):
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Orange on
Blue #01, 2016, oil paint
burnt and stripped off,
45 x 35 cm.
Opposite (right):
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Orange on
Blue #02, 2016, oil paint
burnt and stripped off,
50 x 42 cm.

Where my previous series involved my
struggle with the impulse to abet my paintings’ ability
to become wholes, in this collection I have found a way
to allow them to be complete in themselves. It is an
arrival at a hard-won peace, where the fragment finally
becomes the whole without the anxiety of separation.
I have allowed the individuality of each fragment to
form through its natural birth, its beauty coming into
being without needing to be manipulated, layered or
mechanically folded through physical intervention.
So while a work like ‘Blue on Yellow #2’ bears marks
of being a torn piece with its jagged edges and leftover
traces, it becomes a new whole in itself.
JW: You describe the relationship between the
fragment to other fragments, and to your studio space,
as spatial connections, the coordinates of one thing - its
shape, weight, size, color - in relation to the coordinates
of another. Yet I noticed the articulation of a vocabulary
fraught with psychological meaning, of vulnerability,
co-dependency and separation anxiety, and not just
peace but a hard-won one, which suggests battles in an
interior, emotional space, tough ones.
KG: Yes, there is a strong psychological parlance
in this series of works as I shifted my focus from the
outcome to the process and questions of vulnerability,
revelation acceptance and rejection, associated with
resulting fragments. When I tear, it is an act of detaching
and separating the paint from its support and to pull it
apart into pieces. The resulting piece is something that
is broken off, detached, an incomplete and isolated part,
an odd piece and a scrap. It is considered a derived part
of the whole. The act of tearing signifies breaking free
from defined structure and order. However, as soon as it

happens, it creates an overwhelming feeling of isolation,
inadequacy and separation anxiety.
It gives birth to a new entity but that
moment is also fraught with lamentation and grief
associated with the loss of wholeness and completeness
as well as with questions about its adequacy and
existence.
Here I would like to share technical details of my
process. I apply 25-30 layers of paint before peeling
it off. My earlier works and fragments showed
the top layer of paint (which was often painted
over the original surface after the tearing process
in an effort to erase visible marks of the process)
and hid the first layer of paint as the back of the work.
In this series, I decided to expose the first layer of the
paint applied on the support, a layer that contains marks
of the process, and the traces that are partially broken
off from the surface. Also, these pieces underwent
multiple steps of peeling, each leaving its trace behind.
The process was almost like peeling back the layers of
life, with each exposed layer bearing traces of sediments
left behind.
The process of selecting and rejecting
pieces as well as stacking them or leaving them alone
became an ongoing psychological dialogue and effort
to strike a balance between many binaries. I had to
choose between being vulnerable or strong, between
my desire to hold onto the old or accept the new, to
engage with separation anxiety or go solo, to indulge
co-dependency or choose to let the piece be adequate
in itself, and to yearn for beauty and order or to let it go.
It becomes a vulnerable process of not only revealing
what was hidden earlier but also of exposing the marks

left by the past.
The peace arrived at here is not a destination
achieved but an ongoing journey, reflected in various
choices made over the last few months: whether to leave
a fragment as it is or to manipulate it, to stack it or keep
it single, to retain symmetry of colours and shape or to
interfere. The conclusion here is that there can never
be an ideal and permanent state devoid of existential
questions. The questions surrounding the identity of
the fragment and the whole, their dual adequacy and
incompleteness, are an ongoing investigation, and
answers constantly shift between states. It appears to
be a hard-won peace at this stage, but it also remains
elusive and may morph into another form of seeking as
time passes.
JW: if you’re hesitant about these paintings as
psychologized events, how do we understand what is
a natural state of a fragment, what exactly is its nature?
Purely material, a matter of pigment and viscosity and
physical dimensions, or?
KG: I think you have described these paintings rightly
as psychological events. They are akin to a portrait made
at a specific point in time, seeking a balance between the
contradictions I’ve described. I consider each fragment
a psychological state, even though my work consists of
physical and material fragments. The physical state of
the paint is a manifestation of a deeper struggle here:
the struggle to break free and yet accept the result
without the anxiety of becoming inadequate. Each piece
embodies its psychological state: its vacillating identity
between wholeness and being incomplete.
The natural psychological state of a fragment is of
tentativeness, insecurity, vulnerability, incompleteness,
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being unsure and in denial of its existence on its own. As
described by Shel Silverstein in the book ‘The Missing
Piece’, a fragment always looks for something to lend
itself a sense of adequacy and completeness.
However, these works also represent a desire
to move towards the ideal psychological state of a
fragmented being: of not being scared of showing its
bruises, of not searching for completeness, of accepting
its inadequacy as a natural state, of not lamenting over
its loss but instead seeking meaning and beauty in its
new form while finding strength in its vulnerability.
JW: What does beauty mean to you, especially
when you speak of it independent of manipulation or
mechanics? In a sense it’s wonderfully idealistic but also
as a painter isn’t it also impossible to not manipulate?
KG: Beauty is often said to be impossible to define
on account of the subjectivity of the judgement
involved. Often, there are two concepts of beauty: one
that is subjective, driven by personal judgement and
experience. The other that is socially inscribed is defined
by what is acceptable by society. My quest for beauty is
also a search for order, structure, harmony, adequacy,
and a lack of disruption. It involves a certain sense of
aesthetic balance and visual pleasure. The selection and
rejection process that I use in my work as well as the
choice of colours I use is driven by this quest. It is about
a sense of completeness that may or may not be visually
manifested, defined by my personal aesthetic and visual
sense.
I attempted to minimise the manipulation of the
fragments in this series of works and left them, as they
were to take the shape or form accorded to them by
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the tearing process and gravity. That is why these pieces
show the marks of being left alone to curl and fold.
However, there is still some trouble with accepting
reality completely and hence I won’t deny that there
is a little bit of manipulation involved. However, that
denial has less to do with me being a painter but more
to do with my personal definition of beauty and to my
impulses to achieve certain aesthetic symmetries for
visual pleasure.
Yes, the ideal is to leave all the outcomes of my
process as they are and to accept their inherent beauty
rather that trying to impose my definition of beauty on
them. As you said, that’s idealistic and often difficult to
achieve
JW: Are you strongly motivated or governed by
ideals? It’s more than being goal-oriented, it’s about
how you determine these vanishing points that provide
the necessary perspectives for you to work in and with,
and as all vanishing points are, these guides are illusory
and impossible. It seems to set you up for failure, which
would be productive if that’s what you’re going for.
KG: I am motivated by a search for ideals. They may
not be socially inscribed, but are my personal ones. A
quest for them provides the necessary perspectives for
me to work with and a much needed grounding for my
art practice. The ideals that I am searching for through my
art surround ideas of acceptance, surrender and freedom.
Acceptance is about adopting the outcome of my process
without judging it, validating and accepting of
every piece without questioning its adequacy and
completeness.
The ideal of surrender is linked to that of acceptance,
and it means not resisting wherever my process leads
me and not anticipating or rejecting outcomes based
on my preconceived definitions of beauty, symmetry
and harmony. Another ideal that I am searching for is
to be free from the quest for a pre-conceived notion of
beauty. Searching for that beauty becomes a limiting
boundary for my works and I would like to escape that
– visually as well as at the level of thought.
I do believe that most artists are motivated by a
quest for personal ideals. It is an elusive process and
yes, like all vanishing points, these guides are shifting
and undefined demarcations. However, pursuing these
unattainable ideals still provide a sense of fulfillment,
regardless of the outcome.
JW: Given your attraction to the language of beauty,
and your association of beauty with order and harmony,
does that mean the relative disorder that we saw in your
recent floor work at ICAS is an anomaly? What do you

Opposite:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Orange on
Sienna #01, 2016, oil paint
burnt and stripped off,
79 x 54 cm.
Top:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Peach and
Blue on Blue #01, 2016, oil
paint burnt and stripped
off, 80 x 60 cm.

Bottom:
Kanchana Gupta, Traces
and Residues: Pink on Blue
#01, 2016, oil paint burnt
and stripped off,
45 x 35 cm.

make of the idea that ruptures, cracks and other failures
are how the light gets in, to quote the great Leonard
Cohen, and that incompleteness is the sine qua non of
existential reality?
KG: The floor work at ICAS marks my first attempt
to depart from a rigidly defined notion of beauty, order
and symmetry. My prior works displayed structured
and coherent relationships between the fragments. In
my ICAS work, “The Fragment and the Whole”, I left
the fragments to lie on the floor, allowing them be what
they are without manipulating them. “The Fragment
and the Whole” was about not creating a fixed work
that remains the same in every space but about creating
a work that morphs into different shapes and displays
different spatial relationship in each situation. It was
about retaining the natural beauty of each fragment in
its broken form and accepting that rather than trying to
arrange them in a pre-defined order.
I won’t call that work an anomaly in my definition
of beauty as described above but as an attempt to
expand my notions of beauty. It was an attempt to
explore beauty as messy and broken and not merely in
the structured and orderly ways that I knew before. It
was an attempt to challenge my desire to manipulate
fragments and instead force myself to leave them as they
are. “The Fragment and the Whole” was the beginning
of breaking free from my own definitions and to search
for new ideals of acceptance and surrender.
The language of beauty is very diverse and it acquires
different meanings at different points in my artistic
practice. It finds itself manifested in multiple ways
such as colour, shape, form, size, symmetry, singularity,
plurality, arrangement, and spatial relationships, to
name a few. While initially I was resistant to the idea
of accepting pieces with ruptures and cracks, I have
accepted them as another manifestation of beauty in
my new works. Thus I have become open to embracing
individual fragments as complete and adequate in
themselves.
To quote Jorge Luis Borges, there are no wholes,
and the universe consists of only fragments, suggesting
that the division between the fragment and whole is
an artificial divide. Each fragment is a whole and each
whole is a fragment. Being incomplete is the only way to
exist. The search for completeness is very much like the
search for ideals and beauty, which are fulfilling quests
in themselves but are devoid of a defined destination.
The fear of their survival is replaced by the acceptance
of their inadequacy and as Cohen has put it, by
acknowledging their apparent faults.
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ART STAGE SINGAPORE

ANNE SAMAT / FAIZAL YUNUS / HASANUL
ISYRAF IDRIS / HAFFENDI ANUAR / HINGS
LIM / LIEW KWAI FEI / LIU HSIN-YING /
MELISSA TAN / YEOH CHOO KUAN
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Richard Koh Fine Art, Booth C8,
Sands Expo and Convention Centre,
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
12 - 15.01.2017
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Right (top):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
Series (Portrait of a Woman),
2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
111 x 72 cm.

Left (top):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
Series (Portrait of a man),
2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
111 x 76 cm.

Right (bottom):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
#6, 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
84 x 17 cm.

Left (bottom):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
#7, 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
104 x 22 cm.

Left:
Anne Samat, Tribal Chief
Series 7, 2016, pattern
drafted weaving structures,
rattan sticks, yarns, ceramic
& wooden beads, wall
washers, kitchen and garden
utensils, 254 x 116 x 20 cm.

Right:
Anne Samat, Tribal Chief
Series 8, 2016, pattern
drafted weaving structures,
rattan sticks, yarns, ceramic
& wooden beads, wall
washers, kitchen and garden
utensils, 214 x 98 x 20 cm.
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Above:
Haffendi Anuar,
Archipelago (PLT 34 - 51),
2016, melamine tableware,
cement, Puttyfilla , and and
enamel paint, dimension
variable (18 parts).
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Right:
Haffendi Anuar, Highway
Heat, 2016, oil and enamel
on board, 208 x 288 cm,
triptych (24 parts).
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Left (top):
Haffendi Anuar, Flower,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 307 x 167 cm (12
parts).

Left:
Haffendi Anuar, Daisy,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 264 x 233 cm
(18 parts).

Left (bottom):
Haffendi Anuar, Spinning
Disc, 2016, oil and enamel
on board, 123 x 123 cm
(9 parts).

Right (top):
Haffendi Anuar, Morning
Shower, 2016, oil and
enamel on board, 192 x 192
cm (12 parts).

Right:
Haffendi Anuar, Toie Toie,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 268 x 127 cm (8
parts).

Right (bottom):
Haffendi Anuar, AHTL,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 220 x 141 cm
(13 parts).
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Liew Kwai Fei

E

xecuted by Liew Kwai Fey in 2010, In Vertical
and Untitled are a part of COLOR, SHAPE,
QUANTITY, SCALE, a series installed to
complement the architectural interiors of a derelict
structure in Kuala Lumpur. These works playfully
address the opaqueness of abstract art as an
approachable artistic genre through vibrant colors and
simple shapes. They reinvestigate the values of painterly
abstraction – in which the medium sought to declare
feelings of openness, clarity and immediacy through
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abstraction instead of narrative and discourse.
Liew has often challenged the inaccessibility of
abstract painting by unveiling a playful, humorous and
fun side to forms, colors and objects. He creates a new
experience that initiates an aesthetic encounter, evoking
the unspeakable in moments of silent contemplation
divest of concrete meaning, rhetoric, textual inferences
of the image. His priority sits in the experience of being
present to view the artwork as an important component
in the experience of painting.

Opposite:
Liew Kwai Fei, Untitled
(from shape, color quantity,
scale exhibition), 2010,
acrylic on paper with
wooden frames, 18.5 x 31
cm, each (24 pieces).
Right:
Liew Kwai Fei, In Vertical,
2010, acrylic on paper with
wooden frames, 49 x 39
cm, each (12 pieces).
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Right:
Melissa Tan, 7066 Nessus,
2016, acrylic on watercolour
paper and powder-coated mild
steel and aluminium,
104 x 86 x 4.5 cm.
left:
Melissa Tan, 2060 Chiron, 2016,
acrylic on watercolour paper
and metal leaf,
28 x 21 x 3 cm.
Bottom:
Melissa Tan, 1009 Sirene, 2016,
acrylic on watercolour paper
and powder-coated mild steel,
122.5 x 87 x 4.5 cm.

Top (left):
Melissa Tan, 132 Aethra, 2016,
acrylic on watercolour paper
and powder-coated mild steel,
117 x 83 x 4.5 cm.
Top (right):
Melissa Tan, 60558 Echeclus,
2016, acrylic on watercolour
paper and metal leaf, 31.5 x 21
x 3 cm.
Bottom:
Melissa Tan, 10370 Hylonome,
2016, acrylic on watercolour
paper and powder-coated mild
steel,
112.5 x 82.5 x 3.5 cm.
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Liu Hsin-Ying, Restored
Microscopism III, 2016,
acrylic, charcoal, pastel,
crayon on canvas, 185 x
142 cm.
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Liu Hsin-Ying, Restored
Microscopism V, 2016, color
pencil, acrylic, charcoal,
pastel, crayon on weaving
canvas, 190 x 142 cm.
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Opposite:
Installation view. Art Stage
Singapore, 12 - 15 January
2017.
Top:
Hasanul Isyraf Idris,
Mandarin Orbit, 2016, color
pencil, ink and watercolor
on paper, 61 x 91.5 cm.
Middle (1st):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Parallax
Bath, 2016, color pencil, ink
and watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.
Middle (2nd):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, While
Eating Watermeloncholia,
2016, color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper, 61 x
91.5 cm.
Bottom:
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, 72B
Help Kill Ant Remaining
Cell, 2016, color pencil, ink
and watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.
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Top (left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Anything
Happened, 2016, oil on
canvas with custom wooden
frame, 165 x 165 cm.
Top (middle):
Yeoh Choo Kuan,Never
Happened, 2016, oil on
canvas with custom wooden
frame, 165 x 165 cm.
Top (right):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Something
Happened, 2016, oil on
canvas with custom wooden
frame, 165 x 165 cm.
Bottom (left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Nothing
Happened, 2016, oil on
canvas with custom wooden
frame, 165 x 165 cm.
Bottom (right):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Whatever
Happened, 2016, oil on
canvas with custom wooden
frame, 165 x 165 cm.
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PHOTO 17
SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE
CONTEMPORARY ART SHOW
Suntec Singapore, International Convention & Exhibition Center,
1 Raffles Boulevard, Suntec City, Singapore
19 - 22.01.2017
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EIFFEL CHONG
PATTANA CHUENMANA

Opposite:
Installation view.
Photo 17 Singapore,
19 - 22 January 2017.
Photo: Eiffel Chong
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FALSE FACE
Eiffel Chong, 2016

Opposite:
Eiffel Chong, Untitled
Blur Drawing from
False Face Series, 2016,
C-type photography
paper, 264 x 170 cm
(20 panels).

M

asks have been used since antiquity for
both ceremonial and practical purposes (ie.
protection in hunting, sports, wars). Masks
were probably first used by primitive people to associate
the wearer with unimpeachable authority such as ‘the
gods’ or to otherwise lend credence to the person’s
claim on a given social role.
Masks have played a crucial role in the historical
development in understanding ‘what it means to be
human’ as they permit the imaginative experience of
‘what it is like’ to be transformed into a different identity
(or to affirm an existing social or spiritual identity).
Masks are usually worn over or in front of the face to
hide the identity of a person and by its own features to
establish another being. The essential characteristic of
hiding and revealing personalities or moods is common
for all masks.
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In today’s context, the wearing of a mask has evolved
into a metaphorical concept. Men no longer need to
wear a physical mask in order to transform oneself.
Masks could be an avatar in a virtual world, or it could
be a depressed smile of a person.
FALSE FACE is a series of work based on the idea of
man creating habitual masks. The purpose of the mask
is to please and impress society - an environment where
everyone mingles with their masks perfectly in place.
This epic performance is a huge drain on the mind,
body and soul which results in a contorted shape. This
includes accidental masks created by man when they try
to suppress their true personality or emotions. Rather
than hiding and protecting men, the mask created by
men have in turn exposed their vulnerability.
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AFTER HEM VEJAKORN
Pattana Chuenmana, 2016

Below:
Drawings by Master Hem Vejakorn.

Dedicated to Master Hem Vejakorn.

S
Top (left):
Pattana Chuenmana, View
From My Vintage Car, 2015,
gelatin silver print, 20 x 16
cm on 30 x 25 cm paper.
Top (right):
Pattana Chuenmana,
Conversation Before Sleep,
2015, gelatin silver print,
20 x 16 cm on 30 x 25 cm
paper.
Middle (left):
Pattana Chuenmana,
Evening News, 2015,
gelatin silver print, 20 x 16
cm on 30 x 25 cm paper.
Middle (right):
Pattana Chuenmana,
Awaken!, 2015, gelatin
silver print, 20 x 16 cm on
30 x 25 cm paper.
Bottom (left):
Pattana Chuenmana, Selfie,
2015, gelatin silver print,
20 x 16 cm on 30 x 25 cm
paper.
Bottom (right):
Pattana Chuenmana, The
Racing Hour, 2015, gelatin
silver print, 20 x 16 cm on
30 x 25 cm paper.
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tories of ghosts and devils exist since the primal
days of human civilisation. These tales and myths
have never disappeared from our society. They
change, adapt and evolve along the progressing contexts
and human developments through different periods of
time.
A careful and critical analysis can ultimately reveals
that such abstract narratives are often materialised from
imagination fabricated by human’s most fundamental
and primitive instincts. From every aspect, imagination
is always the essential raw material in a society’s creation
of ghosts and devils.
From the point of view of contemporary art
photographer, I regard imagination as one of the most
important elements and factors behind the creative
process of contemporary art. If ‘imagination’ were to be
viewed as a tool in the ‘creative kit’ of artistic creation, it
would be the tool that is indispensable and versatilely
functional. Master Hem Vejakorn is always at the
top of my personal list of artists with powerful use of
imagination. Despite the fact that his works are often
categorised as illustrations of short stories, their artistic
values are special and intriguing particularly the ghosts
and devil series, which has evolved and kept his artistic
legacy relevant through times. Such unique concept
and the ‘Hem Vejakorn characteristic’ causes his Thai
Ghosts illustration series to be as widely popular as
it has been. Its place and recognition in the history of
Thailand’s artistic landscape has been glorious and
memorable.
I have the opportunity to study and contemplate
Master Hem Vejakorn’s works from many sources be
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Top (left):
Pattana Chuenmana, Under
the Lamplight Visionary,
2015, gelatin silver print,
20 x 16 cm on 30 x 25 cm
paper.
Top (right):
Pattana Chuenmana, Late
Night Scamper, 2015,
gelatin silver print, 20 x 16
cm on 30 x 25 cm paper.
Middle (left):
Pattana Chuenmana,
Outside, 2015, gelatin silver
print, 20 x 16 cm on 30 x 25
cm paper.
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Middle (right):
Pattana Chuenmana, Dream
at the Desk, 2015, gelatin
silver print, 20 x 16 cm on
30 x 25 cm paper.

Top:
Pattana Chuenmana,
Sleep Paralysis, 2015,
gelatin silver print, 20
x 15 cm on 30 x 25 cm
paper.

Bottom (left):
Pattana Chuenmana, After
School, 2015, gelatin silver
print, 20 x 15 cm on 30 x 25
cm paper.

Middle:
Pattana Chuenmana,
Twilight, 2015, gelatin
silver print, 20 x 15 cm
on 30 x 25 cm paper.

Bottom (right):
Pattana Chuenmana,
Homeward, 2015, gelatin
silver print, 20 x 15 cm on
30 x 25 cm paper.

Bottom:
Pattana Chuenmana,
Visitor, 2015, gelatin
silver print, 20 x 15 cm
on 30 x 25 cm paper.

there the illustrations in books and magazines they
were published in or even the original pieces. His artistic
world is always mysterious, obscure and often depicted
from the point of view of an observer. Such convention
later becomes the style of his illustration. The ghost and
devil in his illustration are often placed at a dark corner,
in the midst of fog or smoke, or the faded presences of
objects, moving soundlessly, sometimes it comes in a
form of a skeleton with the white shroud as the attire.
His imagination for ghosts of his time, to me, is fear in
the most charming and simple form.
Hem lived in the period when electricity is not
widely accessible and agriculturalists were the main
profession of people in Thailand. It was the time when
people lived out in orchards and fields with torches and
lamps as the only sources of light they used to repel the
pitch black darkness of the night. The fear for darkness is
closely tied with superstitious beliefs and urban legends
of the time. It is this fear that allows us to imagine things
in a different perspective. Perhaps it is a result of our
inability to efficiently manoeuvre our visual ability in the
dark, consequently resulting in our logical perception
to be obstructed, offering a chance for imagination to
exercise its power as shapes and forms are created inside
our brains. And when things fall in to place at the right
time and occasion, replacing rationality and reasons are
ghosts and devils.
In the modern world where electricity lights up every
street and space under the cover of darkness, there are
still those corners that are hidden behind the shadow,
under the neon light, built structures, trees growing on
the side of the road or the casting shadows of objects
on the surface of concrete walkways. They provoke
one’s imagination in an almost indifferent manner from
the way the past had inspired Master Hem. I can see
places and feel the vibes that I found linger in his works.
They communicate with me as I reimagine his works in
different contexts and situations.
Surely I cannot visualise ghosts and devils in the
same way Master Hem was able to render considering
the differences in time, place and context we live
in, especially today when everything is questioned
and answered with scientific body of knowledge
and experimentations. But the fear for ghosts, the
unexplained mysteries that dwell and play with one’s
imagination and mind is instilled in human’s deepest
and most basic instinct. Us humans share this common
intuition and we can all feel it, in our own way, with our
own perception.
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Below:
Installation view.
Saiful Razman, You’re Here to
Disappear, 2016, Toilet paper,
medical gauze, polyvinyl adhesive
and steel cable wire, 274 x 92cm,
each piece, 11 parts.
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Saiful Razman, 2017

I

n this artwork, I gather two daily objects to create
a new surface made from medical fabric gauze as a
holder to seize toilet paper.
The alteration on the physicality of these two objects
is base on my active behavior in understanding the
meaning of existence, memory, and loss.
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Haffendi Anuar, 2017

Hings Lim, 2016
Below:
Installation view.
Haffendi Anuar,
INSHAALLAH, 2017,
Powder-coated mild
steel, 180 x 80 cm,
each screen (10 parts),
dimensions variable.

W

hat if the built environment is trying
to speak to us? What if vernacular
architecture and structures in the urban
landscape through signs, shapes and forms is trying to
communicate with us and inform us on the state of our
society in subtle ways? In the natural world, there are
biological species called “indicator species” that define
the trait or characteristics of an ecosystem and indicate
an environment’s condition. Such species could show
us the affects of competition among species, pollution
or climate change.
The sculpture “INSHAALLAH” (2017) consists of
a machine-made geometric construction that echoes
an architectural structure such as a grillwork, screen,
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fence or partition. Embedded in the form is the word
Inshaallah, an overused and undervalued term, usually
used to describe a potential event or an endeavor that
could manifest through the permission of Allah. When
the word is discreetly embedded into an architectural
structure without serving as a marker to a location or
a landmark, it could be read as an attempt for the built
environment to communicate to us, turning the word
into a hopeful impression. During times of uncertainty
in the world, political crisis and so forth, its optimistic to
think that what if the built environment could serve as
an indicator to the health our society, while also serving
as hopeful messengers.

Below:
Installation view.
Hings Lim, Untitled
(with Dwi, Rian, Welly
and Siti), 2016, 4K
Ultra HD video, 12
minutes; acrylic on jute
(scroll), 100 x 8 x 8 cm,
dimension variable.

I

n collaboration with domestic workers, this body
of work wields the act of cleaning as the process
of art making. Domestic workers are hired to
maintain a clean canvas as I execute paint onto the
surface. The canvas records traces of tension resulted
in the oscillation between the sense of duty embraced
by the cleaners and persistence of the artist to paint. By
juxtaposing the domestic work and the experience of
art making, the role of the “worker” and the “painter”
is reshuffled and decontextualized. This constant
switching of roles disrupts the egocentric supremacy
of an artistic expression while appropriating the open
authorship of an artwork
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THE ALTARPIECES
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THE ALTARPIECES
Natee Utarit, 2016

T

his body of works entitled ‘The Altarpieces’
takes its inspiration from paintings that have
traditionally adorned the altars of Christian
churches. They are works that have a long history, one
that stretches back almost to the very beginnings of
Western painting. Altarpieces have always dealt with
religious matters, portraying Christian legends and
myths, and foregrounding the sanctity of Christian
ritual. They are filled with meaning and have always
played an important role in giving tangible form to key
tenets of the Christian faith.
In these paintings, I offer my interpretation of the
world and its various beliefs that appear in the Western
world from my own personal Asian perspective, instead
of a perspective that has long been shaped by Western
thinking and the spread of Western imperialism, which
began centuries ago. These paintings represent a view
of God, the world around us, and the contemporary
events, filtered through my own Buddhist beliefs. They,
therefore, show traces of religious thinking on core
issues like death, injustice, and human suffering. And
while there are similarities with a number of Western
conceptions, like memento mori, which are meant
to remind us of certain elemental truths, different
perspectives on the causes and means of eliminating
suffering ensure that these are only surface similarities.
All of the paintings in this series entitled ‘The
Altarpieces’ speak about these issues in one-way or
another. Through a range of differing subject matter,
all of the works are meant as an examination of my
beliefs and my attitude towards the notion of god and
goodness in today’s world. They also pose questions
about the nature of human identity in a world where the
lines separating different ideas and sets of beliefs have all
but vanished..
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WHEN ADAM DELVED AND EVE SPAN,
WHO WAS THEN THE GENTLEMAN?
1

W

ithin Southeast Asia, the paintings of
Thai artist Natee Utarit maintain a
distinctive imagery and tone that is not
found among either the social-realist leaning painters
of his generation nor those more focused on formalist
experiments. While many of the art universities of the
region were the brainchild of European colonialists,
Natee’s training in Silpakorn University, founded by
an Italian artist of the Florentine academic school
has bequeathed a deeply felt empathy and resonance
with the visual idioms and allegorical concerns of
European painting. Yet a close reading of his work
reveals the ambivalence the artist feels towards this
powerful, enduring aesthetic tradition, and the hints
of darkness and sinister intent that surface in his
paintings are signs to that effect. In a departure from
his previous Illustration of the Crisis series, which from
2010 brought him immense critical and commercial
acclaim, this new series beginning from last year’s
Optimism is Ridiculous, sees a darkening of tone, quite
literally, in his paintings. Whereas the predominant
image in the ‘Crisis’ series was the cheap disposable
toy, such as the rubber duck and the plastic toy soldier;
the current series often deploys the taxidermy animal
as imagery. From a neon-soaked imitation of life to a
residue or detritus of a previous life lived elsewhere,
the shift from the toy to the stuffed animal or skeleton
marks the increasing somberness in his works. Indeed
the mood of the current work embodies Natee’s own
description of himself as a ‘conservative pessimist’. This
work When Adam delved and Eve span, who was then
the gentleman? appropriates the altarpiece format of
Christian art. While the monumental size of the piece
is obviously meant to overwhelm and seize the viewer’s
attention, typically for Natee, decoding the complex
imageries in this painting is an even more demanding
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but also a pleasurable exercise for the viewer. The title
of the work derives from the famous opening lines of
a sermon delivered by the renegade priest John Ball
who instigated the peasant revolt of 1381. His sermon
captured the feelings of the disenfranchised lower
classes of England at that time chafing against their
subjugation and unpaid exploitation by the ruling
orders of society. The opening lines of his sermon speak
of Adam, the first man digging his fields and Eve, the
first woman spinning her fabric. In this original state
of ‘purity’, there is no ‘gentleman’ or boss to subjugate
others. As a ‘hedge priest’, John Ball was not connected
to any formal religious order and in our current sense
was a true individualist, a rebel outside the organized
religious system. This current work aspires to this
position of standing outside the system, though instead
of the religious order, the system being ‘revolted’ against
here seems to be the art industry and its unequal
relationships. Natee peppers this altarpiece with
allusions and hints to that effect. The left panels shows
a fig-leafed covered Adam with his spade while the
right panel depicts Eve with not a spinning wheel but
rather suspiciously, Duchamps’ bicycle wheel sculpture
the first readymade from this father of Western
conceptualism. In these side panels, Natee aligns the
original couple with one of the mythical ‘originals’ of
Western art - an art tradition that most art students
from Asia and the non- Western world are taught from
day one in their careers. The unclothed sparseness
of the side panel figures contrasts vividly with the
sumptuous and bountiful suite of objects and subjects
that cluster the central panel of this work. Recalling the
tone of Holbein’s The Ambassadors (1533), the two fully
clothed men in the central panels stand commanding
and confident, surrounded by models and artifacts
used and associated with Western academic painting.

encounters with historical destinies that gave birth to
them.
The work of Thai artist Natee Utarit thus needs to
be interpreted against this larger context, where artists
working in the figural-narrative tradition sought to hone
and expand the critical possibilities of easel painting by
continuing to query the forms and concepts of painting
practice inherited from the West. European colonialists
founded many of the art universities and training centres
of the region as part of a larger ‘civilisational’ project
of Empire. Natee’s training in Silpakorn University,
established by an Italian artist of the Florentine
academic school has bequeathed a deeply felt empathy
and resonance with the visual idioms and allegorical
THE PRIVATE EXPECTATION OF GOD
concerns of European painting. Natee’s works over the
AND THE COMMON REASON OF
last 20 years have at some level been explorations of
INVESTMENT
the implications of both the western artistic styles
he has been trained in, from landscape painting to
&
figurative, to still life and now historical and narrative
NESCIENTIA
painting. Whereas the Illustration of the Crisis series,
rt development in Southeast Asia is from around 2010 were interrogations of the specific
distinguished for the enduring strength of
painting, in particular certain styles of figuralnarrative painting continues to retain its critical edge,
2
in defiance of the so-called crisis of painting in the
West. The long standing criticality of painting practice
in Southeast Asia has a lot to do with the way the
development of easel painting was part of the larger
anti-colonial and nationalist project of the late 19th and
20th century. The idea that the art object and artists
were independent from society and nation had little
traction in the region, in fact, the social consciousness
of painting was an important rationale for its existence.
Within the region, this allowed for the acceptance and
legitimation of painters working in the social-realist
tradition from cities such as Yogyakarta, Manila and
Bangkok till the present day.
The difference is all the more stark when one
3
considers how only certain styles of abstraction from
East Asia, closely aligned visually and conceptually
to 20th century Euro-American minimalist and
abstract-expressionist movements have been most
heavily promoted in the Western markets recently.
These include all the variants of the post war Japanese
avant garde like the Gutai and the Mono-ha; or
the Tansaekhwa (monochromatic painting) artists
from Korea. Stripped of their specific historical and
geographical contexts, these abstract works could be
easily appreciated in the West for their formal qualities
alone, without the messy social-political currents and
To their left a trio of white ferrets, often associated
with royal heraldry look on, as if legitimizing the scene.
One of the men holds an unfurled map of Southeast
Asia. Fair-skinned and Caucasian, the two men are
flanked to the side by a dark skinned Asian-looking
dwarf playing an accordion. Asia, the painting seems to
suggest has been reduced to the status of a court jester,
playing for the entertainment of the Occident. Yet satire
remains, and a hovering chimpanzee threatens to make
a monkey out of us all. In this work, Natee captures the
elusiveness of our confused and uncertain times.

A
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developments in Thai politics and society, the current
‘altarpiece’ cycle are explorations of the role of art
(read crisis!) in contemporary society.
The format and visual idioms in these two altarpieces
connect both the Christian and Buddhist art traditions
in their use of narrative and storytelling as a channel
through which the numinous truth of existence could
be transmitted to the lay person. Within Christian art,
painted altar panels first appeared in Italian churches
(note the connection to the artist’s formal art
education) from the 13th century and was a way for
the church to educate the largely illiterate masses
about the life of Christ, who would otherwise not
have been able to read the text of the Bible. Similarly
stories of the life of Buddha were most often transmitted
through oral and visual narratives such as the Jataka
tales. The anticipated 12 pieces of the ‘altarpiece’
cycle of which two examples are displayed here, can
be seen as cautionary tales and allegories of faith in
art, at a more personal level, they are meditations
on the artistic traditions that the artist has inherited
and their complex roles in the commercialised
art world today. Indeed the format immediately
draws attention to the claims of art as a new religion
of our times, with all its attendant fears and hopes.
Considering his recent spectacular commercial
and critical success, the altar series are also moody
reflections of the artist’s ambivalence and unease about
the commercial aspects of the art world. In response,
he has created almost his own arcane complex visual
language, filling his works with imageries and forms
that could only be decoded if the viewer took time
and care to delve into the history of the world’s artistic
traditions. His work is the antithesis of pop art, in that it
is not about surface but what lies beneath. It is not what
is visible, but what cannot be seen.
In the larger of the two pieces, Nescientia, the central
panel features a standing Buddha in the form the Thais
call Pang Perd Lok and references an episode where
Buddha opened the three worlds of heaven, earth and
hell, thereby allowing all the living things in existence to
see each other and comprehend the reality of existence.
It refers to an ultimate moment of truth and perhaps
possibility of salvation from the cycle of birth, death
and rebirth. Supplicants and a priest (right panel),
representing the disciples and the lay communities,
prostrate themselves at the Buddha’s feet. Interestingly,
their poses and composition are echoes of the figures
gathered around the crucified body of Christ in
many examples of Christian art. Yet this moment
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of illumination is undercut in the altarpiece harshly,
almost hilariously by an auction bidder, holding a
paddle with the number 1205 in the faces of the
supplicants. Behind him, a painting is being carried
off by two art handlers, whom many will recognize as
typical fixtures of the auction room. At the foreground
of this left panel stands a sculpture of the Apollo
Belvedere, one of the most iconic marble sculptures
from classical antiquity that represented ideal beauty
and perfection in the Western world. Yet even
bastions of aesthetic perfection may be next in line
for the hungry art markets, Natee seems to suggest,
just like how even the figure of Buddha in a supreme
act of salvation has its skin and muscle stripped from
its body.
The covetousness and greediness of man becomes
even more explicit in the second altarpiece entitled The
Private Expectation of God and the Common Reason of
Investment. Natee signposts the fact that we are in strange
and trying times directly in this work. On the left panel,
the unfurled banner reads ‘The path to paradise begins
in Hell’, one of the most renowned lines from Dante,
a not so subtle hint that things could get worse before
they get better, just like how Dante’s hero had to endure
the trials of hell before encountering the grace of God.
As if in retort, the second banner reads ‘In heaven all
the interesting people are missing’. Seriousness and
flippancy are bedfellows in this work. The setting and
objects in this painting can best be described as an
accumulation of collectables, objects of art and value.
Yet the cluster of horned rams and deer gathering in
the centre of the painting are possibly allusions to the
golden calf episode in the Bible. The false icons of art
and art investors are the new golden calfs, here to take
the lay community away from truth and destiny. In
his typical offbeat humour, Natee interjects another
disembodies arm lifting up yet another auction paddle
in the right panel. Compared to the earlier altarpieces,
these two examples are the most explicitly critical works
undertaken in the artist’s current exploration of the art
world.

PASSAGE TO THE SONG OF TRUTH AND
ABSOLUTE EQUALITY

I

n all his earlier examples from the altarpiece
cycle, Thai painter Natee Utarit has mined the
long complex history, idioms and visual tropes

4

of Western European allegorical painting as a way to
critique the predatory intrusions of the art market
into the region-particularly the reduction of art and
artists to commodities and the paradoxical elevation of
them to false gods. Among painters in the region, Natee is
unique in his deep learning and empathy for the
visual idioms and moral underpinnings of European
painting from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
Without being overly prescriptive, one cannot fail to
note how Natee’s long years of training in Silapakorn
University itself a late manifestation of the civilizational
project of European colonialism in Asia have sown
the seeds for an artistic career which over the past 2
decades has at some level been attempts to resolve
the implications of the Western painting tradition for
contemporary art. The novelty in his artistic trajectory
however is not the technical proficiency of his paintings,
which seem to astonishingly increase with each work,
but rather the deep moral and ethical dilemmas birthed
by the success of the artistic enterprise. A recurrent
concern is his exploration of the connection between
faith and faith in art - are they same thing?
In previous works from the altarpiece cycle such
as When Adam delved and Eve Span, Who was then the
Gentlemen?, Nescientia and The Private Expectation
of God and the Common Reason of Investment, the
profusion of visual idioms and narrative threads
ripe with symbolism overwhelm the viewer with
its sheer visual density and interconnecting threads
of meaning, one narrative leading to another like
a spider’s web.
The current work Passage to the Song of Truth and
Absolute Equality is strikingly different at a visual level,
namely its relative simplicity. Instead of one or two
larger sized central figures around which other figures
congregate around, the entire work is notable for being
devoid of a central dominating image. What we get is
instead a line of figures of equivalent size massing in the
foreground of the painting. What little perspective the
green plains behind afford is crowded out visually by
the figures. The sense of leveling, of these figures being
on the same plane is enhanced by their placement
on the marble steps running through the painting.

In his artistic statement, Natee has remarked that the
landscape is modeled after a pier or riverbank which he
remembered from a trip to the ancient Thai capital of
Ayutthaya. The viewer is thus looking at them from the
river, passing by on a boat or from the opposite bank.
The scene is a tableau in time and space literally, a frozen
moment in transit to another place. On the left is death
leading the procession of figures. As an inescapable
force, he appears five times in the work. He is the only
figure to which men supplicate in the left most panel.
The noble or wealthy man, the emperor and the young
woman flush with youth and beauty appear in successive
panels to the right. The use of the white drape carried
by death to encircle and envelope the human figures
hints again at the all reaching hands of death. Clearly
the influence of earlier works have left their mark in this
work, particularly Bernt Hotke’s c.1463 Totentanz mural
and Hans Baldung’s c.1510 work Three Ages of Woman
and Death.
This painting is a contemporary dialogue with the
Danse Macabre (French) or in English, the Dance of
Death. The dance macabre was an artistic genre that
was popular in the late Middle Ages, before losing
its popularity with the Renaissance. Originally its
ideas took the form of plays, related to the English
morality plays. The key purpose of these plays was
to instruct humanity that death was inevitable and all
men should thus be prepared to meet their ultimate
judge and jury. One cannot ignore the fact that the
historical period of the mid-14th century was one
in which death was always close at hand no matter
whether one was royalty, priest, merchant or farmer. In
the danse macabre, death became personified and the
popular image was of a line of people from all walks of
life being led off to their judgment by death who often
took the form of a skeletal figure. Typically the figure of
the priest/pope, the emperor, the merchant, the farmer,
for instance would be featured in unison. Indeed, the
final verses of the printed book of Totentanz, c.1460,
asked:
“ Who was the fool, who the wise
Who the beggar or the Emperor?
Whether rich or poor, [all are] equal in death. ”
The long hundred year war (1337-1453) between
France and England and the scourge of the Black
Death, with its horrors of the decay of flesh and worldly
attainments spread the idea that death was the universal
leveler of humanity which no one could escape. The
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cultural assimilation of these ideas spread beyond
theatre into other art forms over time. In painting, the
visual idioms of the danse macabre has its origins in a
now lost mural from the Church of the Holy Innocents
in Paris(1424-1425). Artists such as Hans Holbein
the Younger’s 1538 woodcuts, Bernt Notke’s 1463
Totentanz mural at Lübeck through to Alfred Rethel
in the 19th century have created work in this genre.
In the 20th century, the imagery of the danse macabre
most notably reappears in the climatic final scene of
Bergman’s seminal film ‘The Seventh Seal’, where the
characters unite in a final dance of death.
With this work, Natee Utarit adds to the long rich
lineage of artists who have engaged with the ideals and
forms of the danse macabre. Yet he also subtly turns the
same critical light upon himself with this work. He has
resurrected his Adam and Eve, as well as the Emperor
from previous canvases to become representatives
of humanity in this work, as if his own work needs to
become aware of its own mortal limits. Yet at another
level, this work leaves behind the previous obsession
with the art world, for more explicitly moral and ethical
concerns. With this work, the European danse macabre
tradition finds its moral counterpart in Buddhist
thought, namely the portion of the scriptures called the
ABHINA-PACCAVEKKHANA. The 5 words of the
ABHINA-PACCAVEKKHANA have been painted
onto the steps that the figures are standing on in the
painting. In the scriptures, ABHINA means ‘often’ or
‘again and again’ while PACCAVEKKHANA refers
to contemplation with the aim of understanding the
Truth or reality about our lives. Abhinhapaccavekkhana
therefore denotes the five truths that the Buddha
instructed us to contemplate again and again:
1. “I am subject to ageing and I cannot escape it.”
2. 	“I am subject to become ill and I cannot escape it.”
3. “I am subject to die and I cannot escape it.”
4. 	“All that is mine, beloved and pleasing will become
otherwise, and will become separated from me.”
5. 	“I am the owner of my kamma, born of my kamma,
related to my kamma. Whatever kamma I do for
good or for ill, to that I will be the heir.”
The similarities in ideals and feelings could not have
been more fitting. As the altarpiece cycle continues to
develop, Natee further cements his position as one of
the most learned and subtle painters working in Asia
today.
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ALLEGORY OF THE BEGINNING AND
ACCEPTANCE
&
ALLEGORY OF THE END AND
RESISTANCE
5

W

6

ithin Southeast Asia, Natee Utarit’s practice
is unique for its continuing empathy
and deployment of the visual idioms of
European painting traditions from the Middle Ages to
the Renaissance. More than just an appropriation of
symbols, his visual compositions also embody a subtle
meditation on the ideals of an ethical and purposeful life.
To this effect, he has exploited the formats of Christian
altarpieces in particular with their narrative potential as
the formal framework for the entire ‘altarpiece’ cycle.
While previous works in Thai artist Natee Utarit’s
‘altarpiece’ cycle such as When Adam delved and Eve
Span, Who was then the Gentlemen?, Nescientia and The
Private Expectation of God and the Common Reason of
Investment were pointed criticisms of the false religion
of the contemporary art market, the two new works in
the series Allegory of the Beginning and Acceptance and
Allegory of the End and Resistance seem to engage with
the issue of belief itself. For the first time too, the artist
has painted two works that are separate but yet need to
be considered together as distorted mirrors on the same
scene. The starting points of both works are the long
pictorial tradition of the fall of Adam and Eve found in
northern European painting, particularly from the 15th
century onwards. Painters such as Durer, Cornelis van
Haarlem and Lucas Cranach the Elder have produced
exemplary examples of the Fall. The Adam and Eve
paintings of Cranach the Elder (such as the Adam and
Eve works from 1526 and 1530), especially seems to
have been a major inspiration for these two paintings.
Both works are diptychs with the figure of Adam
in the left panel and Eve on the right. Set within the

Garden of Eden, the Tree of Life rises behind Adam and
Eve who are surrounded by various animal denizens of
the garden. In the Allegory of the Beginning and Acceptance,
the first humans are portrayed oddly as skeletal figures,
which seem to be a reference to the earlier work in the
cycle based on the Danse Macabre theme, Passage to the
Song of Truth and Absolute Equality. Without flesh and
muscle, Adam and Eve are almost indistinguishable, if
not for the pinned pieces of paper painted into the work
which shows their names. In this work, the fruit of life
and knowledge are still on the tree behind Adam, or at
least it seems Adam has yet to be seduced into eating
it. In this time seemingly before the Fall, all humans are
equal. Despite their skeletal form, Adam and Eve adopt
the posture of their pictorial ancestry, covering their
pubic regions with their hands. This is clearly a liminal
period before the Fall when things could go either way.
That death and time have entered Eden is foreshadowed
by the snarling fox at Eve’s feet and predatory bird
(instead of a snake) perched above her. A gun, bullets
and dead birds are also strewn at the feet of the first
man and woman. That faith still remains is hinted at
in the famous aphorism from the French philosopher
Voltaire painted into the unfurling banner which states
‘If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent
him’. Rather than being a cynical retort, it is a statement
affirming the need for man to believe in the existence
of an absolute moral universe, and in fact, to imagine it
into existence if need be.
In contrast, Allegory of the End and Resistance is a
scene after the Fall, the trees are bare of fruit. Instead
the forbidden fruit of knowledge lies eaten and tossed
at Adam’s feet as he holds a copy of the Financial Times
in his left hand. Eve too stands next to her spoils of
earthly success, an overflowing chest of gold coins and
crown, the lamb of innocence prostate at its side. That
both Adam and Eve have come onto the world and its
ambivalent destinies is made clear also in the fleshly
depictions of the first couple. Adam is buff while Eve is
emaciated in a manner similar to anorexic models today.
Yet they have no sense of embarrassment or humility
and there is no attempt to cover their nakedness which
is displayed brazenly-a departure from their pictorial
sources. Their postures are clearly from our present
times. The unfurling banner running through the
painting contains a quotation from Friedrich Nietzsche
‘God is dead. God remains dead. And we have killed
him’. Rather than implying that a physical God is dead,
the line argues that when one is no longer able to
recognise any absolute order in the universe, one also

loses access to moral principles and begins a slide to
nihilism.

THEATRE OF THE ABSURD

7

O

f all the works in Natee Utarit’s ‘altarpiece’
cycle, this work is perhaps the most explicit
and even strident in its statements regarding
the moral and ethical dilemnas of the modern world.
This is the first time that we see texts and titles carry
almost the full weight of meaning and also the first time
that contemporary texts are used, a departure from the
distinctly pre-modern texts used in previous altarpieces.
Natee is clearly intending that the viewer situates this
world in the current time.
In the central panel, the unfurling banner contains
a line from the contemporary Presbyterian pastor and
author John Ortberg. Writing in Christianity Today,
the pastor states that ‘Churches can become places of
cynicism, resistance, and pessimism’. He was referring
to the huge effort that is needed in the current difficult
times to maintain hope. By ‘hope’, he is referring to a
belief that another reality exists beyond the mundane.
John Ortberg exorts the reader to must guard against
forces that drain our power to dream of this other reality.
Amplifying this, the artists surrounds this text with
signs of religion (the monk), art (the pianist), science
(the skeleton), these are the things and ideals that we
(used) to believe in, but are currently under threat.
The artist speaks of this work as being concerned
with ‘…our rejection of faith in today’s perverted
world.’ By ‘faith’, Natee is probably not referring to
specific religious traditions and practices but rather the
nihilism of our contemporary world, that threatens not
to believe in anything. This condition is embodied in
Theatre of the Absurd, the title of this work. Absurdist
theatre in the post WW2 period considered what
happens when human life no longer possesses any
meaning or purpose. In this situation, logic gives way to
irrational thought and finally to a paralyzing silence.
In opposition to the seeming bleakness of the
central panel, the two left and right panels exort the
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ability and need for us to choose, rather than surrender
to paralysis and inaction. Natee resurrects the surprising
figure of Albert Einstein, in many ways, as the father of
the Nuclear bomb, he played a key role in ushering forth
the nihilistic condition of our time. For what Einstein
gave was also the hope of being able to choose. The
banners on the left and right panel extracts a quote from
Einstein ‘There are only two ways to live your life. One
is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as though
everything is a miracle.’ The need to choose or rather
believe in our ability to choose, rather than be caught in
silence and inaction would resurface in the penultimate
work in this series The Silent Gateway.
Reference: Ortberg, J. (2008), John Ortberg on Hope Management
http://www.christianitytoday.com/pastors/2008/february-onlineonly/cln80211.html

L’ENFER, C’EST LES AUTRES
8

T

he title of this work is taken from the famous
line in Jean Paul Satre’s defining existentialist
play No Exit: ‘Hell is other people’. In the play,
three people are locked in room together with no hope
of escape. We quickly surmise that they are dead and
instead of hell and brimstone, the punishment for their
crimes is to be tortured by each other’s presence for
eternity. The tone of Satre’s play probably best embodies
the term ‘tragicomedy’ at some level, in its bitter and
yet ironically funny tone. Natee has taken this to mean
that we are our worse enemies, not gods, monsters or
demons. Indeed the works depicts the modern world’s
turning away from the gods of the past. Religion is a
war zone, a crime scene and the divine is either made
unavailable or the gods have fled the scene. The central
panel in this work is thus funnily enough, a crime scene,
with the Madonna and Child barricaded off by a line of
yellow crime scene tapes, while a figure that recalls San
Sebastian falls to his knees. The departing angel whose
legs can be seen at the top of the work are accompanied
by a small flock of doves, signaling the escape of the
divine. On the left and right panels, Adam and Eve
figures too abandon the Garden.
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IN THE NAME OF GOD

9

10

T

his work picks up the theme of the unequal
power relations in encounters between Europe
and Asia/Thailand that was the subject of the
first work in the series. In this work, the central panel is
dominated by a the image of a western tourist astride an
elephant, a common and popular attraction for tourists
now. This type of economic exchange today has long
roots in the colonial past, when European ‘adventurers’
would exchanges for goods and lands with local leaders.
The unequal agreement that is at the heart of these
early exchanges is common in place across the world
where local lands, resources and goods, have often been
exchanged for pithy gifts and monies. This is hinted at
by the depiction in the foreground of one such colonial
exchange. The continuation of this type of asymetrical
relations of exchange is repeated in the left and right
panels, where the exotic goods of the past on the left
panel are now replaced by the contemporary but still
exotic art and manufacture goods of the present, in the
right panel.

THE ANNUNCIATION &
THE SILENT GATEWAY

T

he paradox of human will, our ability to shape
our own destinies good or bad, has been one
of the main threads running through Natee
Utarit’s current altarpiece series. Moving between
imagery and texts from Buddhist and Christian
traditions, the artist seems to want to convey his sense
that the current crisis of spiritual certainty (in fact all
certainty) is not specific to any one community of
belief but is rather more pervasive. One of his artistic
strategies has been to borrow elements of Christian
aesthetic tradition, in this case the altarpiece format and
even Christian imagery itself, to elucidate elements of
Buddhist philosophy.

The work The Annunciation is an obvious reference
to the annunciation of Mary, when the angel Gabriel
brings news to the virgin about the impending birth
of Christ and that she will be the mother of Jesus. The
Annunciation is therefore a moment of holy epiphany,
when the intent of the divine is made known to the
world. Natee finds a corresponding moment in the
figure of the Buddha which the Thai people call Pang
Perd Lok. This is the second time this figure has
appeared in The Altarpieces series, the first was in the
earlier work Nescientia. Like the Christian Annunciation,
the Pang Perd Lok form of the Buddha is moment of
divine revelation of the truth of existence. Returning
from the heavens, Buddha opened the three worlds
of heaven, earth and hell, so that the denizens of each
could see each other and comprehend the reality of
existence. The standing Buddha figure is depicted with
arms down and palms open, in a moment of revelation.
In this work, The Annunciation, the Pang Perd Lok form
of the Buddha dominates the central panel and indeed

11

the entire work surrounded by supplicants both human
and animal. Yet doubt remains and the three men in the
right panel do not participate, but are seen questioning
and whispering.
The paradox of choice in the face of divine revelation
is echoed again in the penultimate work The Silent
Gateway. Possibly the most poetic work in the series,
each of the panels depict a receding series of pathways to
an unknown destination. Devoid of any other imagery
that could guide us, this work is a visual depiction of the
three worlds of Heaven, Hell and Earth that the Buddha
revealed to all living beings. Echoing The Annunciation,
this work is about the choices ie which path we will
choose to walk towards at the present moment, how do
we know which is the path to heaven and which is the
road to hell?

THE INSTROSPECTION

12

T

he final work in the series returns once again
to the artists’ personal Buddhist belief that
the solution to the current crisis of existence
cannot be found in an external force or divinity. This is
best encapsulated by the text which forms the core of
this work. The unfurling banner cites a line from the
first verse of the Dhammapada (quotations from the
Buddha), which states: “All things are preceded by the
mind, led by the mind, created by the mind.” As if to
reinforce the importance of this message visually, all the
figures in this work, across all three panels turn towards
the centre, to the text but also inwards into the painting.
Adam and Eve (now skeletal figures), supplicants, the
herald, dragons and even death all orientate themselves
in the same manner. While the series begins with the
challenges of the external world, it ends with a turning
inward, it concludes with the need for introspection.
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Artwork details (page 250 - 257) :
1.
Natee Utarit, When
Adam Delved and Eve
Span, Who Was Then
the Gentleman?, 2014,
oil on canvas, 230 x 735
cm polytych (7 panels).
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2.
Natee Utarit, The Private
Expectation of God and
the Common Reason of
Investment, 2014, oil on
canvas, 265 x 249 cm
diptych.

3.
Natee Utarit,
Nescientia,
2014, oil on
canvas, 290
x 387 cm
triptych.

4.
Natee Utarit, Passage To
The Song Of Truth And
Absolute Equality, 2014,
oil on canvas,
212 x 510 cm polytych
(5 panels).

5.
Natee Utarit,
Allegory of the
Beginning and
Acceptance, 2015, oil
on canvas, 228 x 182
cm diptych.

6.
Natee Utarit,
Allegory of the End
and Resistance,
2015, oil on canvas,
228 x 182 cm
diptych

7.
Natee Utarit, Theatre
of the Absurd, 2015,
oil on canvas, 250 x
540 cm triptych.

8.
Natee Utarit, L’enfer,
c’est les autres, 2016,
oil on canvas, 250 x
450 cm triptych.

9.
Natee Utarit, In the
Name of God, 2016, oil
on canvas, 250 x 374 cm
triptych.

10.
Natee Utarit, The
Annunciation, 2016,
oil on canvas, 287 x
308 cm triptych.

11.
Natee Utarit, The
Silent Gateway, 2016,
oil on canvas, 287 x
308 cm triptych.

12.
Natee Utarit, TThe
Introspection, 2016, oil
on canvas, 250 x 374 cm
triptych.
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Right:
Installation view. Migratory
Objects, VOLTA NY, New York,
United States, 1 - 5 March 2017.
Photo: Haffendi Anuar

VOLTA NY
TEN YEARS OF SOLO FOCUS
Richard Koh Fine Art, Booth A11,
PIER 90, West 50th Street at 12th
Avenue, New York, USA
01 - 05.03.2017

MIGRATORY OBJECTS
260

HAFFENDI ANUAR
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Haffendi Anuar, 2017

Below:
Installation view. Migratory
Objects, VOLTA NY, New York,
United States, 1 - 5 March 2017.
Photo: Haffendi Anuar

C

arved out of wood and occasionally adorned
with shells, animal bones and human hair, the
strange and fantastical masks from Borneo
are usually used by native tribes as ceremonial items
or to fend off evil spirits from homes and have been
widely traded in the global artifact trade. Browsing the
multiple Borneo masks on Etsy and eBay, scrolling over
tribal masks, I notice that they are being advertised
from different locations around the globe. Either their
authenticity is questionable as there too many of them
or that these artifacts have traveled halfway around the
world from their birth place to be put up again for sale,
their abundance and dissemination resonates a natural
process of selection, similar to the propagation of seeds
by the wind or birds in the jungle, to be are scattered
around the globe again and again.
This movement of so-called cultural relics echoes the
movement of people traversing through geographical
and political barriers and highlights the basic human
need for mobility and the constant search for a better
life.
The flattened and abstracted masks could be read in
a metaphorical sense as faces of anonymous characters
moving from different locations in the world, unique in
the sense of the individual experiences that they bring
about and similar to the imagined masks, through
these movements, the individuals change and grow,
absorbing and filtering experiences from the changing
landscapes.
In this presentation, both the wall-mounted,
geometric and abstracted masks and the free-standing
wooden sculptures composed of found souvenir objects
allude to and explore in a symbolic gesture, this process
of transformation and change fueled by movement
and migration. This organic course of fluid mobility
could be seen as a transformative process, altering the
individuals through the varying experiences.
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Top (left):
Haffendi Anuar, Black Telescope,
2017, oil and enamel on board,
91 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Top (middle)
Haffendi Anuar, Veiltail,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 91 x 61 x 2.5 cm.

Top (right):
Haffendi Anuar, Oranda,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 91 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Top (left):
Haffendi Anuar, Tosakin,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 91.5 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Top (middle):
Haffendi Anuar, Deru,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 87 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Top (right):
Haffendi Anuar, Comet,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 91 x 61 x 2.5 cm.

Center (left):
Haffendi Anuar, Fantail,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 91 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Center (middle):
Haffendi Anuar, Moor, 2017,
oil and enamel on board, 92
x 61 x 2.5 cm.

Center (right):
Haffendi Anuar, Pearlscale,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 91 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Center (left):
Haffendi Anuar, Ryukin,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 91.5 x 46 x 2.5 cm.

Center (middle):
Haffendi Anuar, Lion Head,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 92 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Center (right):
Haffendi Anuar, Ranchu,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 91.2 x 60 x 2.5 cm.

Bottom (left):
Haffendi Anuar, Celestial,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 61 x 45 x 2.5 cm.

Bottom (middle):
Haffendi Anuar, Pompom,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 61 x 45 x 2.5 cm.

Bottom (right):
Haffendi Anuar, Wakin, 2017,
oil and enamel on board, 61
x 45 x 2.5 cm.

Bottom (left):
Haffendi Anuar, Bubble
Eye, 2017, oil and enamel
on board, 61 x 45 x 2.5 cm.

Bottom (middle):
Haffendi Anuar, Globe Eye,
2017, oil and enamel on
board, 61 x 45 x 2.5 cm.

Bottom (right):
Haffendi Anuar, Panda
Moor, 2017, oil and enamel
on board, 61 x 45 x 2.5 cm.
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Left:
Haffendi Anuar, Migratory
Objects 6, 2016, emulsion
paint and wood, 109 x 36
x 12 cm.

Left:
Haffendi Anuar, Migratory
Objects 2, 2016, emulsion
paint and wood, 73 x 20
x 10 cm.

Middle:
Haffendi Anuar, Migratory
Objects 1, 2016, emulsion
paint and wood, 29 x 21.5
x 19 cm.

Right:
Haffendi Anuar, Migratory
Objects 5, 2016, emulsion
paint and wood, 140.5 x
48.5 x 26 cm.

Right:
Haffendi Anuar, Migratory
Objects 4, 2016,
emulsion paint and wood,
55 x 33 x 14 cm.
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ART CENTRAL 2017
Richard Koh Fine Art, Booth C1,
Central Harbourfront, No.9,
Lung Wo Road, Central, Hong Kong
21 - 25.03.2017

Ran Dian, Issue 5, Spring/Summer 2017
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ANNE SAMAT / HASANUL ISYRAF IDRIS /
HAFFENDI ANUAR / YEOH CHOO KUAN
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HOL (HIGHER ORDER LOVE)
CHAPTER 2.1, WOUND : GREY MARROW
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, 2016

H

Above:
Installation view, Art
Central 2017, 21 - 25
March 2017, Hong Kong.
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OL (Higher Order Love), Chapter 2.1, Wound
: Grey Marrow consists of drawings that are
mostly related to plagues and diseases which
surfaced during the post-internet era, from the 80s until
today.
Some of my earliest memories of diseases are of
those that attack livestock or pets, these include: the
foul pox (puru), Newcastle disease (Sampar ayam),
asthma attack among cats, polio and fungal growth
on fishes… The virus incubation period ranges from
two to fifteen days, with varying visible symptoms
of alteration. Sampar for example, when contracted,
makes the chickens asthmatic, causes limping, swelling
of eyes and reduces egg production. These plagues
can be transmitted through direct contact or more
dangerously, are sometimes airborne. Its inhibition
often alters the physical quality of its carrier during the
fatal stages by permeating the bloodstream, invading
and weakening the respiratory system and other vital
organs. If one is lucky, one can be cured with early
detection and intervention.
As a child, my mother would often pass down
various traditional healing remedies, often done
verbally. These home remedies of the kampong would
vary in technique, often includes some form of natural
herbal medication fused with water. Some of these
healing methods would stem from experience, though
some might very well be a complete concoction of her

imagination. I recall conducting a successful surgery
over our infected poultry, keeping to her instructions as
she held the bird down.
Amongst these dreadful diseases Polio holds my
fascination till today. With its strongholds mostly on
remote islands and isolated lands in the 70s, it served as
the setting of my most explicit disease-related-memory:
a story of an island inhabited only by polio patients,
tucked in a remote part of the country in the 70s. This
story, coupled with superstitions and stigma around it,
further fueled my fascination as I went on to imagine
how a supposed polio community would survive and
cope with the everyday as the poliovirus continues to
invade and alter their body.
The eventual access to the internet allowed me to
retrace my memories of these diseases. This memory
jog would meander from the scientific to childhood
stories, real life experiences and hearsays. They emerge
vividly, often evolved in my imagination as astonishing
characters, the protagonists mostly polio sufferers
themselves.
The drawings in HOL, Chapter 2.1, Wound :
Grey Marrow records my journey with medicine.
Be it a minor surgical attempt on a pet that I have
kept, family members that had cataract operations,
or a family member who survived cancer, these
relatable mementoes are intimately archived and
recontextualised in my drawings.
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Top (left):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Close To
The Ketayap System, 2016,
pencil, color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.

Top (right):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Wounded
Still Frame, 2016, pencil,
color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.

Top (left)
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Multiview
of the Immuni System Market,
2016, pencil, color pencil, ink
and watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.

Top (right):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, The
Entire Ink Showered Her
With Scar, 2016, pencil, color
pencil, ink and watercolor on
paper, 61 x 91.5 cm.

Center (left):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Bottom of
The Bowl, 2016, pencil, color
pencil, ink and watercolor on
paper, 61 x 91.5 cm.

Center (right):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, WPV
Sanctuary, 2016, pencil, color
pencil, ink and watercolor on
paper, 61 x 91.5 cm.

Center (left):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Half Mile
Back from Injection, 2016,
pencil, color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.

Center (right):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris,
Guardguard, 2016, pencil,
color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.

Bottom (left):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Milky
Angkuway, 2016, pencil, color
pencil, ink and watercolor on
paper, 61 x 91.5 cm.

Bottom (right):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris,
Interactive Tumor Morning,
2016, pencil, color pencil, ink
and watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.

Bottom (left):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Habibi
Shingles Market, 2016,
pencil, color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.

Bottom (right):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris,
Andromeda Kasturi, 2016,
pencil, color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.
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Left (top):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
#4, 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
79 x 17 cm.
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Left (bottom):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
#5, 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
84 x 18 cm.

Right:
Anne Samat, Huntsman Series
(Portrait of a Man 3), 2016,
pattern drafted weaving
structures, rattan sticks, yarns,
ceramic & wooden beads,
wall washers, kitchen and
garden utensils, 152 x 76 cm.

Left:
Anne Samat, Huntsman Series
(Portrait of a Wonan 3), 2016,
pattern drafted weaving
structures, rattan sticks, yarns,
ceramic & wooden beads,
wall washers, kitchen and
garden utensils, 152 x 62 cm.

Right (top):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
#1, 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
82.5 x 17 cm.

Right (bottom):
Anne Samat, Huntsman
#8, 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
94 x 22 cm.
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Top (left):
Haffendi Anuar, Kuih
Lapis, 2016, oil and
enamel on board, 91 x
104 cm (5 parts).
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Top (right):
Haffendi Anuar, Horn,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 131 x 127 cm (6
parts).

Top:
Haffendi Anuar, Star,
2016, oil and enamel on
board, 116 x 104 cm (5
parts).

Bottom:
Haffendi Anuar, Baby
Gone Be Gone, 2016, oil
and enamel on board,
155 x 91 cm (7 parts).

Bottom:
Haffendi Anuar, Turn
Me Away, 2016, oil and
enamel on board, 147 x
104 cm (7 parts).
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Top:
Yeoh Choo Kuan,
Rein In, 2016, oil
and lacquer on
canvas, 100 x
120 cm.

Top:
Yeoh Choo Kuan,
Shower, 2016, oil
and lacquer on
canvas, 100 x
120 cm.

Bottom:
Yeoh Choo Kuan,
Damp Off, 2016,
oil and lacquer on
canvas, 100 x
120 cm.

Bottom:
Yeoh Choo Kuan,
Die Out, 2016, oil
and lacquer on
canvas, 100 x
120 cm.
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Top (left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Inching,
2016, oil and lacquer on
canvas, 120 x 100 cm.
Top (middle):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Flotsam,
2016, oil and lacquer on
canvas, 120 x 100 cm.
Top (right):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Out
Depth, 2016, oil and
lacquer on canvas, 120 x
100 cm.
Bottom (left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, In
Force, 2016, oil and
lacquer on canvas, 120 x
100 cm.
Bottom (middle):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Hump
Day, 2016, oil and lacquer
on canvas, 120 x 100 cm.
Bottom (right):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Cling
On, 2016, oil and lacquer
on canvas, 120 x 100 cm.
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BOUNDARIES OF
[DIS]BELIEFS
PRODUCED BY FERGANA ART

AHMAD FUAD OSMAN / ALEX LEE
KUAN CHIEN / AZRIN MOHD /
BIBI CHEW / CHONG KIM CHIEW /
FADHLI ARIFFIN / JAHABAR SADIQ
/ KAMAL MUSTAFA / LEE CHEAH NI /

LIEW
KWAI
FEI
/ MASNOOR RAMLI MAHMUD /
PHUAN THAI MENG / YAU SIR MENG
& LAM SHUN HUI / YIN YEN SUM /
ZABAS

White Box Publika,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
25.03 - 16.04.2017
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Above:
Liew Kwai Fei, Untitled, 2017, digital
print on Fabriano 90 gms sketch paper
and handmade wooden picture frame,
50.5 x 38 x 3.5 cm.
Opposite:
Liew Kwai Fei, Untitled, 2017, digital
print on Fabriano 90 gms sketch paper
and handmade wooden picture frame,
50.5 x 38 x 3.5 cm.
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RAZAK MANSION

INSIDE OUT
Unit 4047, Block 4, Razak Mansion,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
30 - 31.03.2017

LEON
LEONG
& LISA FOO

Installation view, Razak
Mansion Inside Out,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Photo by Leon Leong.
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Installation views. Razak
Mansion Inside Out,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Photo: Leon Leong.
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HONEY
TRAP
ARCADIA
Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
06 - 27.04.2017

JUSTIN LIM
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HONEY TRAP ARCADIA

GLOSSARY

Justin Lim, 2017

HONEY TRAP (noun)
“A stratagem in which an attractive person entices
another person into revealing information or doing
something unwise.” 1
HONEYTRAP
“A government which promises poor people the money
of the rich if they help them in a bloody coupe, after
which the peasants find themselves under the heel of a
totalitarian regime and are unable to do anything about
it.” 2
ARCADIA
“Arcadia (Greek: Ἀρκαδία) refers to a vision of
pastoralism and harmony with nature. The term is
derived from the Greek province of the same name
which dates to antiquity; the province’s mountainous
topography and sparse population of pastoralists later
caused the word Arcadia to develop into a poetic byword
for an idyllic vision of unspoiled wilderness. Arcadia
is a poetic shaped space associated with bountiful
natural splendor and harmony. The ‘Garden’ is often
inhabited by shepherds. The concept also figures in
Renaissance mythology. Although commonly thought
of as being in line with Utopian ideals, Arcadia differs
from that tradition in that it is more often specifically
regarded as unattainable. Furthermore, it is seen as a
lost, Edenic form of life, contrasting to the progressive
nature of Utopian desires. The inhabitants were often
regarded as having continued to live after the manner
of the Golden Age, without the pride and avarice that
corrupted other regions. It is also sometimes referred
to in English poetry as Arcady. The inhabitants of this
region bear an obvious connection to the figure of the
noble savage, both being regarded as living close to
nature, uncorrupted by civilization, and virtuous.” 3

T

he works from ‘HONEY TRAP ARCADIA’
explores the notion of a society spoiled by the
perils of an entrapment by a totalitarian regime
through allegories and visual analogies. Informed
and inspired by the internet, popular culture, politics,
local folklore & myths, western art and Malaysian
sensibilities, pictures and pictorial symbols continue
to assist me in elucidating some of the paradoxes of the
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modern existence. I chose to present the works encased
in screen printed ornate frames as an ode to ‘Trompel’œil’ a classical Western painting technique that uses
imagery to deceive the eye to create an optical illusion
where the depicted subject exists in three dimensions
to represent extravagance and opulence. The analogy
of faux stature and illusion interests me, particularly in
relation to make believe within contemporary reality.

Above:
Installation view. Honey
Trap Arcadia, 6-27 April
2017, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

1. Soanes, Catherine and Angus Stevenson. Oxford Dictionary
of English. 2nd ed.. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005.
2. Waffle. “Honeytrap.” Urban Dictionary. Accessed
March 15, 2017. http://www.urbandictionary.com/define
php?term=honey%2Btrap&defid=367729.
3. “Arcadia (utopia).” Wikipedia. March 13, 2017. Accessed
March 15, 2017. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arcadia_
(utopia).
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Justin Lim, Paradise
Supernova, 2017, oil and
enamel on canvas, 179.5 x
165.5 cm.
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Justin Lim, Paradise
Supernova #2, 2017, oil
and enamel on canvas,
179.5 x 165.5 cm.
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JUSTIN LIM IN CONVERSATION WITH JESSICA HO
March 2017

J

ustin Lim uses art to make sense of it all. His
canvases explore observations of the urban
environment; his ideas are developed based
on the complexities of social and political issues
that permeate his everyday life. Lim returns to his
familiar color usage, which he skillfully uses to address
cultural identity, matched with his symbolic use of
visual vocabularies in HONEY TRAP ARCADIA. The
artworks, which were put to paint during his time in
Australia, continues to journal the artist’s concerns and
day-to-day observations.
We speak to the artist about HONEY TRAP
ARCADIA, the working process and his thoughts
behind the series.
JESSICA HO: Welcome home! You have recently
concluded 2 residencies in Artspace, Sydney and Tasmanian
College of the Arts, Australia (2016). The works from
HONEY TRAP ARCADIA is very much a result of your
time away. How was your experience there?
JUSTIN LIM: It is always an experience developing a
relationship with a new environment. Being away from
familiarity shifts my perspective as I learn to interact and
share various aspects of what I do with a new audience.
Also, I have not been in an institutional environment for
quite a few years now and the opportunity to be working
back at an art school was refreshing. Interacting with
teachers, students and renewing a sense of camaraderie
with other artists of various disciplines was important.
Painting can at times be an isolated practice, I could
sometimes get caught up with my work so intensely
that I forget how important conversations, critiques
and friendships are in shaping how one views the world.
Residencies offer that kind of space for interaction and
connection for me. Being away also allows me the
space to introspect and reflect on myself as a Malaysian,
sometimes you need to be away from home to realise
how much of it you take with you wherever you go.
JH: What is your working process like for HONEY TRAP
ARCADIA? Has your experience in Australia changed it in
anyway?
JL: My work process has always been somewhat
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Below:
Justin Lim, The Honey Trap #3, 2017,
acrylic, enamel, steel razor blades on
canvas, screen print on Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95 x 75 x 7 cm.
Opposite:
Installation view. Honey Trap Arcadia,
6-27 April 2017, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

chaotic to start with. I tend to have lots of ideas I want
to express which I struggle to articulate purely through
painting. I play around with imagery a lot to create
narratives to which I hope convey certain moods and
feelings that reflect my observations of society at that
particular time. One of the things I noticed in Australia
was how important the traditional landscape was in art
and the power it has to connect past and present, the
people and the land, the supernatural and reality. Until
today, landscape remains as an important element in
their (Australian) art. That specific aspect made me
reflect on the distinctive elements in Malaysian art that
had carried on through the years.
JH: You’re constantly pursuing the Malaysian identity and
psyche in your work. However, one cannot help but to notice
your nomadic nature - concluding the final touches to your
artworks only upon returning home. Is Malaysia your Honey
Trap?
JL: I don’t think that there is one particular Malaysian
identity. I am concerned about the ‘identity’ that is based
on my own personal history, experiences, sensitivities

and how the environment affects my psyche, so I
guess it is only natural some kind of ‘Malaysian-ness’
is expressed. Some of my works have touched upon
local social and political issues, although I tend to
articulate my concerns metaphorically rather than
directly. I don’t think art should come across as didactic
in any way and should raise more questions than give
answers. My nomadic nature is simply a result for when
an opportunity to travel arises. I have had a bit of luck
with artist residencies over the years and if not for these
opportunities, I would probably just be working in my
studio. I started to make most of the works from this
exhibition during the residency in Australia and finished
them upon returning to Malaysia as I allow myself the
space to experiment when I am away and then tie it
all back in with the ongoing narratives and concerns
within my artistic practice upon returning home.
JH: Does the fluctuating distance ( from Malaysia) affect
your practice in any way?
JL: I have lived in Kuala Lumpur most of my life and
having some fluctuating distance from the concrete
environment and traffic is quite healthy. I realized it is a
place I have to leave only to fall back in love with upon
return. Being away also helps me to view things more
objectively by being able to observe humanity from a
different point of view. It helps inform my art.
JH: How would you describe your relationship with
painting?
JL: It is very much similar as to any kind of relationship.
There are nurturing moments but also challenging
ones, there are bouts of confrontation and resolution...
Ultimately the painting documents that (relationship).
At times, I also feel like I am paying homage to a

pictorial language that already has a very rich history
and that some elements of my work are an ode to the
history of painting itself. Having said that, there is also
a sense of responsibility towards my own history. There
is something about painting that is very personal and at
the end of the day, it should be a map of one’s life.
JH: How much of what you do takes form during execution,
in other words, how much of a work is made up as you move
along? Are your works location based and is there much room
for fluidity in your creation?
JL: There is always room for improvisation during the
execution. Many times I end up covering up bits here
and there, composing the painting as I make them. It is
like an editing process, cutting and pasting images to get
the right composition and feeling. I try to have as much
fun as I can during this process, hopefully without
overthinking things, which I tend to do. The location
where I make my work does inform my technical
process. In my last exhibition, I made these black
textural paintings as a result of the lighting conditions
in an old studio where light played a huge role in how
one can view the painting. Sometimes very pragmatic
decisions can lead to conceptual ones.
JH: I like the punk approach to your work. You don’t seem
too precious with the canvas and your paint is executed in a
manner of conviction with a huge dose of attitude.
JL: I think that attitude is a very important ingredient in
art because the attitude will determine and form a huge
part of the artist’s psyche and the reason why artists do
what they do. Everything else will follow from this, in
terms of how one expresses themselves, or what one
strongly feels important in life. The artists that have
had a strong impact on me always had very distinctive
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attitudes and personalities.
JH: You once mentioned in an interview that you experienced
limitations with painting which prompted you to expand
your repertoire into installations and sculptures. As one that
identifies primarily as a painter, what do you appreciate when
working with different mediums?
JL: I started making silkscreen printed t-shirts in 2009
of some of the characters from the ‘Hantu’ series, a body
of work I made during a year-long residency at Rimbun
Dahan, Malaysia. It was also then that I started thinking
about the idea of painting as a coveted object, a trophy
hung in museums and institutions as a cultural product
of aesthetic value and historical significance. I was very
intrigued by this idea and wanted to apply silkscreen
printing to the ‘protective’ frames and glass of these
‘high culture’ products. Silkscreen printing carries a
low-brow DIY aesthetic and attitude from being used
frequently in underground settings and subcultures. I
wanted to converge the ‘low-brow’ with the ‘high-brow’.
The razorblades first came about in the work ‘The
Chairs that no one sits on’ from the ‘Modern Absurdity and
the Superficial Abyss’ series in 2015. Going back to what
we talked about before about attitude, the razorblades
presented something that I could not achieve with paint
alone. The collage of cold sharp steel contrasted heavily
against the black impasto paint created an illusion of
depth, it also added a precarious element to the work.
New mediums can sometimes convey a new sensation
or a feeling in which paint can be limited to.
JH: You cement the impermanence of pop culture,
contemporary symbols and Western icons that seem
superfluous with the hearty stuff like folklores, local rituals
and objects. Is your choice of recurring imagery a personal
statement? Could you tell us more about it?
JL: I have been collecting random images from various
sources, be it magazines, personal photos or from the
internet for many years now and I compile them as a
visual dictionary of sorts. Compiling imagery helps me
compose my thoughts before I start making a work.
The recurring imagery acts as both associations and
attachments from personal history and concerns in
relation to certain periods in my life. Collecting them
also documents how my mind meanders to ruminate
upon itself. Pondering on repetitive imagery help guide
me through my thought process when I conceptualise a
work. I have these narratives and stories I want to paint,
and these images give me entry points into how I can
start composing a work. The visuals come out in this
stream of consciousness, regurgitated at random but
stem from the same source of concern and intention.
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Top:
Justin Lim, The
Honey Trap #1,
2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor
blades on canvas,
screen print on
Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95
x 75 x 7 cm.
Middle:
Justin Lim, The
Honey Trap #2,
2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor
blades on canvas,
screen print on
Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95
x 75 x 7 cm.
Bottom:
Justin Lim, The
Honey Trap #10,
2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor
blades on canvas,
screen print on
Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95
x 75 x 7 cm.

Above:
Justin Lim, Arcadia, 2017,
acrylic and enamel on
canvas, 213 x 182.8 cm.
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I remember as a child, how I would draw cartoons
on paper, making up stories in my head as I drew. I
kept on drawing the same thing over and over but the
stories in my head would develop and evolve to be this
huge event while the subjects on paper remained static
and repetitive. The mind works faster than the brush,
conjuring up stories were much faster than finishing a
sketch. The recurring use of a certain imagery presents
an opportunity for me to continually confront ongoing
concerns and to keep those concerns present.
JH: Could you share more about your ‘visual dictionary’?
How does it work, when does it expire?
JL: I have folders of images from 2008 for example, and
sometimes I can go back to revisit these images and relive
the events/moments that intrigued me throughout
that year. Occasionally, I would pull out a few to have a
play, alter them, make a random composition, a digital
collage or a sketch. This is just an exercise as I don’t
always end up using them in my works. There isn’t any
particular expiry date for them as most of the time, they
are there to provide visual cues for myself when I start to
think about a new work.
Collectively, the images form a personal narrative
and an older image will always be a part of that personal
history. I tend to use them in ways that I feel can be entry
points to reflect certain truths and observations about
society but even as the work changes and my concern
changes, the images will remain to be a documentation
of that certain time / sentiment.
JH: Viewing the full install for the exhibition, the works
from HONEY TRAP ARCADIA come together as contrast
materials, sustaining a dialogue through the tension created
by the displacement of these visual objects. What is your
intention in contrasting these objects against each other?
JL: These are strategies for engagement to provide
entry points. Certain imagery may identify itself more
as ‘Malaysian’ because of our familiarity with them but I
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Top (left):
Justin Lim, The Honey Trap #11, 2017,
acrylic, enamel, steel razor blades on
canvas, screen print on Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95 x 75 x 7 cm.

Bottom (left):
Justin Lim, The Honey Trap #9, 2017,
acrylic, enamel, steel razor blades on
canvas, screen print on Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95 x 75 x 7 cm.

Opposite (top):
Justin Lim, Brain Drain, 2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor blades on canvas,
screen print on Plexiglass and wooden
frame, 54 x 62 x 7 cm.

Top (right):
Justin Lim, The Honey Trap #5, 2017,
acrylic, enamel, steel razor blades on
canvas, screen print on Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95 x 75 x 7 cm.

Bottom (right):
Justin Lim, The Honey Trap #8, 2017,
acrylic, enamel, steel razor blades on
canvas, screen print on Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95 x 75 x 7 cm.

Opposite (bottom):
Justin Lim, Love Nest, 2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor blades on canvas,
screen print on Plexiglass and wooden
frame, 54 x 62 x 7 cm.

don’t think that I make art for a specific audience in mind.
I use a certain imagery because of its ability to express
certain emotions at that point in time. Sometimes they
represent situations that are relevant at a particular time
and other times they reveal what the mind wants to see
based on our individual understanding and familiarity
with the subjects.
I tend to juxtapose images through associations
a lot. For example, placing a green coconut next to
a bird’s nest could conjure up a relation to the idea of
‘protection’ based on our recent news about a bomoh
using coconuts as part of his ritual to protect our home
country from a North Korean attack. Sometimes the
associations can be really absurd but it serves as the
starting point, the perception of the work develops
when the narrative comes into the picture. This happens
mostly during the execution of the work, a lot gets put
in place contextually as I paint.
My works have touched upon local social and
political issues but there are certain sensitivities and
restrictions when it comes to art in Malaysia. There
is also a minefield of complications when it comes to
depicting certain people or discussing certain subjects.
Art does not have complete freedom (in Malaysia)
but I see it as a challenge and a stimulating objective
to navigate around these ‘minefields’ to push the
boundaries further and further, one step at a time. I
don’t consider my paintings as political art but they
are various interpretations of what I see as the present
reality. I do like things to be more subtle and allegorical,
I find this allows more space for the audience to reflect
and decipher it’s meaning for themselves.
JL: On appropriation and borrowing symbols - where do
you draw the line?
JH: My childhood was filled with a huge dose of
imported culture: from the music I listened to, the
books I read, the films I watched and even the art I was
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into. I grew up in Damansara Utama and witnessed
one of the largest shopping malls in the country being
built in the early 90’s while I was still in primary school.
I pretty much grew up around that one mall in a young
and modern suburbia. I had one of my first jobs there
working in a comic book shop and was religiously
reading American comic books during that time. Comic
book art actually taught me to appreciate illustration
and draughtsmanship at an early age and music album
covers introduced me to artists like Raymond Petition,
Mike Kelley and Gerhard Richter.
I think there is a difference in appropriating symbols
and appropriating culture. Having a sense of awareness
and sensitivity when it comes to cultural appropriation
is important as a painter. I am constantly reflecting
culture, acting as a mirror to society, as such, the context
is most important and it can’t just be appropriating for
appropriation’s sake.
JL: One of your key influences, Gerhard Richter’s works
have to do with ‘unpainting’, he chooses to make the selfexplanatory ambiguous. You seem to take the opposite
approach, some your works can be taken quite literally. Lets
discuss the function of the Perspex: a ( faux) frame framed
within a (wooden) frame is a roundabout way to address the
fiasco around a presumed value of a superficial object with no
function. Is this simplification an instigation of sorts?
JH: What I find so fascinating about Richter is that he
has continually kept painting alive. I think a lot of young
painters like myself today owe it to Richter. Richter also
reinvigorated the idea that desiring ‘beauty’ in art as an
acceptable ambition. He made it okay to seek beauty
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again, particularly during a time when many artists of
his generation presumed that aesthetic pleasure was
an embarrassing pursuit. What I am attempting in
each painting is to pursue ambiguity in it’s meaning
through literal representations. The faux frames printed
on Plexiglass is a homage to trompe-l’œil. I have always
been intrigued as to how this classical technique has
for over centuries been used to create an ‘illusion’ of
sumptuousness and opulence. I wouldn’t go so far
as to say that paintings are a superficial object with
zero function but it does tread the thin line - that ‘it
can be if that is what you want it to be’. It is this fine
line of ambiguity which I find beautiful. The frames
touch upon how, throughout history, paintings and
authoritative works were presented to the Academy
to signify importance, thus elevating the status of the
artwork. I decided to print these frames on Plexiglass
to question this very notion and also to reflect on the
perception of opulence and superficiality in today’s
society. This is an homage to that very ‘illusion’.
JH: What is your ‘Rule’?
JL: That conveying feeling is as important as conveying
concept.
JH: What are some recent readings that influenced HONEY
TRAP ARCADIA that we might see seep through the works?
JL: Recently, I have been watching this TV series
called ‘Black Mirror’ which is centered around dark and
satirical themes of modern society. Also, authors such
as George Orwell, Aldous Huxley and Robert Anton
Wilson have always been influential and inspiring to
me.
During the artist residency in Australia, I met several
Malaysians who had emigrated there which made me
think about the phenomenon of the Malaysian diaspora.
The work entitled ‘Brain Drain’ touches upon this issue.
The illustration of a caged human brain with protruding
razorblades serves as a satirical metaphor for a sense of
uncertainty in where the country is heading to politically
and economically. Over the past few years, various
factors such as better career opportunities abroad, social
injustice and corruption has led to a very high rate of
working professionals emigrating from Malaysia. Some
even found themselves sidelined because of race and
religious based policies of governance. Through ‘Brain
Drain’, I attempt to reflect on some of these truths and
draw from feelings of stagnation and disillusionment.
Religion plays a major role in the system of
governance in Malaysia and the story of the tempting
serpent with the forbidden fruit comes to mind
whenever I think of religion. I chose to use this allegory

Opposite:
Justin Lim, Agony
& Ecstacy, 2017,
acrylic and enamel
on canvas, 99.7 x
79.5 cm.
Top:
Justin Lim, The
Honey Trap #6,
2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor
blades on canvas,
screen print on
Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95
x 75 x 7 cm.
Middle:
Justin Lim, The
Honey Trap #4,
2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor
blades on canvas,
screen print on
Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95
x 75 x 7 cm.
Bottom:
Justin Lim, The
Honey Trap #7,
2017, acrylic,
enamel, steel razor
blades on canvas,
screen print on
Plexiglass and
wooden frame, 95
x 75 x 7 cm.

as the basis for the work ‘Agony & Ecstacy’ in which
Malaysian flora and fauna are shaped as a human heart
pierced with arrows. According to Abrahamic faiths,
Adam and Eve were banished from Paradise after eating
the forbidden fruit. In a modern world filled with fake
news, political scandals and phantom menaces, how do
we decide what to believe in? How do we differentiate
the truth from the lies?
JH: It’s interesting that you mentioned satire, which is crucial
element when viewing your work. Would you care to elaborate
further on some of the artworks?
JL: The work ‘Arcadia’ draws from these ponderations
of contemporary society. Classically an unattainable
poetic space that is harmonious and uncorrupted by
civilisation, it has been represented in Renaissance
paintings as a vision of Utopian ideals. I wanted to
portray a much darker and sinister ‘Arcadia’, in
which the two shady characters seem to be coming
to an agreement amidst the mysterious landscape
that surrounds them. There are also various visual
metaphors in my work to portray a subjective view of
the idyllic bliss in relation to opulence, decadence and
certain unresolved conspiracies of modern Malaysia.
The images from the ‘Honey Trap’ series are meant
to raise more questions in relation to what we have
discussed but ultimately, they are summaries to this
exhibition. I hope to convey a sense of precariousness
to these works. Are the subjects themselves dangerous
because of the protruding razorblades? Are the
razorblades meant to inflict pain or to depict that the
subjects are suffering in pain? Why are they incased in
a faux frame? Is the frame there to protect us from the
danger or are they meant to attract us and act as a ‘Honey
Trap’? I try to express dichotomies through this series.
JH: Finally, with words like ‘Sublime’, ‘Paradise’ and
‘Utopia,’ there seems to be a constant pursuit of an idyllic state.
Do you consider yourself an ‘idealist’ or an ‘optimist’?
JL: I think we all are pursuing some sort of ideal state
in our everyday lives, for better or worse. I don’t believe
that art itself is going to change the world. People
change the world, art gives us room to ponder, reflect
and mobilize. I don’t think that I am in search for an
idyllic state through my works because I believe Utopia
to be an inconceivable idea. Someone told me that it’s
unhealthy to be a pessimist before you turn 50, so I guess
I shouldn’t be walking down that path at this point. Can
one be an idealist and an optimist at the same time? Or
maybe I am pessimistically optimistic? I don’t know, I’m
really struggling with this one.
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CONTEXT
NEW YORK
Richard Koh Fine Art, Booth C305
Pier 94, 55th Street and West Side Highway,
New York City, United States
03 - 07.05.2017

ANNE SAMAT
HASANUL ISYRAF IDRIS
YEOH CHOO KUAN
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Top:
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, KDSK
Therapy, 2016, pencil, color
pencil, ink and watercolor on
paper, 61 x 91.5 cm.
Center (1st):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Curative
Carriage, 2016, pencil, color
pencil, ink and watercolor on
paper, 61 x 91.5 cm.
Center (2nd):
Hasanul Isyraf Idris,
Digestive Drugs, 2016,
pencil, color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.
Bottom:
Hasanul Isyraf Idris, Blood
Revival House, 2016,
pencil, color pencil, ink and
watercolor on paper,
61 x 91.5 cm.
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Above:
Anne Samat, Huntsman
Series (Portrait of a Woman
2), 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
152 x 62 cm.
Bottom:
Anne Samat, Huntsman
Series (Portrait of a Man
2), 2016, pattern drafted
weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic &
wooden beads, wall washers,
kitchen and garden utensils,
152 x 76 cm.
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YOU’RE FIRED
Yeoh Choo Kuan, 2017

Top (1st from the left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, No But
Really You’re Fired, 2017, oil
on linen, 90 x 60 cm.

Top (2nd):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Well
You’re Fired, 2017, oil on
linen, 90 x 60 cm.

Top (3rd):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, You’re
Fired Too, 2017, oil on linen,
90 x 60 cm.

Top (4th):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, By The
Way You’re Fired, 2017, oil
on linen, 90 x 60 cm.

Bottom (1st from the left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Good
Question You’re Fired, 2017,
oil on linen, 90 x 60 cm.

Bottom (2nd):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, P.S. You’re
Fired, 2017, oil on linen, 90
x 60 cm.

Bottom (3rd):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, You Can’t
Quit You’re Fired, 2017, oil
on linen, 90 x 60 cm.

Bottom (4th):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, They Said
You’re Grounded, I Said
You’re Fired, 2017, oil on
linen, 90 x 60 cm.

“Y

ou’re fired.” A catchphrase from the reality
show The Apprentice, is a catch line
accompanied by his gesture of a finger gun
by Donald Trump. The coordination of my paintings
and titles are inline with this elimination.
This fashionable reality series is an allusion to the
current refugee and immigration travel policy adopted
by the United States. Despite the political correctness,
my concern lies with the blatant acceptance of this TV
persona and image of Trump, a strategic move in him
being nominated as president to a large extent. How
much casual consumption of media has shaped the
political climate United States of today? The influence
of a successful dominator portrayed on TV has been
manufactured into an official law enforcement in reality.
What had reality contrived under a forceful hand who
desires to first attack and questions later?
“You’re fired” is an archive of structural violence and
the system of elimination in humanity.
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COLLECTIVE

/
INDIVIDUALS
URBANSCAPES
2017 FESTIVAL
Urbanscapes House,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
06 - 21.05.2017

LIEW KWAI FEI

Opposite:
Liew Kwai Fei, We’ve
Finally Made It! (But Not
Without Price), 2017,
acrylic on linen, 68 x 77.5
x 5 cm, each (2 parts).
Top:
Liew Kwai Fei, In The
Same Same But Different
Boat, 2017, acrylic on
linen, 40 x 10 x 5 cm, each
(12 parts).
Center:
Liew Kwai Fei, Studies
on ‘Divide and Rule /
Berkerjasama’, 2017,
sketch on paper, 30 x 21
cm, each.
Bottom:
Liew Kwai Fei, 2B Or Not
2B (That is The Question),
2017, acrylic on linen, 85 x
28.5 x 5 cm, each (8 parts).
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SOUTHWIND
PROJECTS
CURATED BY JOHN SILVIS
1133 Broadway 2nd Fl, NYC 10010
10.05.2017

ALASTAIR GORDON / ANNA FREEMAN BENTLEY / BAIYE / CARLOS MARTIEL /
JARED FLAMING / JUANLI CARRIÓN
/ JULIANA CERQUEIRA LEITE /
JULIA OLDHAM / MIRIAM CASTILLO /
ROBIN KANG / SHAY ARICK /
SHEREE HOVSEPIAN / SIEBREN
VERSTEEG / ZEBADIAH KENEALLY /
Photo by Peter Freeby.
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HAFFENDI ANUAR
JASON WEE
MINSTREL KUIK
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S

outhwind Projects presented its first special
editions portfolio featuring prints by 17 artists
from 10 countries, which supports the launch
of the Southwind Projects exhibition and residency
program in Valladolid, Mexico. Founded by Juan Luque
in 2017, it provides a platform for artists and indigenous
communities of the Americas to support and interact
with each other, focusing on the preservation of the
pre-hispanic healing arts and the plants, rituals and
techniques. The selection of works was made by New
York based curator John Silvis in collaboration with
Southwind Projects. The artists in the collection are
engaged in an active studio practice and generous
contributors to their art communities. This visually
rich portfolio embodies unique global visions of artists
working in many different media including digital
animation, painting, drawing, photography, textile,
sculpture and installation. The subjects of the prints
explore identity from a variety of perspectives: relying
on archetypal forms and shapes or the fragmentation
experienced in our digitalized culture. Compelling
images of the body and nature are woven together to
create a complex vision of humanity.
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Above:
Jason Wee, Horizon N,
2017, archival pigment
prints on Baryta coated
bcotton rag, 50.8 x 40.6
cm, 50 editions.
Opposite:
Haffendi Anuar, Rimbun
Mask I, 2017, archival
pigment prints on Baryta
coated bcotton rag, 50.8
x 40.6 cm, 50 editions.
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Left:
Minstrel Kuik, Pisces,
2006, archival pigment
prints on Baryta coated
bcotton rag, 40.6 x 50.8
cm, 50 editions.
Right:
Installation view.
Southwind Projects,
New York, United States.
Photo by Peter Freeby.
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PERSONAL
STRUCTURES
GAA
FOUNDATION
Palazzo Bembo, Palazzo Mora and
Giardini Marinaressa
Venice, Italy
13.05 - 26.11.2017
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HAFFENDI ANUAR

Installation view. Personal
Structures, Venice, Italy.
Photo by Haffendi Anuar.
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TECTONIC DELIQUESCE
Haffendi Anuar, 2017

Opposite:
Haffendi Anuar, Tectonic
Deliquesce, 2017, oil
and enamel on board,
285 x 230 x 2.5 cm (34
individual panels).

A

city smiles differently at you every time you
see it again. Leaving a city and coming back
to it, it’s never the same as when you left her
yet somehow a certain familiarity remains. Cities have
been characterized and personified in many films and
books, like the grimy and sexy Hong Kong in Wong Kar
Wai’s “Chungking Express” (1994), the idolized and
romanticized Manhattan in Woody Allen’s “Manhattan”
(1979) and the brooding fictional Gotham in “The
Dark Knight” (2008). Different authors vary the
portrayals but a true character of a city is understood
only through its relationship with oneself.
This kind of personification is usually created when
we have a fluctuating relationship with a city, at times
adoration and romance, sometimes even intense
detestation. I get acquainted with a city by walking through alleyways, under bridges and crossovers while
discovering hidden gardens and communities. This
feeling is similar to flipping through pages of an everchanging novel, a sense of unraveling something; each
page potent with emotion and life.
A city lives, it breathes, it grows and it suffers. It
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changes, and it could also forget you. It gives us energy
and joy as well as disappointment. What is strange is
that this cluster of brick, mortar and steel, through time
and habitation, is endowed with somewhat of a “soul”.
This ‘soul’ is real yet simultaneously deceptive.
“Tectonic Deliquesce” is a body of work that I have
been developing in recent years which explores the idea
of a fluid cityscape. This piece depicts an unspecific
fictional urban image or skyline, reduced to basic
geometric shapes that acts as individual components
and are painted with a vocabulary of patterns that
allude to grill works, lattices, windows and architectural
elements inspired by high and vernacular architecture.
The work is an ongoing project, to be presented at
varying venues, in which the components will change,
mutate or be replaced as it travels, echoing the ever
changing face of the global urban environment under
the pressures of late capitalism and digital technology.
It is a metaphor of a city that is alive, yet flattened to a
façade. It grows and develops as it migrates, constructing
and deconstructing its parts to respond to its new
environments.
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Installation view. Personal
Structures, Venice, Italy.
Photo by Haffendi Anuar.
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Below:
Natee Utarit, Chrysanthemum,
2017, oil on canvas with
antique frame (Italian),
36.5 x 31.5 cm (painting);
56 x 50 cm (frame).

IT WOULD
BE SILLY TO
JEALOUS OF
A FLOWER
Richard Koh Fine Art
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
18.05 - 08.06.2017

NATEE UTARIT
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IT WOULD BE SILLY TO BE JEALOUS OF A FLOWER
Natee Utarit, 2017

Opposite (top):
Natee Utarit, It Would Be Silly to
Be Jealous of a Flower…, 2017,
oil on canvas with antique frame
(French), 46.5 x 72 cm (painting);
62.5 x 88 cm (frame).
Opposite (bottom):
Natee Utarit, Roses, 2017, oil on
canvas with antique frame, 33 x
47 cm (painting); 57 x 70.5 cm
(frame).
Right:
Natee Utarit, Portrait of a
Flower, 2017, oil on canvas with
antique frame (French), 33 x
25 cm (painting); 51.5 x 43 cm
(frame).

I

love painting ﬂowers. I paint ﬂowers every chance
I get.
Pictures of ﬂowers ﬁrst appeared in my work
back in 1996, when the Thai art scene was nurturing
a fascination for things like installations or whatever
was considered ‘avant-garde.’ So ﬂowers and paintings
of ﬂowers didn’t really get a lot of attention from art
critics or people in the art community at the time. But
maybe the fact that ﬂowers were out of fashion was a
good thing. If people had been interested in them at
all, it would have been as a way to separate out “good”
art from “bad.” Flowers would have been a sure way to
identify low-class art, and that’s how my own paintings
would have been judged. So back then, twenty years ago,
ﬂowers were risky subject matter for artists who wanted
to get ahead in the professional world of art. Even when
they brought some degree of esthetic pleasure or value
to a work, ﬂowers were seen as a mark of bad taste. They
also made you look stupid, especially if you put them in
a vase and painted them.
Since then ﬂowers have appeared in many of my
paintings. So, to some people I guess, my paintings have
often seemed pretty stupid or worthless. I still remember
something a French curator said to me after a sculptor
friend of mine showed him one of my canvases. “Oh, so
you’re still doing these kinds of paintings?” I remember
my sculptor friend had this embarrassed smile on his
face, but he didn’t say anything. I just smiled, too, since,
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you know, that’s what Thai people do. When in doubt,
we smile. It doesn’t matter what the circumstances are.
We have this worldwide reputation for smiling. But let
me tell you, I had a lot of other kinds of thoughts and
feelings going on behind that smile.
I have a positive attitude toward ﬂowers. In fact, I’ve
never had any other kind of attitude toward them. I
enjoy pictures of ﬂowers no matter where they appear.
I like the ﬂowers in Botticelli’s paintings as much as I
like the ﬂoral motifs in ceramic plates and the ﬂoral
patterns on clothes designed by kenzo. Flowers create
a feeling of warmth. They have an essential vitality, but
at the same time, they are humble things. So it’s hard for
me to understand why some people have this aversion
to depictions of ﬂowers in paintings or other works of
art. I can understand why people in countries where the
study of art has always strictly followed the European
tradition tend to take an academic view of art. Europe
has this long-standing system for evaluating art. So
paintings of ﬂowers in vases are only worthy of ﬁrstyear art students or amateur painters who see art as a
distraction from their principal occupation as a dentist.
But this way of thinking seems rather unfair to me.
I’ve also noticed that the subject of ﬂowers is often

the start of these belittling and insulting conversations
about taste among contemporary artists. It’s a fact that’s
impossible to deny. Still lifes of ﬂowers have become
a symbol of boring, bourgeois taste. Only the middleclass, people with a limited knowledge of art, would
choose to decorate their living room with a picture of
ﬂowers. So anyone who expresses too much admiration
for paintings of ﬂowers is bound to be a target of some
rather nasty criticism.
During the Renaissance, Europeans believed that a
beautiful painting depended on having a beautiful
model. And no matter how you interpret that sentence,
from whatever esthetic perspective you might choose to
take, I stand by my statement as just as true today. What
matters is whether or not we understand what beauty is.
I’m not saying that ﬂowers equate with beauty. Beauty,
as they say, is in the eye of the beholder. It’s anything we
are able to perceive it to be, free of prejudice, and what
we are able to convey. But you have to have faith in what
you believe and not just go along with the idea that
ﬂowers are stupid things. Otherwise, you’re going to
end up having problems not just with ﬂowers in works
of art but with ways of thinking about life.
On the other hand, just because a ﬂower is beautiful
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doesn’t guarantee that a painting of that ﬂower is going
to be good. Some ﬂowers are just too beautiful to be
properly captured in a painting.
So when it comes to art, beauty is a difﬁcult concept.
Unlike what most people think, it isn’t easy at all. I don’t
know when the idea that beauty means stupidity ﬁrst
arose, but it certainly wasn’t any time before the 20th
century. It was probably around the same time that
the notion that beautiful women are brainless came
along. It’s a matter of sour grapes, I suppose. So the
more beautiful someone is, the stupider she must be.
If we stop and think for a minute, we’ll probably ﬁnd
that most of the people who think this way lack the very
quality they are so dismissive of.
One time a collector of contemporary art asked
me, as a painter, if I could have a painting by any artist,
whose work would it be.
I told him in all honesty that I’d like to have a painting
by Henri Fantin Latour. If I had one of his paintings, I’d
hang it on the wall of my living room so that every time
I entered the room, I’d feel happy.
The collector who asked me the question just stood
there speechless. There was a look on his face that I didn’t
know how to read. I wasn’t sure whether my answer had
disappointed him or whether he was simply unfamiliar
with Fantin Latour’s work. So to break the silence, I said,
“Fantin Latour had painted pictures of ﬂowers in vases.
Surely you’ve seen some of his work?”
He nodded, but that same look of befuddlement

remained on his face. Then he changed the subject and
started talking about video art and alternative cinema
from Iran.
You probably know what I’m trying to get at. To put it
simply, not only have paintings of ﬂowers become clear
indicators of bad art, they’re indicators of bad painters,
and by further extension, they indicate bad taste in the
people who like them. To anyone who tells me that they
don’t like paintings of ﬂowers, I want to make clear that
pictures of ﬂowers aren’t the same thing as ﬂowers, and
anyone who has a negative attitude toward ﬂowers has
no business saying anything about art of any kind.
The same goes for other things that appear in the
same kinds of paintings as ﬂowers, like fruit or bowls
and dishes. They have all suffered the same fate. They’re
the subjects of “still lifes for beginners”. How sad.
We have seen a lot of things over the years. We’ve
seen a urinal hailed as a work of art.
(Even today, I can’t help but think of Duchamp every
time I go into a public toilet in a shopping mall.) We’ve
come to accept the used reminders of some sexual
encounter proudly displayed as works of art. And these
are just a few examples of how our deﬁnition of art has
expanded over time. It’s truly amazing. Anything people
have ever thought of or made has found a place under
the expanding umbrella of art.
But what interests me isn’t some act of resistance or
opposition. I’m not important enough for that. Just the
thought of putting up some kind of resistance convinces

Top:
Installation View. It Would Be
Silly to be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
Opposite:
Natee Utarit, Lotuses, 2017, oil
on canvas with antique frame
(French), 48 x 58 cm (painting);
64 x 74 cm (frame) each,
dimensions variable, Set of six.
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Bottom:
Natee Utarit, Flower With Ant
and Butterfly in the Kitchen,
2017, oil on canvas with antique
frame (French), 75 x 58.5 cm
(painting); 97 x 80 cm (frame).

me that I’m not the person for the job. All I can do is
look at things from my own personal point of view.
Things are what they are. They’re the way they have
to be. It’s just that I’m saddened by the fact that so many
of the things that remain from all of the centuries that
have come before are now viewed with such disdain.
They’re seen as vulgar. We have become inured to the
beauty of the natural world, which is the well-spring of
all art.
There’s nothing new or interesting about ﬂowers.
How could there be? There were ﬂowers on the earth
long before the Neanderthals ﬁrst started painting
the walls of caves. So how can paintings of ﬂowers be
anything other than a sign of an artistic sensibility that
contemporary artists have chosen to put behind them?
An artistic sensibility that continues to have value
because it is grounded in an understanding of human
life as part of an immense network of connections with
other living things that have value and importance equal
to our own.
My paintings are simple. I’ve used simple means to
complete them. There’s nothing between me and the
ﬂowers or still lifes in front of me. We speak directly,
face-to-face, in whispers, in an atmosphere of peace and
tranquility.
There’s no notion of progress or regression. There’s
no complexity or subtlety. There’s not even any sense
of identity. All there is is what’s there, what you see and
what is being expressed.
And above all else, I’m happy.
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1.
Natee Utarit, The Lucky
Bamboo, 2017, oil on canvas
with antique frame (French),
94 x 75 cm (painting); 115 x
96 cm (frame).

4.
Natee Utarit, Forget Me Not
With Artist Palette, 2016,
oil on canvas with antique
frame (French), 48.5 x 38 cm
(painting); 58.5 x 48 cm (frame)

7.
Natee Utarit, IKEA Flower
With Red Aloe, 2017, oil on
canvas with antique frame
(French), 61.5 x 78.5 cm
(painting); 83 x 100 cm (frame).

10.
Natee Utarit, Flower No.23,
2016, oil on canvas with antique
frame (French),
48.5 x 49 cm (painting); 64.5 x
56.5 cm (frame).

13.
Natee Utarit, Sunflower, 2017,
oil on canvas with antique
frame, 102.5 x 77 cm (painting);
111.5 x 89.5 cm (frame).

16.
Natee Utarit, Flower Still Life With
Les Paul Classic, 2016, oil on canvas
with antique frame (French), 67 x
56.5 cm (painting); 84 x 73.5 cm
(frame).

19.
Natee Utarit, Lily Flowers, 2017,
oil on canvas with antique frame
(Danish), 58 x 87.5 cm (painting);
68 x 97.5 cm (frame).

2.
Natee Utarit, Aloe, 2017, oil
on canvas with antique frame
(Italian), 34 x 44 cm (painting);
42 x 52 cm (frame).

5.
Natee Utarit, Flower Still Life
in C Major 7, 2017, oil on
canvas with antique frame
(Italian), 38.5 x 26 cm
(painting); 50 x 36.7 cm
(frame).

8.
Natee Utarit, Crimson, 2016,
oil on canvas with antique
frame, 49.3 x 73 cm (painting);
58.8 x 46.2 cm (frame).

11.
Natee Utarit, No.1, 2016, oil
on canvas with antique frame
(French), 75 x 50 cm (painting);
91.5 x 66 cm (frame).

14.
Natee Utarit, Strawberry Tree
and Statice Flower in Artist
Studio, 2017, oil on canvas with
antique frame (French), 49.5 x
37 cm (painting); 68.5 x 56 cm
(frame).

17.
Natee Utarit, Cattleya in a
Pot, 2016, oil on canvas with
antique frame (German), 48.6 x
40cm (painting); 68.5 x 59.2 cm
(frame).

20.
Natee Utarit, Devil’s Dancing,
2017, oil on canvas with antique
frame (Italian), 28 x 40 cm
(painting); 43 x 55 cm (frame)
each, Set of 2.

3.
Natee Utarit, The Classic,
2016, oil on canvas with
antique frame, 48.7 x 40 cm
(painting); 65 x 56.5 cm
(frame).

6.
Natee Utarit, Flower Still Life
in C Major, 2017, oil on canvas
with antique frame (French),
79 x 62.5 cm (painting); 100 x
83 cm (frame).

9.
Natee Utarit, Mokara Orchids,
2017, oil on canvas with
antique frame (English), 46.5 x
68 cm (painting); 71.5 x 93 cm
(frame).

12.
Natee Utarit, White Orchid at
7:30 pm., 2017, oil on canvas with
antique frame (French), 48.5 x
40.5 cm (painting); 64.5 x 56.5 cm
(frame).

15.
Natee Utarit, A Banker in Room
No.3, 2017, oil on canvas with
antique frame (Italian), 102.5 x
76.5 cm (painting); 116 x 90 cm
(frame).

18.
Natee Utarit, Croton, 2017, oil
on canvas with antique frame,
48.6 x 40 cm (painting); 60.5 x
52.5 cm (frame)

21.
Natee Utarit, Cattleya With
Jakapan’s Snake, 2016, oil on
canvas with antique frame,
58.5 x 44.1 cm (painting);
71 x 56 cm (frame).
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SUPER/NATURAL
CURATED BY MICHELLE HO

Installation View, Super/Natural,
Gajah Gallery, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia. Photo: Gajah Gallery.
Melissa Tan, 7066 Nessus, 2016,
acrylic on watercolour paper and
powder-coated mild steel and
aluminium, 104 x 86 x 4.5 cm.

GAJAH
GALLERY
Yogyakarta, Indonesia
19.05-19.06.2017

LAVENDER CHANG / MAXINE CHIONH / SARAH CHOO JING /
WARREN KHONG / ADELINE KUEH / JASON LIM / KUMAR
NAHAPPAN / NG JOON KIAT /
RUBEN PANG / ZEN TEH /
SUZANN VICTOR / CHONG WEIXIN / IAN WOO / ROBERT ZHAO

MELISSA TAN
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Top:
Installation View, Super/Natural,
Gajah Gallery, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia. Photo: Gajah Gallery.
Bottom:
Melissa Tan, Icarus, 2017, silkscreen handcut paper sculpture
with acrylic, set of five,
dimension variable.
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ILHAM
CONTEMPORARY
FORUM

ILHAM
GALLERY
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
21.05 - 08.10.2017

EIFFEL CHONG / HAFFENDI ANUAR /
HASANUL ISYRAF IDRIS / LIEW KWAI FEI /

AU SOW-YEE / BUKU JALANAN / CENTAUR / CHANG YOONG CHIA / CHONG
KIM CHIEW / EDROGER C. ROSILI / FAHMI REZA / GAN SIONG KING / JANET
PILLAI, ARTS-ED / JEFFREY LIM / KAMAL SABRAN / LIEW SENG TAT / LIM KOK
YOONG / LITERACITY / NADIA J. MAHFIX / DR. NORMAN YUSOFF / NOVIA SHIN
/ PANGROK SULAP / RIZMAN RUZAINI / SAMSUDIN WAHAB / SHARON CHIN /
TAN ZI HAO / VINCENT LEONG
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Left (top):
Installation view. Haffendi
Anuar, Waterfalls, 2014,
inkjet print on canvas,
emulsion paint, metal clothes
pegs and powder-coated
steel, 135 x 90 x 45 cm, each
(3 pieces).
Left (bottom):
Installation view. Haffendi
Anuar, Highway Heat, 2016,
oil and enamel on board, 208
x 288 cm, triptych (24 parts).
Right:
Installation view. Hasanul
Isyraf Idris, Krishna Tongue,
2016, pencil, ink, graphite
and watercolor paper, 168 x
381 cm, 5 panels.
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BANNERS ADVERTISING AT MASJID JAMEK LRT STATION
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Installation view. Photo: Eiffel Chong.
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DI MANA
(WHERE ARE)
YOUNG?

NATIONAL
ART
GALLERY
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
25.05 - 31.07.2017

ANNE SAMAT
NADIAH BAMADHAJ
350

Installation view. Anne Samat, Kasih,
Ibu, Ayah dan Anak-anak, 2011, pattern
drafted weaving structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic & wooden beads,
wall washers, kitchen and garden
utensils, Dimension variable.
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Installation view. Nadiah
Bamadhaj, , The Last Throne,
2016, charcoal on paper
collage, 165 x 165 cm
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Photo by Haffendi Anuar

SOUTHEAST ASIAN
ARTS RESIDENCY
RIMBUN
DAHAN
Kuang, Selangor, Malaysia
01.02 - 31.05.2017

354

HAFFENDI ANUAR
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Left:
Haffendi Anuar, Study
Drawing I-X, 2017, acrylic
and oil on paper, 46 x
30.2 cm, each; 42 x 29.7
cm, each.
Above:
Haffendi Anuar, Study
Drawing XI & XII, 2017,
acrylic, emulsion paint
and oil on canvas, 42 x
29.7 cm, each.
Opposite:
Haffendi Anuar, Rimbun
Mask I-IX, 2017, vanish,
oil and enamel on board,
61 x 45 cm each (9 parts).
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NEGARAKU
NATIONAL ART GALLERY
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
01.06 - 31.09.2017
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GAN CHIN LEE
TAN WEI KHENG

Installation view. Gan Chin Lee,
Kedai Kopi Sungai Jarom, 2011,
oil on linen, 368 x 122.5 cm,
triptych.
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Installation view. Tan Wei
Kheng, Kenyah Women, 2003,
acrylic on canvas, 85 x 62 cm.
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VOLTA 13
Richard Koh Fine Art
Booth C16, Markthalle,
Basel, Switzerland
12 - 17.06.2017

ANNE SAMAT
HASANUL ISYRAF IDRIS
YEOH CHOO KUAN
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Anne Samat, Tribal
Chief Series 9, 2017,
pattern drafted weaving
structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic
& wooden beads, wall
washers, kitchen and
garden utensils, 244 x
130 x 25 cm.
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Anne Samat, Tribal
Chief Series 10, 2017,
pattern drafted weaving
structures, rattan
sticks, yarns, ceramic
& wooden beads, wall
washers, kitchen and
garden utensils, 244 x
130 x 25 cm.
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Top (left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Look at
Us, 2017, oil and lacquer
on linen, 158 x 130 cm.
Top (middle):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Soul
Stir, 2017, oil and lacquer
on linen, 158 x 130 cm.
Top (right):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Who’s
Exploiting Who, 2017, oil
and lacquer on linen, 158
x 130 cm.
Bottom (left):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Shuuu!,
2017, oil and lacquer on
linen, 158 x 130 cm.
Bottom (middle):
Yeoh Choo Kuan,
Monsterpiece, 2017, oil
and lacquer on linen, 158
x 130 cm.
Bottom (right):
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Toxic
for You, 2017, oil and
lacquer on linen, 158 x
130 cm.
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Left:
Hasanul Isyraf Idris,
Paradoom, 2014, mixed
media on paper, 76 x 72 cm,
each (set of six).
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THE 15TH
TAOYUAN
CONTEMPORARY
ART AWARD

ORGANIZED BY DEPARTMENT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS, TAOYUAN

TAOYUAN ARTS CENTER
Taoyuan, Taiwan
04 - 18.06.2017
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GAN CHIN LEE

Opposite:
Gan Chin Lee, Hybridity I,
2016, oil on linen, 213.4 x
152.4 cm.
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Below:
Gan Chin Lee, Patchwork
Quilt, 2017, cut-out in-page
of various books, inkjet prints,
gelatine and white glue on
wooden panels, 22.7 x 30.3
cm (each, 50 panel).

PATCHWORK QUILT
Gan Chin Lee, 2017

H

aving grown up in a multilingual society, I was
often lost within an environment of blended
cultures, especially under post-colonial
Malaysia. There are at least three languages which I
derived knowledge from to enrich my world view, yet it
constantly interrupts my linear thinking process, causing
my character to form as a jack of all trades but master of
none. This is such a distinguishing characteristic against
a sea of people living in a single nation state.
This collage work created to express the fragmented
Chinese diaspora is unlike my previous realistic
renderings. Over the years, I have accumulated social
and cultural related books in various languages. The
cover pages of these books were scanned and printed
out, while certain cut-outs of pages in between were
combined to produce a fifty panel collage. The panel
arrangement is reminiscent of my mother’s favourite
traditional craft, the Patchwork Quilt.
Discarded fabric scraps are collected and sewn
together to protect, giving a child warmth the only
way a mother could manage under difficult living
conditions. This act is a demonstration of life’s essence
and aesthetic. It embodies the early living circumstance
of the Chinese diaspora and addresses cultural grafting
and its role in nurturing creativity and newness. The
fabric pattern serves as a metaphor not only to the chaos
of cultural identity, it records the historic experience
and strengthens my belief in the one important element
of creativity and it’s birth.
I focused on books that constantly invigorate my
thinking process, which include profound theory
books that have been in my bookshelf for years. The list
of books according to category, include:

History and Local Research A History of Malaysia, A History of Chinese in Malaysia:
Power, Community and Religion, The Chinese Dilemma,
The Disappearing Kuala Lumpur, Place, The Other
Malaysia, Bangsar Melayu, The Melayan Communist
Party as recorded in the comintern files, Collected Essays on
Malaysian Chinese Folk Culture, 大路後的查某囡仔,
東南亞大企業家, 馬來西亞華人的貢獻, 新馬印
華人：族群關係與國家建構, 我们的时代精神,
臺灣一家親
Postcolonial Studies The Postcolonial Theory, Traditionalism and the Ascendancy
of the Malay Ruling Class in Colonial Malaya, What your
teacher didn’t tell you, Culture and Imperialism, Kerajaan:
Budaya politik melayu di ambang pemerintahan kolonial,
跨國資本時代的後殖民批評
Art A Dictionary of Art Terms and Techniques, Narratives in
Malaysian Art I & II, Southeast Asia, Japanese Woodblock
Prints, 藝術走廊, 中國年畫介紹
Diaspora Studies Jangan Menyebut Diriku Pengantin Dari Warga Asing,
Politics of the Temporary, Diapora and Hybridity, 跨界流
離：全球化下的移民与移工, 我是誰, 離散與家
國想像, 金山、南洋與離散中國

Identity and Community Studies Global Cinderellas, Class and state formation among Chinese
in Malaysia, Malaysians and their identities, 黏合與張力,
移居、國家與族群，漂泊与根植, 513解密文
件, 馬來西亞的種族主義和種族歧視, 一個新村
一種華人, 馬來西亞華人：身分認同、文化與
Dictionary Kamus Simpulan Bahasa dan Peribahasa, 漢語基本知 族群政治, 伊斯蘭、馬來人、共產黨
識, 北京方言詞典, 新加坡地方詞典, 實用解字
It is a constant internal conflict that such a book list
組詞詞典, 社會學簡明辭典
would excite yet burden me. It is in this essence that I
wanted to represent the cultural hybrid - as a divided,
Literature Malay Classical literature, Sejarah Melayu, Return to fragmented and flat character - by extension through
Malaya, New Malaysian Essays I & II, 唐詩三百首, 先 imagery into a cultural comparison chart. A metaphor
秦諸子思想概要, 孫子集校, 朱光潛談文學, 南 of hope for the evolution attained through the process
of cultural grafting.
洋人民共和國, 蕉風, 趨異與共生, 告别的年代
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RED GATE
RESIDENCY
RED
GATE
GALLERY
Beijing, China
1 - 28.06.2017

Art Republik 15, June/August 2017
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YEOH CHOO KUAN

379

Yeoh Choo Kuan, 2017

T

errestrial / Dawn Chorus is a set of multi-panel
works connecting standard canvas sizes
painted with a revertive impasto technique
which penetrates inwardly onto a body of heavy layered
paint. The physicality of paint and the interference of
frames are choreographed as simulated consciousness
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Above:
Yeoh Choo Kuan, Terrestrial
/ Dawn Chorus, 2017, oil on
linen with wooden frame,
300 x 160 cm (10 panels, 80
x 60 cm each).

of a violent manipulation, backed against a gradient of
various skin tones. The synthesis of fleshing landscape
is a metaphorical reflection of the systematic violation,
segregated climates, and the utopian catalyst among the
primitive and unrefined. The impetus for “Domains of
violence”, a series consisting of three bodies - “Celestial”,

“Terrestrial”, and “Subterranean”. The works draw visual
references from social media, cult movies, mythical
violence, s well as the Buddhist illustration of the courts
of hell. By staging violence as a subject within various
contexts, it creates a fluid distance for me to identify and
observe from a vantage point.
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PRESS CLIPPINGS
Intersection, 30.06.2016
Singapore Biennale 2016: In the
Studio with Melissa Tan

Funds Global Asia, July 2016
Spiritual Painting - Fang Wei

Blouin Artinfo, 10.07.2016
Fang Wei’s Vibrant Abstract
Creations in Kuala Lumpur

LUXUO, 11.07.2016
Artist Natee Utarit: Lights Out

Blouin Artinfo, 12.08.2016
Hings Lim Invites Kuala Lumpur
to Make Art With a Bicycle
Wheel and Acrylic Paint

The Star, 15.08.2016
Riding on an Idea

Funds Global Asia, Sept 2016
The Wheels of Life

Harper’s Bazaar Art, Sept 2016
Richard Koh Fine Art

http://intersection.sg/singaporebiennale-2016-studio-melissa-tan/

http://www.blouinartinfo.com/photogalleries/fang-wei-hidden-earth-atrichard-koh-fine-arts/

http://sea.blouinartinfo.com/news/
story/1478813/hings-lim-invites-kualalumpur-to-make-art-with-a-bicycle

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/10/2016.09_
FundsGlobalAsia_Hings_cp.pdf
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http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/10/2016.07_FangWei.
FundsGlobalAsia.jpg

http://www.luxuo.com/culture/art/artistnatee-utarit-lights-out.html

http://www.star2.com/culture/
arts/2016/08/15/this-artist-paints-usingthis-wheel/

Art Republik, July 2016
Adventure Time

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/07/2016.07_ArtRepublik_
HaffendiAnuar.pdf

Pin Prestige, July 2016
Yeoh Choo Kuan

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/07/2016.07_PinPrestige_
YeohChooKuan_cp.pdf

LUXUO, 14.07.2016
RKFA Displays Fang Wei’s
Hidden Earth

RanDian, 15.07.2016
Hidden Earth - Fang Wei

New Straits Times, 23.08.2016
Gems from Jakarta

LUXE City Guide, 31.08.2016
24 Hours in Kuala Lumpur

http://www.luxuo.com/culture/art/rkfadisplays-fang-wei-hidden-earth.html

https://www.nst.com.my/
news/2016/08/167657/gems-jakarta

Malaysia Art Gallery Guide, SeptDec 2016

Please Give Me A Shape in One
Piece

http://www.randian-online.com/np_
event/hidden-earth-by-fang-wei/

https://luxecityguides.com/destination/
kuala-lumpur/24-hours-kuala-lumpur/

Blouin Artinfo, 07.09.2016
Works of Liu Hsin-Ying at
Richard Koh Fine Art

http://sea.blouinartinfo.com/photogalleries/datebook-works-by-liu-hsinying-at-richard-koh-fine-art

Daily Seni, 20.09.2016
Malaysian Art, A New
Perspective

The Star, 25.09.2016
Seat of Power

http://www.dailyseni.com/v4/an-artsyadventure-the-malaysian-art-a-newperspective-2016-exhibition/

http://www.star2.com/culture/
arts/2016/09/25/malaysian-artistponders-the-politics-and-power-inyogyakarta/

散文吧, 29.9.2016
方巍马来西亚个展“隐形之地”

Blouin Artinfo, 09.10.2016
Nadiah Bamadhaj: Descent

https://sanwen8.cn/p/364i9Aw.html

http://sea.blouinartinfo.com/photogalleries/datebook-nadiah-bamadhajdescent-at-richard-koh-fine-art

Nanyang Siang Pau, 27.09.2016
感炭,集体回忆
http://www.enanyang.my/
news/20160927/感炭集体回忆/

onarto.com, 27.09.2016
Asian Art Events: Richard Koh
Fine Art, INSTINC, etc
https://onarto.com/asian-art-eventsrichard-koh-fine-art-instinc-etc/

Daily Seni, 18.10.2016
This Month at Richard Koh Fine
Art

Arterritory, 19.10.2016
Reflexiones sobre el ascenso y la
caida del poder

The Star, 06.11.2016
Beyond the Black

http://www.dailyseni.com/v4/dust-frombeijing-is-now-at-richard-koh-fine-art/

http://www.arterritory.net/nadiahbamadhaj

TimeOut, 28.10.2016
Five Artworks not to Miss at the
Singapore Biennale 2016

Blouin Artinfo, 31.10.2016
Zhang Zhenyu’s Dust Paintings
at Richard Koh Fine Art

Nanyang Siang Pau, 01.11.2016
用灰尘作画, 张震宇个展《灰尘》

Daily Seni, 15.11.2016
Faizal Yunus Launches Debut
Solo Exhibition Matrix

Blouin Artinfo, 21.11.2016
Faizal Yunus: Matrix at Richard
Koh Fine Art

The Star, 22.11.2016
The Star, 26.11.2016
Uniting Diverse Creative Practices Imprint of Now
http://www.star2.com/culture/
Focus of Gallery Weekend
http://www.star2.com/culture/
arts/2016/11/22/first-gallery-weekend-klbringing-together-diverse-practices/

arts/2016/11/26/faizal-yunus-first-soloshow-print-making-matrix/

Funds Global Asia, Dec 2016
A Sense of Violence

Around The Block, 09.12.2016
Around the Block with Haffendi
Anuar - Sculpting Hypothesis

Art Radar, 10.12.2016
Mapping the Multidisciplinary:
the inaugural Gallery Weekend
Kuala Lumpur – round-up

Randian, 14.12.2016
Kuala Lumpur’s First Gallery
Weekend: Some Observations

https://www.timeout.com/singapore/
art/five-artworks-not-to-miss-at-thesingapore-biennale-2016

http://www.dailyseni.com/v4/faizalyunus-launches-debut-solo-exhibitionmatrix-at-richard-koh/

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/05/2016.12FundsGlobalAsia_YeohChooKuan.jpg

http://enfr.blouinartinfo.com/news/
story/1372970/zhang-zhenyu-turnspollution-into-paintings-at-yallay-gallery

http://www.blouinartinfo.com/photogalleries/faizal-yunus-matrix-at-richardkoh-fine-art-kuala-lumpur

https://www.aroundtheblock.world/
episode/aroundtheblock-withhaffendianuar-sculptinghypotheses

http://www.enanyang.my/
news/20161101/用灰尘作画br-张震宇个
展《灰尘》

http://artradarjournal.com/2016/12/10/
mapping-the-multidisciplinary-the-inauguralgallery-weekend-kuala-lumpur-round-up/

http://www.star2.com/culture/
arts/2016/11/09/chinese-artist-zhangzhenyu-collects-dust-and-makes-it-art/

http://www.randian-online.com/np_
review/gallery-weekend-kuala-lumpur/
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Blouin Artinfo, 21.12.2016
Lao Tongli at Richard Koh Fine
Art

The Star, 28.12.2016
5 Art Exhibition Picks in Malaysia
in 2016

Publication 2017
The Devil by Demetrio Paparoni

http://sea.blouinartinfo.com/photogalleries/lao-tongli-under-the-horizon-atrichard-koh-fine-art

http://www.star2.com/culture/
arts/2016/12/28/5-art-exhibition-picksin-malaysia-in-2016/

Blouin Artinfo, 30.12.2016
Yeoh Choo Kuan’s Live Leak at
Richard Kph Fine Art

Art Asia Pacific, Jan 2017
Malaysia

Credit Suisse: Bulletin, Jan 2017
10 Asian Artists Who Will Shape
the Future

Silkwind, Jan 2017
Travel Grid: Nature vs Nurture

Harper’s Bazaar Art, Issue 7, 2017
Talk About a Revolution

Female, 04.01.2017
Meet the Singaporean Artists
who Creates the Most Beautiful
Paper Sculptures

Blouin Artinfo, 05.01.2017
Richard Koh Fine Art Presents
“Traces and Residues”

LUXUO, 10.01.2017
RKFA hosts Hings Lim at Art
Stage Singapore 2017

http://www.luxuo.com/culture/art/artgalleries-in-singapore-rfka-hosts-hingslim-at-art-stage-singapore-2017.html

http://www.luxuo.com/culture/art/
art-exhibition-in-january-2017-tracesand-residues-by-kanchana-gupta-athelutrans-singapore.html

The Business Times, 13.01.2017
Setting the Stage for Edgy
Contemporary Art

The National, 14.01.2017
Highlights from the Seventh
Edition of Art Stage Singapore

The Star, 15.01.2017
Deep Turmoil on Canvas

20.01.2017

http://www.star2.com/culture/
arts/2017/01/17/this-artist-uses-violentvideos-to-shape-his-abstract-art/

Scene Still Sizzles after Art Stage

EnVoyage, Feb 2017
Kuala Lumpur, Redefining
Contemporary Malaysian Art

The Artling, 01.02.2017
Exhibitions to Visit This
February: The Philippines

Asian Journeys, 10.02.2017
Optimism is Ridiculous

New Straits Times, 12.02.2017
Soak in Exquisiteness

http://www.star2.com/culture/
arts/2016/11/09/chinese-artist-zhangzhenyu-collects-dust-and-makes-it-art/

http://www.femalemag.com.sg/design/
meet-the-singapore-artist-who-createsthe-most-beautiful-paper-sculptures/

http://www.businesstimes.com.sg/
lifestyle/arts/setting-the-stage-for-edgycontemporary-art

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/04/2017.02_DanaTer_EVA-Air_EnVoyage_Kuala-LumpurArt_Feb-2017.compressed.pdf
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Widewalls, 24.02.2017
VOLTA NY - Celebrating Its
Decade Edition

XLifestyle, 24.02.2017
Mostra d’arte a New York City

http://www.widewalls.ch/volta-ny-2017art-fair/

http://www.xlifestyle.eu/mostra-dartenew-york-city-rfka-presenta-oggettimigratori-haffendi-anuar-volta-nymarzo-2017/

Art Asia Pacific, Mar/Apr 2017
New Current: What Lies Beneath

Art Asia Pacific, Mar/Apr 2017
Art Fair Report: Seeking Shelter

LUXUO, 12.01.2017
Traces and Residues

Funds Global Asia, Mar 2017
Fruit of the Loom

Business Times Singapore,

http://uk.blouinartinfo.com/news/
story/1834700/yeoh-choo-kuan-live-leakat-richard-koh-fine-art-kuala-lumpur

LUXUO, 24.02.2017
‘Migratory Objects’ by Haffendi
Anuar

24.02.2017

http://www.luxuo.com/culture/art/artexhibition-in-new-york-city-rfka-presentsmigratory-objects-by-haffendi-anuar-atvolta-ny-in-march-2017.html

http://destinationthailandnews.com/
lifestyle-news/art-and-culture/ayalamuseum-richard-koh-fine-art-bringaltarpieces-thai-artist-natee-utarit.html

Art Republik 14, Mar 2017
Central Park

Art Republik 14, Mar 2017
Granite Dreams

The Edge Galerie, 01.03.2017
Haffendi Anuar at VOLTA NY

The Philippines Star, 06.03.2017
Natee Utarit Paints the Beautiful
Bounty of Our Godless Lives

GMA News, 07.03.2017
Worship Under Scrutiny in Natee
Utarit’s ‘Optimism is Ridiculous’

Variety ETC, 08.03.2017
Optimism is Ridiculous: The
Altarpieces

The Nation, 09.03.2017
No Room for Optimism

Mindano Times, 10.03.2017
Cultural Potpourri, Natee
Utarit’s The Altarpieces

Business Mirror, 13.03.2017
The ‘Altarpieces’ of Thai Artist
Natee Utarit

Daily Star PH, 13.03.2017
The Altarpieces by Thai Artist
Natee Utarit

Hong Kong Free Press, 15.03.2017
Art Central Showcases Emerging
Talent and Cutting-edge Works

Art Radar, 20.03.2017
10 Highlights from Art Central
Hong Kong 2017

South China Morning Post, 24.03.2017
What’s Caught Our Eye at Art
Basel Hong Kong and Art Central

http://www.luxuo.com/culture/art/
art-fairs-in-hong-kong-art-central-hongkong-2017-gathers-75-regional-galleries.
html

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/07/bulletin-1-17-new-asiaHaffendiAnuar.pdf

http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/
story/1846760/richard-koh-fine-artpresents-traces-and-residues-at

http://www.thenational.ae/arts-life/
exhibitions/highlights-from-the-seventhedition-of-art-stage-singapore

https://theartling.com/en/
artzine/2017/02/01/exhibitions-visitfebruary-philippines/

http://asianjourneys.com.sg/events/10Feb-2017/optimism-is-ridiculous

http://www.businesstimes.com.sg/
lifestyle/arts/scene-still-sizzles-after-artstage

http://www.nst.com.my/
news/2017/02/211710/soak-exquisiteness

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/05/2017.03FundsGlobalAsia_AnneSamat.pdf

http://www.varietyetc.com/2017/02/
optimism-ridiculous-altarpieces/

https://www.dailystarph.com/thealtarpieces-of-natee-utarit/

Destination Thailand News,
Ayala Museum, ‘Altarpieces’

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/04/2017.03-05_ArtRepublik-14-Mar-May-2017-pg-8283_
melissaTan.pdf

http://www.theedgegalerie.com/
happening/haffendi-anuar-volta-ny-art-fair http://www.philstar.com/arts-andhttp://www.gmanetwork.com/news/
culture/2017/03/06/1678220/natee-utarit- lifestyle/artandculture/602219/worshippaints-beautiful-bounty-our-godless-lives under-scrutiny-in-natee-utarit-s-optimismis-ridiculous/story/

http://www.nationmultimedia.com/news/
life/art_culture/30308418

http://mindanaotimes.net/natee-utaritsthe-altarpieces/

https://www.hongkongfp.com/2017/03/
http://artradarjournal.com/2017/03/20/
15/event-third-edition-art-centralpreview-10-highlights-at-art-centralshowcases-emerging-talent-cutting-edge- hong-kong-2017/
works/

http://www.businessmirror.com.ph/ayalamuseum-richard-koh-fine-art-bring-thealtarpieces-of-thai-artist-natee-utarit/

http://www.scmp.com/print/culture/
arts-entertainment/article/2081868/
whats-caught-our-eye-art-basel-hongkong-and-art-central
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The Manila times, 25.03.2017
The ‘Altarpieces’ of Natee Utarit
http://www.manilatimes.net/altarpiecesnatee-utarit/319119/

Luxuris Lifestyle, 28.03.2017
Gallery Highlights: Art Central
Hong Kong 2017

https://www.luxurialifestyle.hk/galleryhighlights-art-central-hong-kong-2017/

Oriental Daily, 02.04.2017
「我不画天使，我的时代由我来
发声。」画家通过移工看到自己

PHOTOINTER, 27.03.2017
Asia Photographers, Eiffel
Chong: Seascape

CC+ Media, 27.03.2017
These get our attention @ Art
Central Hong Kong 2017

Artnet, 28.04.2017
VOLTA NY - Celebrating Its
Decade Edition

Artfix Daily, 02.05.2017
Huffington Post, 03.05.2017
Art New York & CONTEXT New
A Rite of Spring
York Kick Off New York Art Week http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
http://www.artfixdaily.com/artwire/
release/8326-art-new-york-and-contextnew-york-kick-off-new-york-art-week-at-p

entry/a-rite-of-spring-art-newyork-and-context-new-york_
us_5909bf38e4b084f59b49fe45

Artdaily, 04.05.2017
Art New York & CONTEXT New
York kick off New York Art Week

Glam Deko, Apr, 2017
Bicara Seni: Seni Luar Biasa

Segno, Apr 2017
The Devil, Dialogo con Demetrio
Paparoni

art+, Issue 49, Apr 2017
The Altarpieces

The Peak, 16.05.2017
Stop and Smell the Flowers with
Natee Utarit

18.05.2017

Hua Bao Art & Collection

ArtReview Asia Summer 2017
Natee Utarit Optimism Is
Ridiculous: The Altarpieces

http://www.hbart.asia/

The Star, 21.05.2017
This Artist Puts His Feelings into
Flowers and Mirrors Them Back
to Himself http://www.star2.com/

culture/arts/2017/05/21/natee-utarit-artshow-flower/

ARTouch, 01.06.2017
多元觀念的世代面向－第15屆桃
源創作獎觀察

ET News, 04.06.2017
桃源創作獎

Liberty Times, 04.06.2017
桃源創作獎頒獎: 鄭裕林、羅懿君
拿首獎

Taiwan Hot, 04.06.2017
桃源創作獎 28件優秀作品脫穎
而出

Yule Xinw, 05.06.2017
桃源创作奖 香港创作者郑裕林「
南蛮音韵考」夺冠

Art World Forum, 05.06.2017
Singaporean Talent, Melissa Tan
on Her Practice and the Overall
Art Scene

Lost Painters, 12.06.2017
VOLTA 13, 2017

13.06.2017

http://www.lost-painters.nl/
volta-13-2017/

Der Häuptling ist ’ne Frau

Whitewall, 16.06.2017
A Riveting Roundup of VOLTA13

Faust Kultur, 17.06.2017
Marktmacht in Basel

Barfi, 21.06.2017
Lucky Weather and Passionate
Presentations at VOLTA13

http://lifestyle.inquirer.net/258353/thaiartist-offers-buddhist-christian-critiquewest/

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/03/119_1704-glamdeko-46th-april-Journal-Art-stage.
compressed.pdf

The Star, 09.04.2017
Blades of Paradise

http://www.photoint.net/detail_
news_109639.html

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/07/Segno-262-Devil-def.
compressed.pdf

The Binge, 18.04.2017
Honey Trap Arcadia: Justin Lim’s
Social Commentary Exhibits at
Richard Koh Fine Art

http://www.ccplusmedia.com/these-getour-attention-art-central-hong-kong-2017/

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/07/Art-magazine-IssueNo.49.c.pdf

Yahoo Lifestyle, 19.04.2017
Rising talent: Focus on the
emerging artists to be showcased
at CONTEXT New York

http://www.orientaldaily.com.my/
features/zt20297560

http://rkfineart.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/04/2017.04.09_TheStar_
JustinLim.compressed.pdf

Hamptons Art Hub, 21.04.2017
Art New York & CONTEXT New
York

The Star, 24.04.2017
Daily Mirror, 27.04.2017
News Plus, 28.04.2017
Bidding Adieu to an Architectural It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of To Be Jealous of a Flower
http://www.newsplus.co.th/128140
Icon in KL
a Flower

http://hamptonsarthub.com/2017/04/21/
art-fairs-art-new-york-context-new-yorkannounce-2017-international-exhibitors/

Thailand 4, 28.04.2017
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous
of a Flower

http://thailand4.com/.gen/2017-04-28/
b70e192f197045db33c5a0f5649869b6/
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Philippine Inquirer, 27.03.2017
Thai Artist Offers BuddhistChristian Critique of West

http://www.the-binge.com/2017/04/18/
honey-trap-arcadia-justin-lims-socialcommentary-art-exhibits-rk-fine-arts/

https://sg.style.yahoo.com/rising-talentfocus-emerging-artists-showcasedcontext-york-124953534.html

http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/
http://www.dailymirror.online/?p=37926
community/2017/04/24/bidding-adieu-toan-architectural-icon-in-kl-call-to-keep-oneblock-of-razak-mansion-to-preserve-mem/

Thai PR, 28.04.2017
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous
of a Flower

http://www.thaipr.net/exhibition/774012

http://thepeak.com.my/art/stop-smellflowers-natee-utarit/

https://artouch.com/artouch2/content.
aspx?aid=2017042110210&catid=03

http://www.yulexinw.com/list/
gangtai/96957.html

The Nation, 28.04.2017
Variety ETC, 28.04.2017
Where Have All the Flower Gone? It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/news/ of a flower
life/art_culture/30313586

https://news.artnet.com/market/yourgo-to-guide-for-art-fairs-during-friezeweek-878066

http://www.varietyetc.com/2017/04/sillyjealous-flower/

Art Asia Pacific, 16.06.2017
Art Basel in Basel, 2017
http://artasiapacific.com/Blog/
ArtBaselInBasel2017Part2

泰国画家 NATEE UTARIT 花卉静
物画展在吉隆坡举行

http://www.ettoday.net/
news/20170604/938153.htm

http://news.ltn.com.tw/news/life/
breakingnews/2088927/print

http://www.artworldforum.
com/2017/06/05/melissa-tan/

https://www.whitewall.art/art/rivetingroundup-volta13

http://faustkultur.de/3143-0Kunstmessen-in-Basel-2017.html#.
WWcoVxJ94UF

http://artdaily.com/news/95651/ArtNew-York---CONTEXT-New-York-kickoff-New-York-Art-Week-at-Pier-94#.
WR6d0xJ94UE

https://artreview.com/reviews/ara_
summer_2017_review_natee_utarit/

http://www.taiwanhot.net/?p=460555

Basellandschaftliche Zeitung,
https://www.basellandschaftlichezeitung.
ch/kultur/buch-buehne-kunst/derhaeuptling-ist-ne-frau-131423488

https://barfi.ch/Local-News-SummaryWeekly-Hints/Lucky-weather-andpassionate-presentations-at-VOLTA-13
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ARTIST PROFILE
ANNE SAMAT
Anne Samat (b. 1973, Malaysia) graduated in 1995 from Mara
Institute of Technology, in Malaysia. She holds a Bachelor Degree
in Art and Design (textile design) with a major in Weaving and a
minor in Print and Resist. Anne is the first prize winner in the PNB/
National Art Gallery of Malaysia Contemporary Young Artist
competition held in 1997. She was also selected by the National
Art Gallery to represent Malaysia at the International Art and Craft
Fair in Bangkok in 1999. Known to inject traditional Malaysian
woven techniques and decorative designs with contemporary
aesthetics and conceptual ideas, Anne’s work addresses issues of
identity and nationhood by pushing the boundaries of weaving
techniques infused with everyday materials.

ABDUL MOHSIN BIN AMINUDDIN

photographic community; taking on the role of mentor for the
Goethe Institut Malaysia / Nikon Shooting Stars programme
and Exposure+ Workshop. In addition, he has been appointed to
the panel of judges for the Kuala Lumpur Photography Awards
2013 and 2010/2011 Annual Nikon Photo Awards, Malaysia.
Eiffel Chong’s work considers abstract concepts of life and
death through the banal details, silent landscapes and curious
obsessions he observes from daily life. He is interested in how
the photographic medium can translate a particular time and
space, memories and thoughts into something permanent. He
personally thinks that the images say more with less, and makes
one just want to stare and think about it.

FANG WEI

Abdul Mohsin bin Aminuddin (b. 1987, Malaysia) graduated
from UiTM with a bachelor degree in Fine Art in 2013. He has
participated in a number of group exhibitions in Malaysia since
2009. In 2015, he was awarded a minor award at Penang Open
2015 and shortlisted as 2nd runner up at the Nando’s Perify Art
in 2012.

Fang Wei (b. 1968, Shanghai, China) is a painter based in
Shanghai, China. Recent solo exhibitions include Assassin at
BANK, Shanghai, China in 2014-2015 and Solo Exhibition at
Shanghai Gallery, Shanghai, China in 2012. His expressive works
in vibrant colors are fluidly composed with ease and economy
and explore invented landscapes populated by vegetation and
indistinct humanoid figures inspired by mental images and
recollections.

CHUAH SHU RUEI

FAIZAL YUNUS

Chuah Shu Ruei (b.1986, Malaysia) is an emerging contemporary
artist based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. She apprenticed with Long
Thien Shih in painting and draughtsmanship from 2005 to 2009,
and later entered ASWARA (National Academy of Arts, Heritage
and Culture), where she graduated with a Diploma in Fine Art
(2009 -2013), majoring in printmaking. She is also a member of
Studio TERUSI (a Malaysian artist collective), since doing her
industrial training there in 2011, where she learned some basic
skills in traditional Malay woodcarving. Educational exposure to
traditional Malaysian heritage informs her work, which primarily
consists of mixed media installations, collages, paintings, drawings
and prints. Everyday Malaysian imagery (such as Lion Dance and
tangerine cartons) are incorporated into her artwork, whereas
her more abstract works reference traditional Malay and Chinese
motifs, colours and patterns. She also combines traditional, local
materials with more contemporary ones. These include rattan,
rice paper, ‘ang pows’ (traditional money packets), aluminium,
synthetic fur, wood, light boxes and assorted papers and plastics.

Faizal Yunus (b. 1989, Malaysia) graduated from Mara University
of Technology (UiTM) with a bachelor degree in Fine Art in
2012, majoring in printmaking techniques. He recently mounted
his first solo exhibition Matrix at Richard Koh Fine Art , Kuala
Lumpur in the late 2016 and has participated in a number of group
exhibitions in Malaysia since 2010. Originally from Pahang, he
now lives and works in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

EIFFEL CHONG
Eiffel Chong (b. 1977, Malaysia) graduated with an MA in
International Contemporary Art and Design Practice from the
University of East London and a BA (Hons) in Photography
from London College of Printing. Besides his production of
photographic work, Chong is highly engaged with the Malaysian
388

HAFFENDI ANUAR

GAN CHIN LEE
Gan Chin Lee (b. 1977, Kuala Lumpur) completed a Diploma
in Illustration at The One Academy in Malaysia (1998), before
enrolling in the Advanced Studies in Mural Painting (2005) at
the Central Academy of Fine Arts where he completed a Masters
degree in Fine Art (2008). Upon graduation, he returned home,
won the Malaysian Emerging Artist Award (2009) and with
consecutive solo exhibitions ‘Fragment-Defragmentation’ (201)
at Galeri Chandan, Kuala Lumpur; ‘Soliquy’ (2011) at Valentine
Wille Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, steadily building a portfolio that
recognized him as one of the leading figurative painters with
a leaning towards social realism. Currently helming the newly
established Fine Art department at the aforementioned The One
Academy, his higly skilled painterly style of desaturated colors and
disciplined technique capture ethos and pathos. His personal take
and observations within local settings are sublimations, “at best I
feel they carry in them a kind of beauty of the melancholic”.

Haffendi Anuar (b. 1985, Malaysia) is an artist based in Kuala
Lumpur. He produces sculptures, paintings and drawings. He did
his International Baccalaureate certificate in art at the International
School of Kuala Lumpur, his foundation at the Rhode Island
School of Design in Providence and his BA Honors at Central
Saint Martins College of Art and Design in London. Haffendi is
a multidisciplinary artist. Mining history of art, digital technology,
nature and local contexts, he creates object-based works that
recycle found images, objects and artistic styles from digital and
local sources.

HASANUL ISYRAF IDRIS
Hasanul Isyraf Idris (b. 1978, Malaysia) was trained at Mara
University of Technology (UiTM), in Perak. He has received a
number of awards, including the Young Contemporary Arts Award
in 2007 at the National Visual Arts Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, the
Incentive Award at the Open Show held at the Shah Alam Gallery
and the Consolation Prize for the Young Talent Art Exhibition
at the Penang Art Gallery, Penang. Hasanul produces works in a
variety of media, from paintings and meticulously crafted drawings
to painted oven-baked clay sculptures. Mining inspiration from
within and well as local folklore and regional myths, he articulates
his personal struggles as an artist by personifying them as strange
characters that inhabit his invented universes. Influenced by the
graphics of underground comic books, 1960s science fiction,
fast food, street art and fashion, he juggles pop-culture references
with a personal viewpoint. Recurring topics in his practice are the
meaning of life and death, memories and fantasies, sin and reward.

HINGS LIM
Hings Lim (b. 1989, Malaysia) studied Fine Arts at the Universiti
Malaysia Sarawak, Malaysia. In 2012, he was awarded the chair of
P. Ramlee from Petronas Award. He is a multidisciplinary artist
based in Kuala Lumpur and works in a wide range of materials. He
is interested in the fusion of social experience between art and life
while also attempts to challenge challenge the conventions of art
and explore its social, cultural and political functions.

ILHAM FADHLI MOHD SHAIMY
Ilham Fadhli Mohd Shaimy (b.1980, Malaysia) is an artist based
in Selangor, Malaysia. He graduated from UiTM with a bachelor
degree in Fine Art and had his first solo exhibition in 2009, titled
To Lie in Ruins. In 2011, he had accomplished an residency
program with Rimbun Dahan and has exhibited widely in
Malaysia since 2001.

KANCHANA GUPTA
Kanchana Gupta (b. 1974) is a Singapore based artist. She has
shown her paintings and mixed media works in a solo exhibition
at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Singapore and in group

exhibitions in Singapore. Kanchana is also a recipient of the
Winston Oh Travel Research Award, 2015 and some of her works
have found homes in private collections in Singapore, Hong
Kong, Australia, Indonesia and India. She recently completed an
MA in Fine Arts from LASALLE College of Arts and works with
paint, installation and mixed media supports.

JASON WEE
Jason Wee (b. 1979, Singapore) is an artist and a writer. His art
practice is concerned with the hollowing out of singular authority
in favour of polyphony. He transforms these singular histories and
spaces into various visual and written materials, with particular
attention to architectures, idealism and unexplored futures.
He founded and runs Grey Projects, an artists’ space, library
and residency that focuses on curatorship, new writing, design
propositions and art. He is an editor for Softblow poetry journal.
He was previously editor of Vehicle arts journal, published by
Plastique Kinetic Worms. He was a 2005-2006 Studio Fellow at
the Whitney Museum Independent Study Program.
He has shown in the Chelsea Art Museum, Photo New York
(New York), Casino Luxembourg (Luxembourg), ifa galerie
(Stuttgart and Berlin), Singapore Art Museum, Singapore
Biennale, Valentine Willie (Manila). Artist-in-residencies include
Artspace Sydney, ISEA 2008, Tokyo Wonder Site, Contemporary
Art Japan (Tokyo), and Gyeonggi Creation Center in Korea. He is
the 2008 Young Artist Award winner for visual arts in Singapore.
He is the 2009 Voters’ Prize winner from the Singapore Art
Museum.

JUSTIN LIM
Justin Lim (b. 1983, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia) completed his
postgraduate studies in 2006 with a Master of Art(Fine Art)
degree from The Open University UK conducted at LasalleSIA College of the Arts, Singapore and has a BA(Hons) Fine
Art majoring in painting. He was the recipient of the 2008
Malaysia-Australia Visual Artist Residency at Rimbun Dahan,
Malaysia and participated in the 2009 Asian Art Biennial held
at the Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts. He was also the recipient of
the 2011 Asian Artist Fellowship at the Vermont Studio Center,
USA and the 2012 Khazanah Nasional Artist Residency hosted
by Red Gate Gallery in Beijing, China. In 2016, he exhibited in
Asia Young 36, a survey of young contemporary art practices in
Asia at the Jeonbuk Museum of Art in South Korea and was also
the International artist in residence at The Tasmanian College of
the Arts, University of Tasmania, Australia. He lives and works in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Justin’s paintings, installations and mixed media works are
assemblages of appropriated imageries and borrowed signs from
a variety of Pop culture sources such as cult or popular films,
cartoons, comic books and graphic posters. His works examine
the contemporary social context, culture and religion by using
potent metaphors usually associated with urban subcultures and
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applying a cut and paste painting method in which eclectic images
are juxtaposed to create startling interpretations.

KEDSUDA LOOGTHONG
Kedsuda Loogthong (b. 1983, Songkhla, Thailand) graduated
from the Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts at Bangkok
University, Thailand in 2006. Loogthong’s early works examine
the urbanization of her rural landscape and society and how
consumerism has affected the lives of simple country folks. Her
recent works explore the materiality and symbolism of books
both as an icon and a nostalgic object of reverence. Kedsuda
has participated in many group exhibitions in Singapore, the
Philippines, South Korea and Finland. Her works are in the
permanent collection of Singapore Art Museum, Singapore. She
lives and works in Bangkok, Thailand.

KRISADA SUVICHAKONPONG
Krisada Suvichakonpong (b. 1985, Bangkok, Thailand) is a
photographer working in Bangkok, Thailand. A professional
photographer by training, Krisada works with individuals he
meets by photographing their beloved personal belongings. His
pictures of objects that are devoid of human figures resonate with
an emotional intensity. He graduated from Kasetsart University,
Bangkok in 2008. Selected group exhibitions include: Art Stage
Singapore 2012 and 2013 with Richard Koh Fine Art, Singapore;
Bangkok Photography Studio, Ramkumhang Studio, Bangkok;
and World Press Photo Exhibition, Bangkok.

LAO TONGLI
Lao Tongli (b. 1982, Guandon Province, China) studied at the
Chinese Painting Department of Guangzhou Academy of Fine
Arts graduating in 2006. He then worked in Paris, France and
Heidelberg, Germany from 2006 – 2008. Recent exhibitions
include solo exhibition, The Spirit of Lines, Foshan Art Museum,
Foshan, China (2011) and group exhibitions, John Moores Painting
Prize Exhibition (China), Minsheng Art Museum, Shanghai,
China (2016) and Infinitely Close to the Front: A Contemporary
Art Exhibition of Death, Guandong Museum of Art, Guangzhou,
China (2011). He is currently living and working in Guangzhou,
China.

LEON LEONG
Leon Leong (b. 1971, Malaysia) graduated in Advertising in
1992 from The University of Texas at Austin. He worked as an
art director for six years before making his way back to his true
loves, art and literature. In 2000, he completed a collection of
short stories that went on to win several international awards.
His first novel Beautiful Things was a top 5 finalist in the Crown
International Fiction Competition and was published by Crown
Publishing Taiwan and serialised in Sin Chew Daily. Leon started
painting in 2008 and is currently based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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LIEW KWAI FEI

NADIAH BAMADHAJ

Liew Kwai Fei (b. 1979) is an artist trained at the Malaysian
Institute of Art (MIA) graduating with a diploma in Chinese
ink painting. A wellexhibited artist, he has contributed works in
many exhibitions locally and abroad as well as participated in
various residencies in Malaysia, Pakistan, Australia and India. His
works, which exude a DIY aesthetic include paintings, drawings,
multimedia pieces and sculptural installations and explore the
construction of meaning through cultural symbols along with
mono and multilingual textual references. He lives and works in
Selangor, Malaysia.

Nadiah Bamadhaj (b. 1968, Malaysia) was initially trained as a
sculptor at the University of Canterbury in New Zealand but now
produces drawings, sculptures, installations and digital images.
She has worked in nongovernmental organizations, lectured in
art, and has written on both Malaysia and Indonesia. In 2000,
she began her full-time art practice and was awarded the Nippon
Foundation’s Asian Public Intellectual Fellowship in 2002,
electing to spend her fellowship period in Yogyakarta, Indonesia,
where she currently lives with her husband and son. Her artwork
continues to focus on the social intricacies of Yogyakarta’s
society, using myth, architecture, and dwelling to articulate her
observations.

LIU HSIN-YING
Liu Hsin-Ying (b. 1991, Taiwan) was trained at the Art Students
League in New York, New York in 2013 and at the Department
of Fine Art, Taipei National University of the Arts, Taipei, Taiwan,
graduating in 2015. She works in a variety of medium and
approaches such as painting, drawing, video and performance
art, drawing inspiration from the personal and cerebral. She is
currently based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

MELISSA TAN
Melissa Tan (b. 1989, Singapore) is a visual artist based in Singapore
and received her BA (Fine Arts) from Lasalle College of the Arts
in 2011. Her works are based on nature, themes of transience
and beauty of the ephemeral. Her recent projects revolve around
landscapes and the process of formation. Interested in geography
and textures of rocks, she explores to translate the visual language
through different mediums. Employing processes such as paper
cutting, painting and silk-screen techniques, she is interested in
materiality and how the medium supports the work. Though
trained as a painter, she also works with video, sound and objects.
She was included in The Singapore Show: Future Proof, Singapore
Art Museum at 8Q in 2012 and An Atlas of Mirrors, Singapore
Biennale 2016, Singapore in 2016. She also participated in the
National Art Council and Dena Foundation Artist Residency
program (Paris, France) in 2013.

MINSTREL KUIK
Minstrel Kuik (b. 1976, Malaysia) is an award-winning artist,
working in photography, painting, drawing and artist publications.
She had won numerous awards such as the International
Photographer Award 2013 Higashikawa Photo Festival, Japan
and UOB Painting of the Year Competition 2014, Malaysia.
As a social actor, Kuik continues to experience tension coming
from the clash between institutions, social bounds, identities
and interests. These experiences are foregrounded in Kuik’s
perception of the world and her relationship with the authority,
and subsequently shaped her work, in which she believes the
personal, is political. Her recent work focuses on the negotiation
between the collective and the individual, and place as a field of
personal intervention.

NATEE UTARIT
Natee Utarit (b. 1970, Bangkok) studied at the College of Fine
Art in 1987 and graduated in Graphic Arts at the Painting and
Sculpture Faculty at Silpakorn University, both in Bangkok,
Thailand in 1991. Solo exhibitions include Optimism Is Ridiculous:
The Altarpieces, Ayala Museum, Manila, Philippines (2017)
Illustration of the Crisis, Bangkok University Gallery, Bangkok,
Thailand (2013), After Painting, Singapore Art Museum, Singapore
(2010) and The Amusement of Dreams, Hope and Perfection, Art
Center of Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand (2007).
Recent group exhibitions include Thai Eye, BACC, Bangkok,
Thailand and Saatchi Gallery, London, UK (2016/2015), Art
of ASEAN, Bank Negara Museum and Gallery, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia (2015), Time of Others, Museum of Contemporary
Art Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan (2015) and Asian Art Biennale 2013:
Everyday Life, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei,
Taiwan (2013).
His work is part of many renowned collections, such the
Bangkok University, Bangkok, Queensland Art Gallery and
Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane, Singapore Art Museum,
Singapore, as well as private collections in Europe and Asia.
Utarit’s multifaceted practice focuses on the exploration of the
medium of painting connecting it with photography and classical
Western art. Light and perspective are some of the elements the
artist chose to work with, focusing on painting as a means to
explore image making. His complex pictures, juggle wide-ranging
metaphors usually in the format of the traditional still life, allude
to Thailand’s current social and political landscapes.

PATTANA CHUENMANA
Pattana Chuenmana (b. 1981, Thailand) lives and works in
Bangkok, Thailand. A photographer by training, Pattana’s current
series of works explores notions of beauty through destruction.
He graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Art, fraom the department
of Painting at Silpakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand in 2005.

TAN WEI KHENG
Tan Wei Kheng (b. 1970, Sarawak, Malaysia) is a self-taught artist
from Marudi, Sarawak. Originally a ceramist for a commercial

outlet producing touristic objects, Wei Kheng became drawn to
the stories, symbolism and traditional knowledge of Sarawak’s
interior peoples. Wei Kheng travels regularly into the dense
interior of Sarawak where he spends time with friends from the
tribes of the Orang Ulu (People of the Interior) such as the Kayan,
Kenyah, Penan, Kelabit and Iban. His paintings depict them, their
stories and concerns.

SAIFUL RAZMAN
Saiful Razman (b.1980, Malaysia) graduated from UiTM with
a bachelor degree in Fine Art in 2003. He has exhibited widely
in Malaysia, Lebanon, Australia and Singapore. In 2003, he was
awarded both the Honourable Mention at the Philip Morris
Malaysia-‐ Asean Arts Awards and the Incentive Award at the
Open Show, Galeri Shah Alam. He lives and works in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.

WONG PERNG FEY
Wong Perng Fey (b. 1974, Malaysia) is an artist that has built his
reputation as an experimental and versatile painter since his graduation
from the Malaysian Institute of Art under the school’s scholarship
in 1998. Perng Fey’s gestural paintings of figures, nature, and natural
vistas fluctuate between abstraction and figuration with an acute
sensitivity to colors, layers and textures. His body of work, consisting
of a diverse subject matter, ranging from traditional landscape and
portraiture to abstraction exhibits a talented and confident brush play.
The canvas, becoming more than a picture plane, is transformed into
a ‘stage’ for the documentation of actions and mistakes. It becomes a
space that records gestures and mental states.

YEOH CHOO KUAN
Yeoh Choo Kuan (b. 1988, Malaysia) lives and works in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. His work constitutes a unique synthesis
of disintegrating working method, known for his self-coined
“Fleshing Abstraction”, a process that focuses on the characteristics
of color, texture, surface and construction materials. Choo Kuan
works with imageries that both engage the hedonistic and
disastrous, in which the results are sculptural whilst appearing
painterly.

ZHANG ZHENYU
Zhang Zhenyu (b. 1974, Hunan, China) is an artist based in
Beijing, China. He studied oil painting at the Central Academy of
Fine Art, Beijing, China, and graduated in 1997. His works with
humble materials from the everyday such newspaper and dust
and turns them into introspective and reflective artworks. Recent
exhibitions include Dust II, Yallay Gallery, Hong Kong (2016)
(solo), Artificial Garden, Today Art Museum, Beijing, China
(2016); Post-Calligrpahy in Chinese Contemporary Art, Kunstraum
Villa Friede, Bonn, Germany (2015); Blow-UP-Chinese New
Painting at Post-Financial Crisis Era, Changjiang Museum,
Changjiang, China (2015).
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Richard Koh Fine Art would like to thank all staff, artists, organizations and individuals that have assisted us and
made things possible throughout the year. We are grateful for your invaluable support and contribution.

Abdul Mohsin bin Aminuddin
Aesop
Aisyah Hanem
Alezza Marie B. Buenviaje
Ambika Trasi
Anne Samat
Aprille P. Tijam
Arnold T. Torrecampo
Atrayee Sengupta
Ben Oh
CB Lim
Chao Fu-Le
Charles Liu
Chuah Shu Ruei
Chris Moore
Chris Tay
Christiaan Haridas
CK Liew
Claire Bouchara
Colin Xu
Daryl Goh
Debasis Banerjee
Debbi Tan
Demetrio Paparoni
Ditas R. Samson
Dr. Steve Wong
Dr. Ian Wu
Eiffel Chong
Elly Kent
Faizal Yunus
Fang Wei
Fi Churchman
Floyd Cowan
Fung Wei Wei
Gan Chin Lee
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George Mitton
Haffendi Anuar
Hasanul Isyraf Idris
Henrielle Louise S. Omolida
Hings Lim
Ilham Fadhli Mohd Shaimy
Jane D. Salvador
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Jean Marc Decrop
Jeremie Thircuir
Jessica Ho
Jo Ann B. Gando
John Alexis B. Balaguer
John Silvis
Joshua Pang
Justin Lim
Kanchana Gupta
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Kenneth C. Esguerra
Khazanah National Berhad
Kiwi Ubonwan Utarit
Korakot Duangkao
Krisada Suvichakonpong
Lao Tongli
Leeza Ahmady
Leon Leong
Liew Kwai Fei
Liu Hsin-Ying
Louis Ho
Marco Loureiro
Martina Köppel-Yang
Mathieu Borysevicz
Melissa Tan
Melody Mui
Michael Kuscher

Michael Low
Minstrel Kuik
Mohd Suhaimi Ahmad
Mohd Syafik Afandi Mohd Azhar
Nadiah Bamadhaj
Nadya Wang
Natee Utarit
Olivier Burlot
Ong Jo-Lene
Pattana Chuenmana
Puah CK
Prayoon Srikam
Primmpak Permpatra
Queenie Hu
Robert Michael Crabtree
Roland E. Cruz
Rouwen Lin
Saiful Razman
Samantha Joseph
Sarah Abu Hassan
Sara Kramer
Sylvia Tsai
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Tan Hwee Koon
Tanapong Chirapanidchakul
Tan Boon Hui
Tan Wei Kheng
Terence Toh
Thanes Wongyanawa
Tom Van Blarcom
Vincent Ng
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Yeoh Soh Koon
Zhang Zhenyu
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